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·ey HEISSAM JEBAILEY AND BRIAN LINDEN . soc~atio~; C~~us Actl~ties Board an~
if
Co-Publishers
tb:e · G:i:eek Council. Also included is a

businesses.
r• ,
*'
. site of The fiUture. In addition to the ar~
' ' The Fuiture has SOIJJ.ething for ev- · tictes in' print, you'll fin(! movie listings,
1
· ·
·
special section filled with questions and eryone.,It reports on a wide v¥iety of weather updates, roommate .services
I On behalf of The Central F'l,orf,da ansWers coniing straight from your Ori- topics, mostly related to 'UCF and coi, and more, all available 24 hours a day,
F1fture, the student newspaper serving entation Team members. They'll tell you lege life. In the news s~ction, you might seven days a week. You'll also find the
UOF since 1968, and the 2003 Orienta- things they11 wif>h' they knew when they read up on activities witllln ·SGA and the appropriate·links if you hav~ a question,
ti n Tham, we want to welcome you to started their educatj.on here. You'll als'o ; university iµlministration, learn 'about comment or concern about the paper,
· t e University of Central Floridfi:. Now want to support our many sponsors who new clubs on campus or encounter pr~ would like to submit a letter to the editor.
u will embark on a new journey. A trip · are looking to help you find a job, a place. ·files abqut students who have ·excelled. · or are -looking for a specific merriber of
toward independence, goals, a degree , to µve, .an organization to join anq. other In ' lifestyles, you'll find information our staff.
rlud many other life-enhancing !li>Pects. · things to do.
.
about h.appenings on and ~ campus,
As UCF continues to grow, make
In order to guide .you · along the way, ,
With the start ·o{ ·fall classes on as well as event ealendars. The ,sports sure you J,ieep pace by picking up .The '
e've combined efforts to provide this .Aug. 25,' The Puture will return to its. section tracks our Division I-A football JilutU1·e every Monday and Thursday ~
Orient~tion Issue and help make your ·. t'i\rice-weekly distr\bution,· on Mondays
team, UCF1s other 15 official men's and and r eading www.UCFfutlire.com daily.
trans~tiop.' into tJCF as smooth .as pos- and Thursdays, from its once-a-week ·women's teams, and the range of club
Combined they. ai'e y;our' constant source
summer schedule. Free copies may be · sports a:nd intramurals.
sible.
' ·
for UCF news, lifestyles, sports ·and evlliside you will fin.d articles .r elat- . picked up at more than 150 locations ihNext tiine .you're on the In- erything in between.
.
ing to various' campus orga$ati0ns eluding the UCF Student Uilion, library, ternet,. be ·strre to check us · out at
In the meantime, best of luck to you
1
including· the Student Government' As- classroom buildings and many area www.UCFfuture.com, the official Web and you1; fqture. {No pun inteqded.),
'
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Headlines recount signifi~nt and not-so-significant ,,
campus events ofthe paSt year.
- SEE BIG, J
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Asthe fall.semester approaches, our players look to lead , ... ,, This.list of tips will help your transition go a lot more
promisi,ng seasons.
.
- SEETEAMS, 17
smoothly.
: - SEETWENTYTHINGS, 13
"
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Bus Routes .......................:......... 19

Safety Tips..........:........,.:............21
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The Central Florida Futiire

gtii.dellnes that defines ~ppropriate ,
. student conduct. ·
"' · . I.:
•.
,
The first change opposed by'. '
the organizations proposed to raise
the . minimum GPA requirement
for stUdent leaders from a ·2.3 to ·
a 2.5. The second change allowe.d
·IJCF 'adniinistrators to discipli.Ile :.
an entire student organization .if a
handful of its members misbehaved ·
together.
UCF officials said the group
responsibility policy was lll'l,eded to
address matters of student rriiscol!-·
duct that had increased in number

·~

raise 9-2 to m~e Hftt"s Jjay more
. competitive with peer · salaries
after a consultant determined it
:was far below the national· aver- · ·
age.
·
In addition, Hit_t ' retains
several pfrks such as arent-free
•
, KATIE FLATH /(ff
house on"campus, a car, a country
Forensics science maj0rChristy
club membership a0d $2.1,367 for Brinker
is part ofthe booming ·
heruth.. care, long-term disability enrollment in her.field of study.
a:nd IJ.etiremeilt. He ·also receives
forensic bioql1emistry.
$~4 1 250 of deferreq compensaEven as students and teachtibn from the UOF Foundation.
' Hitt's raise immediately ' ers observe that "CSI" is farther
made . him . the highest-paid fi:oni reality than mo~t students
president in Florida, but it was think, the top-rated show helps
· a brief distinction. University of · attract a record number of feFlorid.a President Ch~.rles Yo1:1-ng males into a 'n eld that was once
subsequently received a . 36.2 male-dominated. ·But the acapercent raise to $350,000, while · demic field's newfound popularia 37 percent raise for Uniyersity . ty strains the department, whose
of South Florida President Judy members cotiiplam ·that four
Genshaft' s boosted her salary · faculty members is not enough to
·First UCF Rhodes sd.olar ~amed
to $325,000, malting Young and handle 600 students.
With · ,an amiouncement in Genshaft the top two salaried
1
Deb~te draws out'activists
January; ,:senior / iYler Fisher presidents.
UCF's repatation as a cam.be~e UCF's 1Jrst Rh6des
Strapped students go with ut aid . pus with little political activism
Scholar.
Students found themselves was challenged when a gubernaThe English literati.ire ma,
•• >J .
jor was onet
struggling ~th ~~ces t~o4gh- . :to~~. £1.~~t.e) · Q~t. ~.2.,RfC}.ilght · '
ou.t the 'fall semester lifter ~Ott~';: !:(fut' ~~s ~ ·! ~ ' XJUm.beJ,"S
of 32 ·win-ners of the
~ rrors ~ela:'!".ed the distrlb~:.. "' for' a .1ay-it;11ig rall,Yf Ie~<li?-gYl?. to
,
· •o'ffinancial ru.d che~ks.
Election·Day.,,
.
prestigious·
scholarship,
cp,. \ll<~~ela:>;\".J>icli~I~~ ·
.,.
Ca;on,""'"~~~p •
which pays
tqrs wained' on tlie 'llDi i:sify'$ ~ ~ebat
.een Democrtttic chaJ.i ~, '
1
for two years
switc~ to a ne'Y progr '','calleM. ,. lenger ~:M,c,Bride ~d Republi,1
of education
PeopleSoft, caused man;f.,, assis~ . G~ . Ggv.
~P· -W!!! evel).~al
tance·checks to be withhel~ lifutil . uotor,.,.,.
,qj:q~cast live
at
Oxford
University
nearly th~ ~nd of the term,~~· . .··.
.fro,ip.;,..tJ;fe;,~~1id6,~~ ~Uni.on. ·In the
in · Engian<;J..
Adminis.t rators . ; 11ll.tiaJ1y· . hours l~ading .lip, fo-that debate,
hailed the software as a more -:''Wetl;le People," organized by the
Nearly 1,000
convenient and funcqonal sys- Progressive Council of UCF, put
students
from 341 colle~f; ,ang uni~ersi tern that would allow 'carnp~s thEf, potlight on a var( ~ of camties ?-I'Ound the If~S>Il applied for departpients to access in~9im,a:- . pus, loc~'\and politi ru gi;o~ps
tion from other departm@ts' to ·.~andpro.1poted general ~ ~tiVIsm .
the award.
~~?,?
. Days afterlt,th'.e announce- answer students' question:s. lfhe _·.while advocating ~ the council's
liberal .poli~cai inessag~.
ment, Fisher alsQfWas accepted ,. financial aid depai;tillent Wai> 'fue
into the doctoral·» program in la.St at,UCF to make the 8'tj.tCh~,-, ';. ~ , Organi.Za.tions r~·~uch ; as
_Greenpeace; NORrvp:,! the Wildliterature at Cambridge Univer1 While they waited for their
sity, which he will enter after he .funds, ·. students rvere advised life Advocacy P;oject, ~ ~oc~ the
to seek small short-term loans .Vote, the American 01vil L1berfinishes Oxford.
' Fisher, 22, starts classes at ,from UCF whne finam;ial aid ..ties Union ·and the Na;tional 'OrOxf9rd in the fall atter receiving sor.ted through the software er- g~ation for Women also parhis J:>achelor's degree in Spanish. 1 rors, which also caused consider- ticipated in the rally to educate
able I;JI'Oblems: at otber campuses · -pe~P.l-=: about issues- tqey sa,.y the
•
•' <'
~. ~ff
. ;•
across the country.
,,
· · .politicians overlooked. ,
.
Httt's raise pushes.h1i:n to the top·
fa
'
. ...
I
UCF's Board of Trustees
· Greeks parade t'heir protest
voted in October ·to give Presi- Forensics program gets a bo0St
The popularity of the crinie ,
In, advance of the Oct. 26
dent John Hitt a $93,000 raise, ·
·boostin.g his · annual salary to forensics drama "CSI" on televi- Homecoming parade, campus
$295,000. ~stee~ ,approv;ed the sion ,coi'.itributed to record ·nw;n- Greek organizations ' decided to
bers of students erirolling ili tb.e pull eight of their floats in ah efforensics program at .. l.JCF. The fort to halt two proposed changes
28-year--0lq program offers two to . the Golden RUle,l which is
tracks ~ analytical. science and a univer~ity , appro~ed set of
In the past schoo1 year, the
UCF community saw the ceity of
Orlando di.vide on gay rights issues; f?.JUd~nts. sllffer tbrotigli ,a
semeSter of delays ih financial ·
aid~checks, 'tb.e UCF president
receiv~·a $93,000 raise and a professor battle' to-keep her job.
•'' other stories were less
hard;..J;J.itting, ,'and · sometimes
even "ridictitl.Ous. A student was '
bitten by ~ shark while at Satellite Beaeh', another &tudent was
;lpprehe:i:ided by police ,officers
for stripping his clo~hes off in a '
retention pond anµ l[CF trustees
accepted a $600,000 endowment
t9 study the sourc~s of greed. '! '
The following were. judged
by the staff of Tl}.¢ Future~ito be
the top stories .·t hat shaped the
previous ,acade~C: ~ear ~t UCF. .
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ov~r the previous. tw!) yefils, par- More minuses than pluses :
ti<;iularly within · Greek ·orgapiza; UCF's F'a.9ulty Senate contintions. They also deemed the new ued its · debate about whethei: to
GPA requirement fair, arguing th~t impose ~ mandatory · plus/minus
students who don't ·maintain good grading scale.
'·
grades should not be allowed to
An SGA survey' indicates ,t hat
participf1te in a?tivities such as the ., SQ percent o! students prefer a
StUflent Government Association. · plus-only system. The plus-minus
.Both changes were approved scale currently, is ·used by some .
and took effect in January.
.
profess?f.s, but not all. As a result
. Seventeen fr11:ternities and . of that W.{:bnsistency, students who
nine sororities don.a ted the $100 ·receive a minus grade have .argued
that tliey otherwise would have
µsed towar~ floats to' the ·Ronald
!?LEASE SEE PAGE 23 '
McDonald, House.
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SURVIVAL GUIDE
. Central F/,orida future staffmembers offer tips to make the most out ofcollege
,
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So muchto·do,
;so little time

featuring
· ·Costa Rica's Finest Gourmet
Coffee:..Cafe Britt
• A Wide Selection of E.xotic Teas
• Organjc Coffee and Tea
Available ·
• Gourmet Desserts
• Relaxe~, Elegant 'Atmosphere
• Broadband T-1 Connection
• Dell Computer with CD Burners
• Wireless T-;- 1 for Laptops

407-482-soOo I

12078 Collegiate Way • Orlando
Across from UCF, behind Appiebee's·
in CoUegiate Square

www.naturacoffeeandtea.com ·

10% Off Purchase w/UCF Student/Faculty ID!
•

LINNEABROWN /CFF .

From surfers to swimmers, ma ny students head to Cocoa, the closest ~ajo r beach about 40 minutes east of campus.

Where are the
bea(hes?
Ah, the beach. The perfect
place to . go during a holiday,
on a weekend, or - let's face
it - instead of class. Luckily
Orlando is not too far from the
coast, and boasts four popular
beach options:
Although Daytona Beach
is wildest and craziest during
. Spring Break, it's an ideal place
to visit almost anytime of the
year. Daytona is known for far
more than its beaches. Each
year it lures NASCAR enthusi- ·
asts for Speed Weeks and bikers
for Bike Week. But the excitement doesn't stop when the sun
goes do.WU. Clubs like Razzles
and 600 North provide an exciting life for visitors and locals.
If you're looking for a more
tranquil beach atmosphere, look
no further than New Smyrna
Beach. It's a great place to surf,
roam around quaint shops or
just meet people. It's the best
beach to take your family when
.
they ~ome to town.
Like fo surf, or wish you
·could? Cocoa Beach is considered a surfer's. mecca. Professional surfers say the waves are
best on Cocoa Beach and amateurs can't get enough of ·Ron
Jon's - Cocoa's best-known
surf landmark and one of the
largest surf shops in the world.
If you can't surf, you'll be
sure to find someone .on Cocoa
Beach who can teach you how.
Professional surfers have
booths located right on the
beach and are prepared to offer
lessons and rent surf boards for
a minimal fee.
·
For the surf pros, Cocoa
· Beach hosts several surf competitions throughout the year,
including one on Easter Sunday.
We ·told you this beach was a
surfer's mecca.
Feeling feisty? Then Playalinda is the beach for you. Here
beach-goers aren't afraid to
bare .it all, and you'd better not
be either if you go. ,
Playalinda is one of the only
beaches in the area that allows
you to tan topless or naked. Sun
block is a must at this beach.

campground, visitors can either
pitch a tent or drive an RV onto
their own site. Each site comes
complete with hookups for water
and electricity, a charcoal grill
and a picnic table.
Fort Wilderness also boasts
air-conditioned "Comfort Stations" with restrooms, showers,
pay phones, laundry facilities
and ice machines near each
site.
Roughing it here will cost
·$35 to $82 per night, depending
on the time of year and type of
site. For reservations, call 407939-7429.
-KATRINA HAMMER

What kind oflocal
festivals offer .
entertainment? '

Where are the
coolest places to go if
Ilike ••~
•; • Hip-hop?
For all you Hip Hop heads
looking for some blazin' beats
and a ' slammin atmosphere,
"Phat Fridays" at The Roxy
nightclub on Friday nights is the
place to go.
While it wo~'t cost you "50
cent" to get "In 'da Club," for a
$6 cover you can "P.I.M.P." yoi.µ"Magic Stick" 'until 2 a .m. The
age requirement is 21-and-up for
men, 18-and-up for ladies. Leave
your T-shirts and jeans at home
because The Roxy enforces a
strict dress code.

••• Country?

r

If you love to line dance,

throw on your cowboy hat and
The weekend has arrived, head·down to Cowboys ountry
and you have no plans. No par- club .. Open Thursday through
ties in your apartment complex. Saturday, this is Orlando's most
No football games to catch on the popular country night club:
tube. No interesting flicks o the The 15,000-square-foot f;lCility
big screen. What can you do?
welcomes 18-and-up. Ladies are
Orlando offers several festi- admitted free every Thursday;
vals throughout the year to keep men pay $5-$7. No dress code,
you entertained.
but Western wear is always
If you didn't fall asleep
encouraged.
while reading Macbeth in high
school, the Orlando-UCF Shake- ••• Latin?
speare Festival will satisfy the
If you are in search of a
literature-lover in you. Many of Hispanic spot hotter than J-Lo's
its plays throughout the year "I'm Glad" video, then sweat it
feature UCF theater majors, and out in The Club. Its over-sized
each spring it performs beside dance floor and second-story
downtown Orlando's beautiful glass chamber for voyeuristic
Lake Eola. Students with a valid . viewing make it "muy caUente."
UCF ID can purchase discoup.t
If your non-dancing friends
tickets.
need a bit more encouragement,
Don't want to hear Romeo the multiple video screens, lightand Juliet profess their love for ing effects, and pulsating lasers
one another by _committing sui- are enough to stir up vibrations
cide? Head for the Bob Marley in even the most rhythm-chalReggae Festival at Universal lenged individuals.
Studios CityWalk. Each FebruAdmission ranges from $5
ary, · CityWalk · features reggae to $12; 18-and-up.
bands and Jamaican food during·
the two-day event that costs $21 ••• Karaoke?
for one day or $30 for two days.
Attention all shower singGot a fetish for offbeat skits er~! 'I'his one's screamin' your
arid dark comedy? In May, the name.
Orlando 'International Fringe
For the bold and the intoxiFestival showcases 10 days of cated, Friendly Confines in the
i performances by actors, musiWaterford Lakes ·Town Center
cians and dancers downtown. offers an intimate setting where
Nowhere else will you see 60- budding American Idols can
minute reenactments of the Star belt out their favorite tunes. No
Wars trilogy {sans· props) ·Or cover; 18-and-up.
·
-TRINA PRIORE · Alice in Wonderland character s
slamming drinks at a bar. For ••• Jazz & Blues?
less than $8 a shoW, the Fringe · In a blue mood? Then jazz
Festival is the most affordable up your dull evening with an untheater
e:Xperience in town · forgettable night at the upscale
· - not to . mention -the most Un- CityJ azz located at Univer sal
ff you want rough it·and forgettable.
Studios CityWalk.
enjoy the wildlife,. check out the ,
PLEASE SEE PAGE 6
-JOE
HARLESS
Canaveral National Sea.shore.
This park is located about
one hour from UCF, between Titusville and New Smyrna Beach.
Although the sites are primitive
· - no fresh water or sanitation
facilities - visitors can enjoy
beach camping (from N<;>v. 1
to April 30) or island camping
(available year-round) .,
.
. The cost is $10 per day for a
group of six 9r )ess. Group sites
(for -more than six people) are
available for $20 per day.
·
Permits are required and
may .be obtained up to seven
· days prior to camping. Fpr more
information, call 386-428-3384, .
ext.10.
If you'd prefer a .more comfortable camping experience, try
LINNEA BROWN /CFF
Wall St reet Plaza downtown is a popular weekend hangout. Duri ng t~e spring
· doing it Disney-style.
it hosts the Florida Music Festival, an event that showcases local musical acts.
At Disney's Fort Wilderness

Where can Igo
camping?
to

f.

Jumbo Wing~

. Pi~k your

flav~r

from the Flavor Zone

S (1 Flavor, 1 Ra nch) ............................ ......... 3.49
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ......•....~ •....••... .•...••.~ .. ... S.99
1 S (1 Flavor, 1 Ran c h) .....•••...••....•....•....•••...... 8.49
2 0 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranc h) .••: .................... ..10.99
3 0 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) ....... ...... ............ 1 S.99
SO (Up to 3 Fla vors, 3 Ranch) ..................... ..24.99
7 S (Up fo 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) .......................3 S.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, S Ra nch) ......... ,.......... .4S.99

Chicken Sandwiches
& ·112 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries*
• substitutio ns ava ilable fo r,
a n a ddi tio nal cha rge

. Fresh ChiCken Salads

Plain OR any one of our
2 5 flavors
·

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ra nch, Honey
· Mustard, Lite Italia n

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, P.ick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side

~ J~(1=~~:~~r)::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::::t!i

20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ....... ..................... ........17 .99
:J Flavors) :................. .................. 44.99

SO (Up to

· ·

5Fing~r's & Wedge Fries ........ ..... ...................... 6.99

20 ·WINGS

& Regular Fries
(any flavor) .

~l ain

~

1/ 2

lb Burger

,

OR a ny one o f o ur 2!> flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your 'Fries for Additional $ .99

' Regular 1.79
Wedge Fries ....•..........•
..•....•...••....•....•••...•••. .•••.. Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries .........•...... Regular 2 .49
·········· - ···· ··········· ····· ······Jumbo 3 .99 ·
Be er Battered Onion Rings ... .............. Regular 1 .99
..................... ...: ........••....••.. ..••....•... •••.. Jumbo 3.49
Mozzarella Sticks (S) ..•.•...•.•..•.•. .•••....•..........•.. 3.99
Fried Mushrooms ............................................. 3.99
Ranch or Bleu Chees~ & Celery.•..•..•......•.....•...•99
Garden Salad ............ ..................................... 4.49
Side Salad ·······························; ········ ··············· 2 .4,9

Pick your Flavor

· Chicken Finger Basket

•

Pick your Sandwich
..
·
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried piicken Breast •
Pick your Flavor

Add Celery .......... ........................................... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch •..•. .•.................... .69
Add fries to any Win~ ? rder .•••... .•......... .•.....•.1.79

$6 99

L1;ttuce, Tomato, Onion,
Musta rd, Mayo , Ketchup &
Pickle Spea r·o n the side

Kid'z Menu
s Wings & Wedge Fries ....•..............................4.9 9
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries ................... .. 4.99

Soft Drinks
Cans ........................................... 89

2-L!ier ......................................2.49
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UCF undQrgraduates have unique opportunities that provide a smooth ·
transition to graduate school.

I

Senior scholars can take graduate classes that apply to both
their unde.rgraduate and graduate degrees .

.I

that enable students to complete both a
bachelor's and master's degree in five years are available to
history, liberal studies and nursing majors.

I

worth $25,000 per year are avalle:ible to outstanding
UCF undergraduates. ·
· ,,

•

t

.

.ITilll@J] @[f @J@JW@JUDil@J@® ·
Visit·our web site for more information.
UNIVERSITY OF C ENTRAL F LORIDA
GRAD U A T E

ll

STUD I E S

www.graduate.ucf.edu

6 · TheCentra/FloridaFuture

www.ucffuture.com

SURVIVAL GUIDE·
zoo-style show on weekday
mornings ..
Jazz fans will want to check
out UCF's own jazz radio station, WUCF 89.9 FM.
If the music is falling short,
don't turn the ·radio off yet
- turn the dial to 104.1 FM,
Orlando's all-talk FM station,
featuring the "Monsters of the
Midday" from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
.
every weekday.
National Public Radio can
also be found at' 90. 7 FM.

Astudent's cheat sheet
to Ortando's FM stations:
WWKQ - 89.1 Spanish Religion
WUCF - 89.9 Jazz/NPR
WMFE - 90. 7 Classical/NPR
BRITT HARTI Cff
WWKA - 92.3 (K92) CounFriendly Confines at Waterford Lakes offers popular Wednesday-night karaoke.
try
WPRK - 91.5 FM Classical,
Friday of every month. But this
FROMPAGE4
gallery is unique because it Talk, Independent, College
Purple hues, dim lighting sits next door to Guinevere's
WCFB - 94.5 (Star 94.5)
·and elegant decor make this a - a coffeehouse featuring live Smooth R & B arid Classic Soul
WPYO - 95.3 Top 40 Pop
perfect first-date haven. The music performances and poetry
nightclub also· offers jazz en- readings several nights a week Music
thusiasts a slice of history with Patrons can pass between the
WIITQ - 96.5 Class~c Rock
a museum that displays 500 · gallery and coffeehouse freely
WMMO - 98.9 Soft Rock/
sipping lattes and ·while gazing Adult Contemporary
pieces of jazz memorabilia.
Cover is $3.25 after 8:30 at their favorite masterpieces.
WSHE - 100.3 (Cool 100.3)
p.m.; 18-and-up.
Downtown also houses the 50's-70's Oldies
OVAL Gallery on Orange AvWJRR - 101.1 Alternative
... Punk?
· enue. Doubllil.g as a gallery and ~ock
,
The beer-and-wine-only
WJHM - 101.9 (102 JAMZ)
a work studio for artists, the .
Will's Pubis.one of the ~ain
OVAL Gallery allows ·spectators Rhythmic Top 40
supporters of local music and
to ming1e within the gallery and
WLOQ - 103.1 Smooth Jazz
features the area's better punk
watch independent artists ereWTKS-104.1 Talk (Alternaacts. Located on Mills Avenue,
ate masterpieces before their tive Music Weekends)
WOMX - 105.1 (Mix 105.1)
veryeyes.
the quaint watering hole prides
The gallery hosts a show Hot Adult Contemporary
itself on being the anti-downtown hangout. Ajukebox, pool
every third Thursday of the
WOCL - 105.9 (0-Rock
tables and an air hockey table
month with free food and drinks 105.9) Alternative
make this bar an ideal place to
So come for the culture, stay for l
WXXL - 106.7 (XL 106:7)
the munchies.
Top 40 Pop Music
attend any night of the week.
Cover varies; 18-and-up.
The Spott Laurent QalWMGF-107.7(Magic107.7)
leries, off tony Park Avenue in Soft Adult Contemporary
... Techno?
Winter Park, is one.of the only
-MIKE RIEGEL
The bi-level Icon dance club
galleries in the area that feafeatures a spacious downstairs . tures affordable art. Items here
dance floor while a spaceshiprange from $10-$1,000, featuring
like DJ booth overlooks dancers everything from coffee tables to
as Orlando's top DJs spin the
hand-painted silk ties.
best big-beat techno in town.
The club is home to an impres- JOE HARLESS
sive roster of local DJs and occasionally draws internatiQnal
acts such as Paul Oakenfold.
No T-shirts, jeans or shorts
allowed. Cover is $5-$6; 18-andI
up.
I

What would you rather wear?
Independent
testing assuring
performance,
_quality and

What are the cool
radio stations to
listen to?

Consider yourself warned:
radio stations in Orlando cater
to all types of musical tastes,
and finding the right one can be
difficult. Program wisely - or
all of you Yanni fans will end up 1 •
listening to Linkin Park.
If you're searching for fanPop fans will want to keep ·
tastic art, look no further than an ear out for 'XL106.7 FM, 1
UCF's Art Gallery in the Visual - Orlando's mainstream top 40
Arts Building. Each month the station. Contemporary alternagallery showcases a different rockers tend to embrac,:i Real
arjist's work, including student Rock 101.1 FM or 0-Rock 105.9
artists and UCF professors.
FM. Hip-hop fans usually prefer
The Gallery at Avalon 102JAMZ at 101.9 FM.
Island on Magnolia Street in
Good ol' southern boys and
downtown Orlando exhibits art girls can hear country music on
pieces inside a "true" art house, K92 at 92.3 FM, and club ~usic
Orlando's historic Rogers Build- fans should tune in to 95.3 FM
ing.
. PARrY.
.
ALEX BABCOCK I CfF
s WUCF (89.9 FM) has a new
~ike UCF's art gallery, the .
Most of these stations sup- UCF'
$600,000,477-foot-tall broadcast
exhibits at Avalon are free, port seven days of music, and antenna that soars over the
and new exhibits open the first most have their own hilarious southwest side of campus'. ·
-AHMADTAYLQR

Where can Icheck
out art galleries?

Tanning Salon
Waterford Lakes Town Center '
865 "'· Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
' www.planetbeach.com

·-----------------~----·

1·3 FREE
! SES·SIONS

I

I
I Must present coupon. First-time guest.
I
I One per custome.r. Local r~sidents only.
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Ju1y __1a, 2603-· ia11 - 2003·-housinq payment due
August 20 I
-August 25,
December 5,
Deceniber 13,
Ja:nu_arY: -~,
January . s,
April 27,

•

2003 On-c&'mpus housing opens at 11 a.m.
2003 · Fa11"""2 oo3 classes - bigin
· · 2003 •.• Spring 2004 housing paym~n:t: _ ~ue ..
2003 · On-campus housin<I closes at noon
2004 On-campus housing. opens at· 1 p .m.
2oo4·· sp·r .i ng
ciasses···be.9-in . . . ..... .. · ·· ·
2004 On-c~mp~s_hou~ing_ clo~es at n~on
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The sky. The water. The stores.
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Simon Mdll Gift Certificates.
The Perfect Everyday Gift!
Good at over 100 stores, just down the road
from UCF at Waterford Lakes Town Center, including
Affinity Healthcare, ATA Karate, Baha Burrito Kitchen, Barnes & Noble, Bed Bath & Beyond, Best Buy, Bike Shop, Crafts &Stuff,
Friendly Confines, Johnny Rockets, Lenscrafters, Living Quarters Contemporary Furniture, Office Max, Old Navy, PetsMart,
Planet Beach·, Planet Smoothie, Regal Cinemas, Smith's Fine Furniture, Sprint PCS, State Farm Insurance, Subway, Super.Nails,
Super Target, Thai Singha, TJ Maxx, Waterford Family Medical, and many more!

wli<At '1 9(e'1t al1~ f~r sli~ppi·rlq !
..,

Watfflrnl
La/wJ;
TOVVNOCENTER

.

http://www.waterford.lakestc.com
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SURVIVAL GUIDE

Information key to
your well-.being
What do you regret
spending money on
when you were a
freshman?
Money, money, money...
You might think, "Now that
I'm in college, I can buy whatever
I want." Or - as you'll soon find
out - whatever your bank account allows after tuition, books
and housing costs have sucked
you dry.
Getting stuff may be nice,
but it's even nicer when you
don't have to worry about the
spending part. Here's what some
students said when asked the
burning question: ''What do you
regret spending money on during your freshman year?"
"Eating out, and I spent
way too much on beer and junk
food."
- Mandy Albaugh, 23,
graduate student, mental health
counseling
"Groceries. Every day I'd
go to the grocery store with my
credit card. We'd consume one
box of cereal per night. Five of us
lived together off campus, so it
was like trying to feed a family of
five every night. Instead of stocking up, I'd go to the grocery store
every singie day. It was crazy."
-Jazzmin Brown, 19,
sophomore, advertising
"Taking my girlfriend out all
. the time. Bad investment!"
-Alex Nottingham, 23,
senior, management information
"I bought some speakers,
and it put me in debt for a year."
-Mark Pegan, 23,
senior, health sciences

President John C. Hitt
and Vice President Thomas
Huddleston, Jr.
invite you and your family
to attend the
New Student Convocation
hosted by the
President's Leadership Council

at
The University of Central
Florida Arena
Saturday, August 23, 2003
4:00p.m. to S:_OOp.m.
BRETT HART I CFF

The Student Government computer lab, located on the second floor of the
Student Union, features free pnnting as well as PC and Mac networks.

Center, convenie,ntly located
on University Boulevard. However, be prepared to write a
hefty check for the office visit,
although your health insurance
will eventually reimburse you,
The clinic is open 8 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. Sunday'; call (407)
282-2044.
Ifit's the middle of the night,
Orlando has several hospitals to
choose from. One choice is the
Wmter Park Hospital, located
on North Lakemont Avenue and.
Aloma Boulevard, whose 24hour emergency room employs
an efficient and friendly staff. It
is about 25 minutes away from
campus, but is worth the drive
for the non-wait; call (407) 646-

7000.
--NICOLJENKINS

What is the
Capital One Bowl?

"Books, because you don't
need half of them."
-Nathan Rohenkohl, i9',
sophomore, undecided

The Capital One Bowl is
the new name for the downtown
stadium previously known as
the Citrus Bowl, and the 70,000seat home field for the football
"Beer ... that's why I'm still
Knights.
here as a fifth-year senior. Not to
Built in 1935 to seat 10,000
mention, I regret paying for all
people, the facility was origithose classes I failed!"
nally named Orlando Stadium.
-Chris Spollen, 22, senior, In 1947, it was renamed the
marketing
Tangerine Bowl, which coincided
with the name of a New Year's
':Joining a sorority. It cost Day college football game played
$2,400 a year, and it wasn't my at the stadium. In 1952, seating
style. Too much drama!"
was bumped to 12,000. It was
- Kelsi Johnson, 19,
increased a second time in 1968
junior, molecular biology to 17,000, and once again in
1976 to 50,000. The New Year's
'
"Booze, women and videoDay game and the stadium both
tapes, because DVDs became a were rechristened as the Florida
lot better."
Citrus Bowl in 1983.
-Justin Williams, 21,
Following a $30 million
senior, communications
renovation in 1989, the stadium
today can hold 70,000 people
"The meal plan, because
for concerts and events, includthey had the same thing every
ing the Capital One Bowl game,
day."
which is the renamed New Year's
-Jen Babiez, 19, Day contest.
junior, marketing major
Most importantly, though,
the . stadium is home to our
--DOUG COUSMINER ,
Knights football team. You will
want to go to these games, of
course, since UCF students
get in' free with a valid UCF ID
- and tailgating outside the
stadium is half the fun.
To find the stadium, drive
south on Alafaya Trail until
you get to State Road 408, also
Whether you fall down the
stairs or come down with the flu, known as the East-West Exyou have a few different first-aid pressway. Turn right and merge
onto 408 West.
options when the Health Center
Exit on Orange Blossom
is closed or crowded.
Trail and turn right as you come
For fast,.nearby service, try
off the exit. At Church Street,
the University Walk-In Medical
turn left.

If Ineed to see a
doctor when the
Health Center isn't
open, where do Igo? .

Please join key university le~ders as
they welcome you to the university .
community and introduce the values,
tradit~ons, and expectations for new
students as you begin your acedemic
career as Golden Knights.

Then, let the parking fun
commence. Game days are usu-.
ally packed, so a bit of aimless
driving will probably be necessary to find a S'pot near the
stadium.
Arrive early for a prime·
tailgating location. UCF students
may park for free in designated
stadium parking spots with a
valid UCF ID.
-BRANDON HARDIN

Space is limited.
Doors operr at 3:00p.m.
Dressy casual attire

Where are the best
places on and off
campus to study?
College isn't all parties and
TV-watching; sometimes you
have to study. In fact, finding the
ideal place to study- free of the
distractions that make college
life fun - could be the key to
keeping your grades up. Here
are a few prime spots to soak up
some text in relative peace.
Tucked away from the
bustle of foot traffic through
the main floor of the Student
Union, the plainly named "Main
Lounge" .on the third floor is a
great hideaway. Filled with long,
comfortable couches, chairs and
wor/r tables, this sun-lit refuge
is both comfortable and convenient.
The lounge is open during
Union hours: 7 a.m. to midnight
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to midnight Saturday and 11 a.m. to
midnight Sunday.
On the second floor of the
Union, two couc)les in a nook
around the corner from the
elevators provide a secluded
study environment. This area
also overlooks a beautiful view of
the new fountain in front of j;he
Pegasus Ballroom.
A few steps away (on the
northeast corner ·of the second
floor) is the Student Government Computer Lab - the most
well-equipped of the campus
computer labs. The SGA lab has
necessary office supplies like
a stapler, hole-puncher, pencil
sharpener, and, best· of all, free
printing.
Macintosh computer Jans
will be pleased to know that the
SGA lab also has several Macs
available.
Just outside the back of
the DD.ion, a cypress forest
surrounds another excellent
daytime study spot - the boardwalk.
Enveloped in nature, the
benches that dot the stilted
boardwalk give students an
· PLEASE SEE PAGE 21

suggest~d.

weeks

The LEAD Scholars Program staff would like to congratulate the following
students for being selected as LEAD Scholars beginning Fall 2003. Students are selected
for this two-year leadership development program based on their
experiences in leadership, academics, and service during their high school tenure.
Gena Abel
Jonathan Adams
Elizabeth Aires
Jared AllenOlivia Allmand
Bianca Altman
Victor Amorose
Abbey Anderson
David Andrade
lahur ·Anthony
Tiffany Anthony
Michael Arban
Meaghan Armes
Daniel Arnold
Alexandra Arroyo
Douglas Alhenosy
Jordan Bagwell
Lori Bailey
Elaine Baker
Robert Baldwin
Aileen Baliwag
Jaclyn Banker
Christina Barbour
Tommy Bardwell
Heather Barnes
Jaclynn Barnes
Curtis Barnes
Allyson Bates
Valesca Bendigo
Daniel Bennett
Jessica Bennett
Ryan Bennett
Danielle Bernard
JeffreyBeyer1
Benjamin Bird
Tera Blackmon
Renee Bleczinski
RodBobeLe
Susan Bodner
Ashley Bohac
Daniel Booth ·
Michael Bosse
Melanie Boukas
Christopher Boulmetis
Daniel Bowden
Chad Brillante
Carty Brock
Tristan Brooks
Jameca Brown
Rick Browne
Randolph Brunner
Arianne Buchanan
Neale Byrnes
Yurani Caicedo
Tabatha Calabrese
Janine Campos
Jenntter Cannon
Heather Cap
Stuart Carey
Jonathan Carney
KaraCamley
David Carter
Kimberly Chadbourne
Andrew Chan
Flora Chan
Ryan Chapman
Anna Chilcote
Teresa Chin
Warren Christophel
Kelly Clark
James Cobb
LaneyCohen
Matthew Colgrove
Lindsay Collore
Yasmin Colon
Gladimir Colon
Daniel Constain
Jenntter Corbett
Aaryn Corbett
Claudia Cortes
Sarah Cowlishaw
Jessica Crawford
James Cronin
Alyse Cruz
John Cusumano

Jenna Cymansky
Nicole D'Andrea
Lauren Davis
Michelle Deeb
William Deller
Jordan Denmead
Daniel Destouche
Evan Diamond
Anthony DiCamillo
Brittany Dickinson
Caitlin Diedrich
Marissa Dienstag
Tim Dill
Chaileen Dionisio
Joshua DiPietro
Daniel.Donaldson
Nicholas Dorsey
Melinda Draper
Michelle Ducker
Car1 Dungca
William Dunn
Lauren DuPont
Diana Duque
Brittan Durcho
Laura bzengeleski
Jontahon Earnest
Melanie Earp
Dorothy Echols
Gretchen Ellsworth
Desiree Estabrock

Kara Estes
Joe Etter
Meghan Fallis
John Farrar
Stephanie Feldman
Kristyn Feldman
Jaclyn Fishman
Kelly Flaherty
Leigh Flanders
Shannon Fleshman
Michael Flynn
Tricia Fodrie .
Christina Fogarty
Robert Foglia
Lindsa~Fox

Sarah raden
Katie Franey
Tracy Frost
Dacia Fr1:.9
Joanna alasso
Nick Gallardo
Courtney Gallenkarnp
Courtney Gallimore
Peter Gaspar
Kabina Gavette
Jami Gentry
Victoria George
Nancy Gillis
Leah Gipson
Ryan G1ssal
Jacob Gissendanner
Garlos Gonzalez
Ricardo Gonzalez
Mark Go&lchman
Kristina raczyk
Jaclyn Grass
Katelyn Grayshan
Miryam Greene
KamyleGriffin
Whitney Griffin
Shannon Groebe
Jennifer Gruver
Danielle Guillemette
Andrew Gulley
Daniel Gunter
Adam M. Hafley
Carty Hambsch
Amber Hand
Alyssa Hanlon
Jennifer Hanson
Natalie Harper
Rebecka Harrell
Stephen Harris
Jessica Harris

BRETT HART I CFF

Savanah Harte
Jessica Hatch
Minda Hatfield
Whitney Henderson
Jeremy Herget
Edwin Hernandez
Beniah Hildebrand
Samantha Hill
Allison Hill
David Hinchee
Rachel Hobbs
Meredith Hobbs
Katie Holder
Brandie Hollinger
Heather Hollmann
Lacey Howard
Iris Howell
Jordan Howes
Neva Husko
Sobiah Imam
Kathryn E lmpagliazzo
Maria Ippolito
Wajeeh lrfan
Bridget Jackson
Andrea Jansa
Amanda Jarvis
Joseph Jeffers
Sarah Jensen
Amanda Johnson
Daynette Johnson
Jeremy Jones
Patricia Jordan
Jennifer Juneau
Brianna Kari
David Kasson
Christine Kearney
Kyle Kelly
Kimberly Kinney
Jacqueline Kinsley
Amy Kipersztok
Matthew Kleinsteuber
Kimberly Knight
Jessica Koger
Kari-Jo Koshes
Anastasia Koski
Melissa Krainson
Jessica Krajewski
Emily Kuhn
Jonathan Labud
Matthew Langan
Jessica Lanham
Katherine LaPointe
Lindsay Larsen
Nicholas Larson
Chris Lashway
Miranda Lay
Erika Lechowich
Kristin Leone
Alexander LePage
Pabick Lewis
Lacy Lewis
Whitney_Liftig
Sarah Lindrnsky
Brittany Linington
Steven Lockhart
Cassandra Long
Jamie Long
Christina Lopez
Eric Luttman
Tiffany Lynch
Erin Maddox
ArpitMah~
Susana M
ado
TJ'leresa Manahan
Margaret Manning
Katie Marage
Ashley Marczak
Jared Margulis
Alexandra Marquez
Samantha Marsh
Eric Marshall
Rachael Martin
Shantel Martin
Cristina Martinez

Angela Martinez-Giraldo· Nilsson Rowland
Meryl Mathews
Christina Rubenstein
Megan Maxa
Tiff.any Rubin
Brandon MayheW
Andrew RudOlph
Joel McClintock
Lana Rukin
Kiley McDaniel
Lauren Russell
Patrick McDaniel
David Russo
Sarah McDonald
Amber1ee Saeger
Derek McGrath
Kathel'ine Saflioti
Megan Mcintyre
Evan Sager
Jennifer McNamara
Brian Sandor
Candace Meals
James Santiago
Alain Melendez
Sahar Sarrami
Krystan Menne
. Brianna Schantz
Faraaz Merchant
Natalie Schnee
Timothy Sears
Katherine Merriman
Brittany Merritt
Myra Segarra
Leonides Sepulveda Ill
Michelle Messina
Oswin Sewer
Amanda Metzger
Brittany Shepard
Cara Mielke
Johanna Moavero
DanielS~
Michelle Monaco
Katherine hepherd
Ryan Morales
Melissa Sherman
Cathryn Morgan
Ctuistopher Shon
Ashlee Moses
Alexander Sieg
Dania Moslehy
Lisa Simmons
Charlie Moss
Aaron Smalls
Megan Smith
• Amaneh Moulavi
Olivia Munizzi
Rachel Smith
N"ICO!e Snow
Laura Murchison
Megan Murphy
Nicole Sodano
Andrew Myers
Keith Soura
Krystal Sousa
Dana Napier
Chaya Stalk
Rebecca Naragon
Tannia Steele
Meghan NeSrnith
George Stefanou
Brittnee Newman
Lydia Stephenson
Tachelle Newton
William Stevenson
Maria Nimo
Jennifer Steward
Jennifer Obrosky
Katie Stickle
April O'Campo
Annette Stolarczyk
Allan Onik
Chelsea Stone
Cally Orr
Kelly Stone
Josephine Ortiz
Jared Stout
Stacey Osgood
TaCara
Stringer
Christina Pacheco
Kelsey Stroud
Camila Pachon
Julia Sturgill
Kristina Palazuelos
Sabrina Suleman
KiaraP~
Lindsey atrick
LaTanya Suragh
Brittany 5wartz
Stacey Paul
Stephanie Pawlak
Lindsay Tango
Heather Peeples
Stephanie Thieman
Ian Perez
Danielle Thomas
Jessica Perrone
Lillian Thompson
Melissa Peny
KaliTrtus
Lindsay Peter
Stephanie Trilli
Dominic Pham
Michelle Van Brunt
Brandee Popaden
Crystal Vercarnen
Jessica Porta
Emily Villegas
Jacob Pridgen
Joanna Waechter
Jason Privett
Carty~cz
Carrie Pugh
Tiffany aldrom
Amanda Pumariega
Aaron Walker
Robyn Radford
Rachael Wasserman
Alyssa Ramirez
Aliza Wechsler
Selena Ramos
Sean. Whitaker
Lauren Rees
Katie Whitson
Laura Reidy
George Wickrarnanayake
Michael Repass
Rachel Wi!eY
Bryan Reuther
Zephyr Wilkins
Amanda Rice
Christie Wilkins
Tlchelle Richards
Brittany Wil6ams
Melody Ritchie
Meghan Wine
Steven Rivera
Rachel Wobig
Janet Rodriguez
William Wright
Michelle Rodriguez
David Young
Nolan Roesler
Colleen Yuskaitis
Zoila R ·as
Richard Zavada
Renee ~oloff
Megan Ziglear
Leslie Rosario
0!1i Zimmerman
Sarah Roskay
Alisha Zysko
Monica Ross
Jeremy Roth
Chester Rowe
• At time of publication this list was not final

The Florida Citrus Bowl, renamed the Capital One.Bowl, has hostecl'the Golden Knights since their initial 1.979 season.
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·Computer Center

• 24-hour·Maintenance

·State-of-the-Art

·Local Telephone Service

·Computer Center .
·State-of-the-Art ·

Fitness Center
•.24-hour Community
·Basketball..& Sand · Assistant Staff
Volleyball Courts
• Swimming Pool
with Sun Deck · ·
. ·Gated.Community

.

Fitness
Center '
.

·
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• Basketball &Sand
·. Volleyball Courts

• Private
Bedrooms
and
.
..
Bathrooms ·

• 24-hour <:;ommunity
· Assistant Staff
• Ethernet Service ·
·Private Bedrooms and
~

i

Bathrooms

Sun Dec:k

• LessThan One Mile from UCF

Management
and Maintenance ·

•

·.Swimming Pool with

• Large Walk-in Close~s

~On-site

·Community Center

• La.rge Walk-in Closets . .

·Gated Community

'

www.thevillagea_talafayaclu~.com .

Www.thevillageatsciencedrive.com
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~lJC::F' TRANSFERRING?

SURVIVAL GUIDE

Now that I'm liere, ·what's next?

We are here to help.
~

f

..

Office of Transfer Services
First Year Tra.n sitions

Where are the malls?
During your time at UCF,
you may never need to venture ·
into the library (thanks to the
Internet), ~lie Student Union or
even some of your classrooms.
However, you'll certainly need
to shop and you'll need to know
where.
On East .Colonial Drive
you'll find the Orlando Fashion
Square mall. This is an averagesized, decent mall with a variety
of stores for girls and guys.
If you just need to grab a
cute shirt for the night or some
new sneakers to play ball, visit
the Oviedo Marketplace mall .on ·
Red Bug Lake Road. It may be a
tiny mall, but it ha8 an impressive
l
'
.
·
,
,
BRITTHART/CFF
movie theater and essential stores Nearby.Regal Cinemas at Waterford Lakes offers discounted tickets to students.Waterforc;i Lakes features over 100 retailers. ·
such as Pacific Sunwear,Express,
Wet Seal and Fbotlocker.
rivals that of locai Blockbuster
If you're in the mood to
shops, at a comparable or lower
spend major money and shop
place~?
price.
like the rich and famous, the Mall
At nearby Video News; new
at Millenia, at Conroy Road and
Are you a bargain shopSometipies you just want to videos rent for ,only $3 per day
I-4, has a Macy's, Neiman Mar- per? Do you want to be one? No stay home - r!;)gardles~ of the or $3.50 for two days. While they
·
cus, Bloomingdale's and Gucci. problem. .
club ·specials, concerts and new may not offer grunes for rent, the
A little-known secret is XI (i.e.
Head to Old Navy; RQss or TJ blockbusters at the theaters. rental prices are cheap and they
"Fbrever.21") upstairs, which is Maxx at Waterford Lakes Towri When you just want to rent a stay open until midnight every
popU.l.ar women's apparel store Center to b1,1y a stylish wardrobe good ~ovie, there are plenty of night.
with reasonable prices and huge · at a discount price.
nearby places to choose from.
sales - and it caruiot be found
Only have a dollar? The
· The closest shop to campus
-ALEX BABCOCK
anywhere else in Orlando.
Dollar Store at Waterford Lakes is · a Blockbuster next to the
Last but not least, the Flor- will satisfy your budget and sells Publix on the north side of UCF,
ida Mall is located at Sand Lake everything from wrapping paper which offers new releases on
Road and South Orange Blossom to tupperware. '
VHS and DVD for' $3.99. Th~y
Trail. This mall connects to
Need
to
accessorize? stay open until midnight most
· an Adams Mark hotel and has Claire's offers a wide selection . nights; 1 a.m. Friday, and SatUl'You need new clothes - but
stores like SakS Fifth :Avenue, of jewelry, handbag-s, sungiasses day pi.ghts. .
. you don't want to pay for new
Guess ~d Champs Sports.
and hair accessories that are hip
. Another Blockbuster is also clothes, do you? For those with
yet affordable.
located on Alafaya Trail, on the slim budgets (i.e., all of us), used
-TRINA PRIORE
. Perhaps the best . bargain north side of the intersection and "vintage" clothing store.s
store in Orlando is the Wal-Mart . with State Road 50. This one is· provide an affordable avenue to .
Supercenter on Colollial Drive: open every day from 10 a.m. to revamp yourwardrobfil.
Norma's Resale Boutique, at
Students can buy everything midnight. Their price~ ar~ a bit
from groceries to 'appliances 24 cheaper than the Blockbuster Dean Road and University Boulehours a day at the best prices mentioned above, except for vard, offers designer T-sWts for
So, you're bored. Or yo~ and in town.
game rentals: $6.29 for a Game- ' $3 to $7 and jeans for $7 to $10..
your friends are bored. Or you've
Cube, PlayStation 2 and Xbox.
Goodwill Industries of Cengot a hot date, or you 'feel like
-NATALIE RODRIGUEZ
On University Boulevard at tral. Florida, on .Colonial Drive
forking over copious amounts of
Dean Road, Movie Gallery offers between Rouse and Dean roads,
U.S. currency for junk food. Well,
a ·good selection of new releases offer T-shirts from 99 cents to
my friend, it sounds like you need
and older titles, with prices com- $3.49. Pants start at $3.49, and
·
to go to the movies.
parable to Blockbuster.
jeans at $4.99. '
Fbr your standard, run-ofIf you're looking for someThe Echo Excp_ange on the
the-mill movies that feature car
thing cheaper, however, sear.ch corner of Dean Road and Unichases, girls in, bikinis·and alien
Out with the old and in with no more: two video stores on versity Boulevard is a favorite
invasions (along-side . typical
State Road 50 offer you an. al- among college students. EchoJ
chi~k flicks and Oscar hopeful13), the new. It's the way of the world, ternative to Blockbuster. fure. has a Wide range of styles and
the
w,ay
and
more
specifically,
it's
you have two theater choices of CD collections.
Best of all, both are less than two allows students to buy, sell and
within 15 minutes of campus
miles away from campus.
trade clothes. Prices for most'
· If your MC Hammer and 1
·t
d $ 0
d -.>..,\
- Regal Cinemas Oviedo Mar- Vanilla
Ice CDs have been collectHollywood Video, open 10 I em~ are un er 2 , an wµlle
ketplace 22 and Regal Cinemas ing dust (or are on their way to a:m. to midnight · ~ally, offers a not everything is vintage in the
WaterfordLakes 20.
becoming shiny drink coasters)! ~IIllplliied scheme. every rental store, most items fit into the retro
If you'd rather see art films take them instead to one of the , IS five days long 1 new or old, category
or foreign films_:_ Pi other words, nearby used CD stores and trade . movie or grune. Their selection
Orlando Vintage Clothindependent films - head to the them in for new CDs.
' ing Company, located on West ·
Enzian Cinema Cafe in Wmter
Park Avenue CDs, \ ocated ,
Fairbanks in Winter Park, is
Park Although the Enziari' only in the UCF Student Union, aithe friendliest thrift shop in the
has one screen, they run movies lows students to buy, sell and
area. The helpful staff will.help ,
that other theaters don't and also trade used and new CDs.
you locate ariy accessory you're
. serve up.some·great food.
looking for and even allow shop. Another option is CD Warepers to rent items such as flapper
Prices for all Regal theaters
house, located off campus on
are $6.50 for ~tudents with a valid Colo:Ilial Drive near the Orlando
dresses, go-go boots and wig-s.
UCF ID.. The Enzian charges
Fashion
Square
mall.
$5.50.

- .Wh.ere are the neare.st
video rental

Where do I
shop cheap?

a

•

1.

The office of Transfer Service.s provides the
following information and services: ··

•
•
•

Transfer issues and questions
Course Equivalencies
Common program and cou~se
prerequisites ·
General advising and referral for
transfer students before an·d _after
they enroll at UCF
Advising for transfer students Wh()
are undeclared, undecided, or
changing majors

•

•

·Location: Howard Phillips Hall. Room 102
Stu~ent Hotline: 407-823-5959
Web Site: http://transfer.sdes.ucf.edu
E-mail: tservices@mail.ucf.edu
University ofCenfral Florida
Unit of Academic Development and Retention ·
Division of Stuqent Development and Enrollment Services

Where are the best
thrift stores?

UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER
Because .,Writers' Need Readers
I

Undergraduates• Graduate Students+ Honors in th'e Major
Student Athletes• Pegasus Program+ Business Writers
Creative Writers + Education
C)

·Where are the
movie theaters?

Where are the best
used .CD store·s in
.town?

-JASON IRSAY

-BRANDON HARDIN ·

-MIKE RIEGEL

PLEASE SEE PAGE 13

+ .Cla'Ss ,Assignments
+ Group. Projects
,
I
4
+ Resumes and Portfolios
Scholar.ship/Grad School Applications
Personal Writing
~

'/I

'
'

Visit our website to make an appointment,
view a map of our location, and
find our hours of operation.

.

'
(407) 823-2197

'

'

http://www.uwc. ucf .edu

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

ST.U ·DENTt
L ; E . G .:A £
·S .E RVI C ·E S
.

I

.

t"

'

'

"

MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
around UCF is quite c~mn:ion. Her.e are 5 steps to pelp sec~re your chanc~ .
ofgetti~g some, or all of your ·deposit back and not befog overcharged when ·
yoq move out:
· ·

./ READ THE LEASE!
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that yo'u must inspect the
unit at the time of move:.. in. If there is a deadline for giving a list .
of problems back to the landlord, make sure·you get it back to the
landlord by.the deadline.
./ INSPECT'EVERYfHJNG!
o The landlord may p~ovide you with a moye-in insp~ction she~et.
If not, make your OM} list, stating existing problems within ·
each roo.m of th.e unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such'as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!
./ MA.KEACOPY!'
o Be sure to make a·copy of the completed inspection sheet

BEFORE.giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
'
'during the duration of your lease.

./ TAKE PICTURES! o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
.existing when you mo~e in,.take photos of all common areas,
. your room, .a nd bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the ,condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/la,ndscape (if you are .responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. 'Print the photos with dates!
./ INCREAsE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you mov~ out. And you will be able to prove which
darp.ages were there at the time you moved ·in, if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.osc.sdes.·ucf.edu

If you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm.
We assist with selected areas cflaw, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qualified students can recieve free consultation & representation.
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Government Association

t')

·~

•

Spotts
Business

•

Let OrlandoSentinel.com help you' ...
vvith your day-to-day ·activities:
·
· Get fhings Done 'at School:
• Check UCF football schedule
•Find article for Marketing class
• Gef breaking news stories
• Check part-time job listings

Get Things Done at Home: ·
• Listen to local bands
•Watch movie trailers and reviews
• Get movie times and locations

•

C i

~ '

Get Involved in, o~~.Of U£F~s 20 +Sports
Clubs from W~;in9'. to ·Rugby to Crew and
many more.

Over 50 different .Sports available to play,
FREE .for all UGF Students!
Sign up as an·individual

or team online

CAMPUS
BOARD

ACTIVIT~ES
\

Animal Care and Environment,
r
Movies, Concerts, Comedians
;Theatre Night, Open Mi~ Nights,
Arts an~d Recreation, Children and Education,
·Dance Marathon, Speakers, Haunted Arboretum,
Criminal Justice and Domestic Violence
Miss UCF, Mr. UCF, Symphony Under the Stars,
The Elderly, Health Care and Mental Health,
. Mystery Dinner Theatre Hypnotists, Jugglers,
Hunger and Homelessness, Literacy and
LATE KNIGHTS
Variety Shows, Spring Fest,
Mentoring( Organ anq '
Includes activities such as
Promotions, Videos
Tis~ue Donation,
' comedians, musicians, novelty acts, movies,
and muGh
Special Interests ·
inflatables, and more! It's five hours of FREE food,
more
weekend fun.and entertainment!
HOMECOMING

Carnival, Spirit Splash, King and Queen
Philanthropy,, Skit Knight, Mo.vie Knight,
CLUBS& .
Comedy Knight, Parade,
ORGANIZATIONS
Homecoming Game
Over 300 clubs and organizations including Billiards
A comprehensive leadership development program
Club,
Swing Club, Chocolate Club; Sushi Club,
that offers all UCF students an opportunity to explore
Underwater
Hunting Club, Camping Club,
the aspects of leadership. Our Mission is to cultivate
·.
Astronomy
Club,
Electrochemical Society,
leaders in the uc·Fstudent community
many
~ampus
ministries, political
through training, mentoring,
and
!!Ocial
organizations .
'
and consulting
and more
EKCELEVERY KNIGHT
, ,
~AN EKCEL IN LEADERSHIP

I.

.,
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Where's the best place off-campus
~~get grub?
, . ., .

This fall, join something
that "Viii really , .

.Payoff.

• On-campus cuisµie tasting blahd? If you're ready
·
for real food, visit our local favorites.
If you are looking for ethnic dining, try ~l Cerro, .
an authentj.c Mexican restaurant with big portions and .
low prices. El Cerro is located on University.Boulevard
across the street from UCF's main entrance.
~other great choice for Mexican is Tijuana Flats,
launched in 1995 by Brian Wheeler, a UCF alumni.
The chain has since expanded to more ttran a d,ozen
Florida locations, including the original at University
Boulevard and State Road 551.
If you're in the mood {or good, cheap Greek grub
within walking distance, visit the Falafel Cafe behind
the. Chevron sta;tion in the shopping plaza off Uni. versity Boulevard. Offering everything from gyros to
shawarmas, this hideaway cafe was voted best Middle
Eastern cuisine in the Orlando Sentinel.
.. Feelin~ a little Thai? Two restaurants within 10
minutes of each other should satisfy your craving-s.
Thai Fµsion is located on Alafaya Trail I).t)Xt to Subway,
across the street from campus. Thai Singha is in the
Waterford Lakes Tuwn Center.
·

·

• Online Account Access·
t e-Statements
'
.
t Online Bill Payer
t low Auto Loan Rates
t Direct Deposit
• ·Overdraft Protection

KATIEFLATH/ CFF

,
The Salvation Army Thrift Store on East Colonial Dr.
·
'
\ offers furniture, clothes and decorating items. Bring
--{HRISTINE DELLERT , your student ID card for additional discounts.

FAIRWIND
Credit Union

3133 N. Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL 32826 Stop by, call 407.277.5045 or visit www.fairwinds.org today.

.
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Be '1""1-sel.f. .
_
Re...e...00- that -!;his is tollese, ...,+_ hish sthool. New, 1-~les al'fl't.
»o..:csitlc..ess tan be e><!'etf.ec:I.
.
.
_Malet .f1-ienc:ls in tlass. I+. tan be 1.elf.f~I in lots o.f. way•· FOI" e><a,.!'le-:-note• wlien Y"" ...iss a "tlass ol"
..eed a sti.c:l't fa~1-:
·
Make •~1-e t.. ...ee+.· wi-l:h an atac:le"'i? .ac:lviso1- .so 't"" take -!:he to1-1-et+. tlasses.
qe+. t.. kr.ow 't~~I" 1'1>;..fesso1-s; it tan be helf..ful bo-l:h. l\OW anc:I la+.e1-. <Pow~ -!:he 1-oac:I, -l:he't ~1c:1 se+. .
't" a job.) Make •~1-e that' 'f!" 1-eto1-c:I all o.f 'f""I" ""o.fessors' i...f-a+.ion (telefho"e n~...be1-, ~Hite
n~,.oo-, e-...ail ac:lc:l1-ess anc:I o.f.fite ho~1-s) in a. flannel" 01- ta1-c:I i" 'f""I" wallet a..(! keel' it wi-l:h 'to~ a+.
all +.i..i:s.
Visit 'f"I" teatlic1-s .c:1~1-i»s -l:heii- o.f.fite h....1-s. '{" will have an ac:lvanf.ase beta~se '1"" f1-o'fesso1-s will
, k....,w anc:I 1-~i~ Y" anc:I r-1- ..a~. _
.
.
At+.e..c:t tlasses-4!ven i.f Y"" c:lo" t t.hinli Y"" ..eec:I -I;.>. This will frefa1-e 't°~ .fOI" .f~+.i.1-e tlasses.
Keef ~I' o" 'f""I" elasses' 1-eac:li,.s•-it ~Id, l>a~nt 't" ~in -!:he end) ;.f 't"" c:lon't.
._ _
It is nevel" -b>o e.11-l't -b> look .fo1- intel"llships. l.f 't"" s+.a1-+. ea~l't, 't"" have a. bet.lei" thante :..f finc:li"S
e><attly what '1" want
·
Don'+. be a.f1-aic:I ,-b> ask. It tan't h~rt
.
Pa..ki»s is alwa'ts a 'froblew: °" ta.of~•. I+. _i• a aooc:I ic:lea to show ~f. ca1-ly t.. fa.-k anc:I 'walk, 01- c:letic:le
on· an alm..a+.ive -b> ,c:l1-ivi»s .-b> sthool.
·
Its i"'fOl"tant -b> have kr.owlec:I~ o.f -!:he batk 1-oac:ls on-b> ta..fus - ....1-e •feti-f11.all't, Resea1-th Pa.-k, as
well as l"!\("~i+.y, Stiente D1-ive, a..c:1 Challensel" Cwhith tonnet+.s -b> .t\-Ofd). This tan save a lot o.f tJ,.e
r anc:I a.voids -!:he . b-a.f~\t o.f Ala.faya.
·
·
Be.fOl"e 't" 1-eSi•lel", .finc:I.' "t ~ethinS al-t -!:he leathel"•· Try ei-l:her 1-a+.e't""1-f1-o.f.fesso1-s.to.. 01- b't
e-111aili»s anc:I +.alki»s -!;o o-l:he1- s+.i.c:len+.s.
Make s..1-e -!:ha+. 't"" have a sooc:I rlaN\a'. I+. will hell' 't" sta't 01-sani:z.(c:I. Colle~ is all about. +.;...e

...anas-t.
i
qd to k"°°f! 'f""I" R.A. CResic:l(llte Ac:l>itSO'r) in 't""r l"esic:lentc hall.

11. AH.enc:! UCF a-l:hletit. events. The-t a1-e .f1-ee

a..c:I fl"ovic:le

.

We· Specialize in:
• Factory Close-01,1ts
• All New Factory Seconds
• Dealer Cancellations
• All Complete w/Warranty

-. '•'WV' ;1+u+1 ;J;tN oq ~ ·

SOLD IN
SETS ONLY

FiRM

. s1799s

EXTRA
FIRM

s2599s

LUXURY
FIRM

s2799s

SUPER
FIRM

s3199s

PILLOW:TOP

I
I
I

••
~TWIN

set*

I
I

set*

I

EA. PC.
I
95
••
Full .Ea. Pc• . $159
I
95
I
$379
.Queen Set
.I
95
$499
King Set
I

set.*

.

set*

·I

DREAM
SLEEP

LUXURY FIRM

sooc:I enWtai11Ment UCF .football Sd"'es

~ovic:le a s1-ea~ offorb.nit't t.. M(et o-i:hel" (,(CF sti.c:ien+.s.
B~t 'f""I" ......e't; it is i111for{;a..l -b> ~'t -b> save ~e o.f 'f""I" stliola1-slii1' 01- loan thetks in tase o.f
a.. e...el"~'ri.'f
I~. Pal-bes anc:I tl~bs a1-e .f~n bv.t 't"" ..~st 1c...,., Y"I" li...lts· Lem. -b> balante sthool anc:I . .f~n-it will hell'
't""in~-l:ha1-eas. .
, , ·
·
. .
thaotit, anc:I teathcl"S
i.o. l(...,w whcl"C Y"I" tlasses a1-e be.fo1-e 'f""I" fi1-s+. c:la'f o.f tlass; ~d:i111t:• thi"S•
have -b> t~ tlass1-"°"'s. l.f ::!" kr.ow wlic1-e 'f"I" tlass is lota+.ec:I, it Sives 't" -e +.i..i: -b> -l;hi..k
al-+. p-1- .fi1-s+. c:la't a+. (,(Cf'.
•
. .

lfd.

set

"

.t.

QRLANDO!

E . C o lonia l

Ho m ~

D e pot

6136 E. Colonial Dr.
(2 blocks East of 436 on Hwy. SO)

(40'l) 380-3918,

Canopy Beds, Futons Frame.
or Pad Ii Day Bells

. Bt•rting at

•Tr

Headboards
Btartin11 at

•fp
,

150 N. Hwy 17-92

(407) 339-0146

I

/

c

UNIVERSI'IY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

'

'
WOMEN S ·ROWING
'

.

'

.

NCAA .

,

'

Division I .
Varsity

Join a winning tradition ·

STATE' CHAMPIONS! .
' \ .1997, 1998, .1999, 2000, 200:1., 2002, &
'

I

I

2003

'

The UCF Rowing Team is recruiting student-athletes for the 2003-2004 Novice Squad.
.

'

'

NO EXPERIENCE·NECESSARY!
,

Registration I Information D~tes:
, August 28 - 29, 2003
Thursday or fiiday
2:00 ·- 6:00 p.m.
1
•

·

Lake Claire, UCF Campus

All inter~ted student-athletes should come by the tent ANY TIMB between 2 cmd 6 PM. at Lake Claire to register,
. . meet the coaches, arid learn more about roWing opportunities.
·
For more information contact:

Coach Blair

cblair@mail.ucf.edu

{407) 823-0486

C M• K

t;J'

.

'

,

'

www.ucffuture.com
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Student Academic ResoU:rce Center

.I"committed to Academic Excellence"

Teams hope to dominate again in 2003-04

Main office: Phillips Hall, Room 113
Address: PO Box 163115
Orlando, FL 32816-3115
Phone: 407 823-5130
Email: sarc@mail.uef.edu
Web Page:

Fans, qthletes
and~oaches

expect a year
like last one
BY ASHLEY BURNS

8/31

at Virginia Tech.

3p.m.

9/13

.vs Florida Atlantic

6p.m.

9/20

atS cuse

9/27

at Kent State

10/4

vs Buffalo

Sports Editor

Football

•I.

In their inaugural season of
MAC football play, the Knights
' made an immediate impact,
finishing second in the MAO
East behind regular conference
champion Marshall University.
Led by the strong arm of
quarterback Ryan Schneider,
the Knights finished 23rd in
the nation in scoring, ahead of
such schools as South Florida,
Virginia Tech, Florida State and
even national champion Ohio
State. Even more impressive,
Schneider helped UCF finish
sixth in the nation in passing,
. wl'lile as an individual he ranked
in the top 10 of everj major quar-·
terbacking category.
In 2002 the Knights faced
one of their toughest' schedules
· ever as they opened the season
with three consecutive away
games, the first against · Penn
State, which was ranked No. 10
by ESPN's preseason analysts
and led by Reisman finalist Larry Johnson. UCF trailed Penn
State 27-9 in the fourth quarter,
but two touchdowns brought
• the final score to 27-24, garnering notice for Head Coach Mike
Kruczek's powerful offense.
UCF played another game
down to the wire in the tw.i·d
week against Marshall, ranked
No. 24 in the
pre season
polls. Much
like
the
at
game
Penn State,
the Knights
made a fate
charge but
were held
off by the
play of another Reisman hopeM. Byron Leftwich, losing t<:> the
Thundering Herd 26-21.
.
'Schneider will .t/lke the
Knights into the 2003 season as
the nation's leader in touchdown
passes, with 69. In addition, with
9,027 career passing yards, he is
already No. 2 among active pa.Ssers, and needs l~ss than 4,000
yards t~s season to surpass Tim
Rattay and become No. 2 all-time
in NCAA passing yards:
The Knights' more favorable 2003 ·schedule offers him
that chance. UCF will open· its
25th anniversazy season · on
ESPN against perennial :Sig East
contender Virginia Tech.
CollegeFootballNews.com
already has named UCF's ,defense as the best in the MAC for
2003. Led by junior Atari Bigby,

Ch~ out our

w"!' page *<moation On our servkes!'

, sARC Offers•.•
.Free tutoring inia variety ofsubjects- see .

atOhio

.
UCF athletic teams rose
to new levels in 2002-2003. In
football, the Kri:ights showed
the Mid American Conference
what a . powerful offense is all
about, and there are whispers
that UCF might be ·among the
teams .invited to join the more
promirient Big East Conference
should Miami, Syracuse and
Boston College depart for the.
ACC. In other sports, UCF teams
dominated the Atlantic · Sun
Conference. Fans,' athletes and ·
coaches expect more of the same
as fall approaches.

ww\v.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
..

10/25

vs Central Michigan

11/1

atWest Virginia

11/8

at Eastern Michigan

website for current tutorial schedrile ·
~upplemental Instruction sessions in
historically difficult courses- for a complete
listing of SI courses, see the SARC website · ·

4p.m.

Free Academic Success Workshops_:_
11/28

va Miami (Ohio)

lp.m.
ome games are /l

ADAM ROSCHE / CFF

Senior quarterback Ryan Scl)neider hopes to score a huge win for the program
·
.
. against Virginia Tech in the h1>me opener on Aug. 31..'

that defense will be faster and their eonference title game loss.
bigger than before, .that Bigby Among the.new players are point
is a preseason candidate for guard Gary Johnson from Michithe Bronco Nagurski Award, gan ap.d Kingisey Edwards from
recognizing the .nation's best New York, both of whom are ex·
defensive player.
pected to have a major impact.
After the Virginia Tech . '
game and the must-win rematch · Women's Basketball
against . Syra,cus'e in the third
Stickingwith the theme of A,·
week, the Knights should have Sun surprises, the UCFwomen's
an easy path through the lesser blliSketball team also shocked the
MAC teams, leading up to the c;:onference last season With its
final two home games against performance. r
Miami of Ohio and Marshall.
DCF finished the regular
Those final·games shpuld decide season 17-10 overall, and 13-3
the MAC East and most likely in A-Sun' piay. That ejfort helped
will see Kruczek, Schneider and the overall women's program
the ucr defense raise their first continue . its dominance' as it
conference champio~ship trophy added another Sherman Day
at the Citrus Bowl in front of the Trophy, the A-Sun All-Sports title
UCF faithful.
for women.
ADAM ROSCHE ICff
Led by senior captain Erin
Kruczek also has ensured
pitcher and shortstop Matt
the Knights' future, signing Paige, the women's team, much . Junior
Fox looks for another strong season.
freshman prospect quarterback like the men's, _marched to the
Steven Moffett out of Winter conferepce tournament champi- ing 2003, failing to make the conPark High School. The local tal~ onship game. There, the women ference tournament for the first
ent was named among the top 20 fought hard but couldn't hold off time sillce 1994. However, the
national quarterback recruits by Georgia State's strong offense, Knights can attribute their faults
Rivals.com.
· 1 falling 80-63 to the Panthers.
to youth and inexperience. Prior
Teamwork was the' key for to 2003, the Knights won back-toMen's Basketball
UCF this past season, and while back conference championships.
· UCF's men's basketball the team is losing a stat· in Paige,
The Knights look remarkteam couldn't have asked for a its future lies wit)l freshman able heading ·into the 2004
more surprising and exciting standout Celeste Paige.
season. Under Head Coach Jay
season than the one the Knights
Bergman, the Knights will return
put forth in 2002i03. In what was Baseball
25 underclassmen next season.
supposed to be a year of rebuildOver · the past five years,
Dave Lambert had the hoting, the Knights instead put. the UCF baseball had become a . test bat of the second half of 2003
pieces together and attacked the staple of A-Sun conference for the .Knights, and he is only a
Atlantic Sun Conference.
championships. . The Knights freshman. Pitchers Taylor Cobb
Led by seniors Ray Abel- are a constant thorn in the side and ~fatt Fox· had outstanding 1
lard, Ed Dotson and Marius o~ rivals Stetson and Florida ' arms as sophomores and will
Boyd, the Knights opened the Atlantic.
, only get better as they grow com. season by winning five of seven,
But UCF had a disappoint- fortable with their starting roles.
. including a blowout victory over
No..23 College of Charleston.
Behind the standout play of
Abellard, the Knights led the ASun Conference for nearly twothirds of the season. Abellard, a
Knightro was born some- Knightro's silver birthday this
5~foot-10-inch point guard from
time after Dec. 6, 1978, when yea:r in typical fashion .
Brooklyn, · seemed unstoppable
"He doesn't want to make
Florida Technological Univer- .
from the three-poil;lt line. He led
sity officially became the Uni- · a big deal about it," said Glycthe A-Sun in scoring for half the
erine. "To tell you the truth, '
versity of Central Florida.
season, finishingwi.th 16.3 points
As a freshman at UCF, he's a little embarrassed about
per game.
Knightro decided that having a being in school for 25 years
The Knights finished fourth
suit of armor as his only outfit and having no degrees to show
in the regular-season confermight affect his social life a bit. for it."
ence standings, but that did not
Knightro recently placed
After a few months of argustop their charge. Led by Head · ing and convincing, Kni@tro 10th overall in the UCA Mascot ·
Coach Kirk Speraw, the Kilights
helped ch.anged the school's National Championships. The
stepped all over the competimascot from the Citronaut to golden mascot previously fintion in the A-Sun toumament,
the Golden Knight.1Most crit- ished sixth in 1999 and fourth
eventually meeting Troy State
ics found this to be a breath in 1996.
in the championship game. The
of fresh air as the Citronaut
Knightro and Glycerine
Knights fell short 86-69, but comimage regularly scared little reportedly have a child, but
pletely shocked the A-Sun and
they prefer to keep him out of
children.
did more than anyone expected.·
Over the years, the age- the media spotlight as he was
With that incredible perforless chivalric hero fought hard · conceived out of wedlock.
mance, UCF earned yet another
to increase the school spirit of
Jesse Fletcher award, given
-ASHLEY BURNS
his fledgling university. Early
to the A-Sun Men's All-Sports
.on Knightro found it tough bechampions.
ing on his own, adillitting, "It's
Much like last season, the
hard to make frif:lnds when you
Knights will have to rebuild and
have a fre~shly ·large head"
replace outstanding seniors next
People can be very judgmentl;ll
season. With the addition of
about a .gr.own man in a glittery
outstaµding junior college transsuit of armor. It hurts."' ·
fers, the Knights should pe ready
Instead of letting it get to
to bounce back and avenge
him, though, Knightro went
1001,ting for that special someone. After a few nights of
bar hopping and pub
crawling in downtown
Orlando,
Knightro
eventually met bis life
partner.
.
'
He won't divulge the
details of their meeting;but
Knightro says that the
day he met Glycerine
was the day that his life
changed for the better.
"It's not every day
that you meet a girl who ·
digs walking around in
chain mail ·and a , mini
skirt," recalls the mascot.
"That is, . unless you're
hanging out at Rollins."
Knightro
· and
Glycerine have been
together for
many years
now
and
t,hey look to
ADAM ROSCHE/ CFF
celebrate

Head Coa·ch Kirk Speraw, right, in charge of men's basketball since 1993,
instructs guard Marius Boya, left, and forward Dexter Lyons.

improve your learning skills! See website for
schedules and specific informatiort
Testing Ad.ministration- standardized ·state
and national exams - .see website for.details, stop
by Phillips Hall 106, or call 407 823-5109 for
registration information
'
Academic Advising- for CQllege Achievement
Program and Pegasus Success Program students

•

. *

.

University of Central Florida
Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division or"Student Development and Enrollment Services

1

YOU
can make

'"

a· difference
Do you want to help people?·
Wish you could ch~ng~ so~·ial conditions? ·
Would you like to relieve suffering?

BY RECEIVING ABACHELOR'S
IN SOCIAL WORKVOq CAN,:~~
• Strengthen families
• Reduce violence

·Assist chi.ldren
. • Restore hopes
·. and so much more•••

Getting to know your mascot

>

For more information and to start changing lives contact Robin MKohn at

.(407) 823-2967 or e-mail rkohn@mail.ucf.edu.

UCF.FRESHMEN FRENZY!
• SEPTEM~ER 13, 2003
. • 4:30 P.M. UNTIL ?
• MEET AT THE UCF ARENA!
•ONLY $10 EACH!
,
•. BE A PART OF UCF'S. .
NEWEST TRADITION...

,JUST FOR UCF FRESHMEN! ·
.

' ..

• ,' \IE (llRIJS BOWL f\ELD

fORMJllE l\Alf-111.\E 1\JNNEL.ON 1

MEET ANDCHl~l Wilt\ 'NEW FRIENDS!

CHAR'TER BUSES 10 C\1RIJS.BOWL AND BACK 10 CAM~IJS!

BE ArART OF UCF FOOTBALtS 25Ttl ANNIVERSARY!
1-SlllR1S AND GWEAWAVS!

TAILGATE PREGAME PARTY AT THE STADIUM! **

.
FRESHMEN FRENZY REGISTRATION INFORMATION

r---------.----------------•

'

NAME------------------HOME ADDRESS----' - ' - - - - - -- - - - - -CAMPUS ADDRESS_--'----~----------
HOME PHONE------ - - - - - - - - . . . , - - - c CAMPUS P H O N E - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - CELL P H O N E - - - - " - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - EMAILADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
METHOD OF PAYMENT
CASH

CHECK--~

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THf UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION
CONFIRMATION EMAILS Will BE SENT OUT.
:tAEET
ON CAMPUS AT THE UCF ARENA NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M. ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
1
I 13, 2009. PLEASE RETURN CO~PLETED FORM TO THESPORTS MA~KETING OFFICE, U.CF
I ARENA, ROOM 121. QUESTIONS? EMAILgert@mail.ud.edu. "No re{unds. - No alcohol consumption
I will be allowed prior to or during the gome.

~------------------------c

The University of Central Florida's Student G
·
over nment

Baan

Ba1tles
j( ·~

.Mac.
"Experienced Leaders,
Innovative Ideas!"
Student Body

President
Brian C. Battles
I

I

We, the current' Student Government
Association leaders, are devoted to continuing
the traditions of student excellence. We believe
the primary responsibility of SGA is to offer the
programs and services that you, the students,
want. Our mission is to make SGA a valuable
resource for the student body by increasing services to students in the area of campus life, by
becoming the your voice for studen~ concerns,
and by creating an environment conductive to
learning, mutual respect, individu~ and coi;tective achievement, acceptance and understanding. ·The following is our 1plan of action to
complete this mission by offering.programs and
services in the areas of U€F Community, UCF
Academics, UCF Awareness and Advocacy,
UCF Campus Services, and UCF Athletics and
Traditions. ,
1

UCF Campus Services
Establish UCF Traffic
Support ''Knightcast" A .
Additional Student and
Modify KnightCycle i

UCF Community
UCF Card Discounts at Surrounding Businesses
Main Campus Support for Branch Campus Events
UCF Paraphernalia in Surrounding Businesses
High School Outreach Program
UCF Day in the Community
Involve the Community in UCF Dance Marathon
Community Task Force
Bring a Reasonably Priced Grocecy Mart tO Campus
Lake Claire Improvements
Shelters for Campus Shuttle Stops
SafeRide Program
UCF Academics
Facilitate Textbook Exchange
·Freshmen Survival Kit .
Online Teacher and Course Evaluations
Rom:fdtable Discussion With Faculty Senate
Organize Fortune 500 Job Fair With
All Florida Colleges
Sign Language Recognized for
Foreign Language Requirement
.
CommUnity Service Hours on School Transcripts
Who's Who at UCF Publication arid Scholarship
Meet the Dean Sessions
· Plus Only Grading System
MidKnight.Breakfast

Golf Cart Transpo~on·
Make Copies ofAil Te
Increase Graduate A
Increase RA Compen
Extended hours for
Increase Orientation
No School No Tickets
Lobby for More NC
Student Buses to Alf
Free Student Parking
Pep Rallies for All S
Lighting for Intramu
Support Spirit Police
Black and Gold Frida
Homecoming. Tradi ·
UCF Founder's Day
KnightRiders Away
I

. .

\

www.sga.ucf.edu

The Student Government Association is the
chief student organization. We are the voice
that represents all students interests and concerns. Another main duty of SGA is to allocate
a 10.5 million dollar Activity and Service Fee
budgetm which fa~ilitates student programs
and services.
Student Government consists of three branches, ·
the executive legislative and judicial branches.
Together, these branohes work and serve on
behalf of ,students to preserve their rights, fight
for student concerns and provide the servioes
that students want Your StUdent Government
Association provides·the following services:

ent Body

resident
aclellan

Safe Ride - a free cab ride liome with Ye11ow
Cab Co. within a 15 mile radius of UCF. This
services is intended for UCF students :who find
_themselves in a dangerous situation. Safe ride
vouchers are available at the SGA ticket center
inside the student union. Pick one up today! ·
Multicultural Student Center - a programming hub for students in any cultural organization anchored by 5 of the University's largest
cultural organizations, the African-American
Student Association, Hispanic American
Student Ass~iation, the Caribbean Student
Association, SANGAM and the Element;s.
The Who;s Who at UCF publication - this
1 iS a scholarship program that awards $50,000
to UCF's 100 top student§. A magazine is also
created annually that features the Top 100
students ahd biographies that is distributed to
Fortune 500 companies~ local and regional
businesses, graduate schools, and to local, state,
and nationally elected officials.
I

SGA Ticket Center - located in the Student
Upion, the SGA ticket Center offers discount
tickets for Orlando attractions and movies.
to Universal
These tickets include admission
I
Studios, Sea World, Medieval Times and Regal
Cinemas, all at discounted prices. The Ticket
Center also distributes free Safe Ride vouchers.
I

The St\ldent UniQn and Recreation and
Wellness Center - Both of these facilities are
completely funded bu SGA including their
operations, equipment, and maintenance.
SGA Computer Lab - SGA provides a computer lab located in the Student Union that conttins today's top technology and allows for free
printing.
UCF Readership Program - Distributed
throughout the campus are free newspapers to
keep students up to date with c~nt events.,
Scholarships - SGA awards' over $200,000 in
scholarships to UCF students. Students seleet
the criteria for these scholarships.
Stlldent Legal Services - Free legal counsel
for students is available to ensure that your
rights are not reing violated.
Open Door Policy __:_ The Student Government
Assocjation has an open door policy. Any stu4ent with questions or concerns is welcome to
stop by the SGA offioes, located on the second
floor of the Student Union, or call us at (407)
823-2191.
Student Advocacy Office - If you need help
with student appeals or campus concerns, visit
Student Government.
Funded by Activity and Service Fee through
the Student Government Association.
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textbooks

__. All.l)CF Undergraduate.
textbooks·
. ,,
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LOCAL BUS ROUTES

I

Students looking for inexpensive
transportation around town need look no further
than Link 13. What's Link 13? It's the bus
route that serves UCF, taking students between
I

downtown, Reeves Terrace, Colonial Plaza,
Audubon Park, the Veteran's Administration
Clinic, Wifiter Park Hospital, Winter Park Pines,
Goldenrod, and University Boulevard. Offering

a Monday through Sunday schedule, including
Fares range from $1.25 for a single ride and $3
holidays, Link 13 runs from UCF 5 a.m. to 11:40 ·
for a daypass,,to $36 for a30-day passport.
p.m. Monday-Friday, 5 a .m. to 9:40 p.m. ,Saturday . 1 Call 1-800-344-LYNX for more information,
and 5:34 a.m. to 7:37 p.m. Sunday and Holidays.
or visit golynx.com.

'

•

Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider. .

·Fall Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Bays_
Campany latching 4011
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation

·eight around the ·

corner rrom UCF

12001 Science ·or. • Orlando, Fl 32828
. EOE/DFWP

•

,,

CM

loll•

.\ '

G]IGH Sl?EEm·24-.houlr ·internet in all bedrooms

fl

~)

.

'

mNLIMITED lo~al phone service (4 pri~ate lines)
Ii,

l

\

li]IGITAL TV Programming with 60+ channels

m l l1 UTILlllES INCLUDED:
Electricity, alarm, .
,
water, sewage, trash.&pest control, gated access
.-

4-bedroom suites • lndiv. leases
Andrew Johnson
"Community features are
excellent, and there are
eftra-currfcular activities
going on all the time."

"I've lived in Riverwind for
two years and it has_ by far ,
·been my best living ·
experience."

..:

"After checking the other
apart1:11ents, I gratefully
discovered Rlverwind. If one
is looking for comfort (size)
and a secure, friendly ,college
a~mosphere, this is the best
iiving situation."
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SURVIVAL GUIDE
FROM PAGES
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open-air opportunity to escape
the often-sterile campus buildings. Squirrels and breezes may
distract you, but the boardwalk
is tough to beat for those seeking
•a natural study habitat.
In the library, the third
floor's little-known stained-giass
window offers students.a spiritually inspiring study area. Also
adorned with couches, this area
is as good for a nap as it is for
studying.
The library basement also
offers a unique and peaceful
floor for those who crave the sun
and the quiet. At the far end of
the- floor, opposite the staircase
and elevators, is an open area
(just past the l8St row of book~
shelves) with couches and short
circular tables; above them are
skylights which bathe the room
in soft sunlight.
Next t0 this spot are several
meeting rooms, which are available for students to reserve ·at
the main desk near ,the library
entrance. These rooms are ideal
for study groups.
Within the ·Classroom I
Building on the second and third
floors, you'll find plenty of places
to focus on your classes in relative peace. ReQ:a,cted sunlight
illuminates artsy, room-length
desks on either end of the building on both floors. Odd protrusions of plastic (which serve
the triple-purpose of chairs,
beds and desks) can be found
throughout the building as well,
near the corners.
There are plenty of good
spots on campus just waiting to
be found. Take a took outside
your. class-to-class path and
you're bound to find your perfect
study spot.

another one.
. Whatever the case, there
are many options in the Orlando
area where you can acquire your
driver's license, take a driving
test or get another ID.
The Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles on ,
West Colonial Drive or on Semo' ran Boulevard allows you to do
all of the above.
· Both are ·open 8:30 a.n':t. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.,
There is also a branch. in
- Winter Park on West Canton
Avenue that stays open an hour
. longer anct opens an hour earlier,
from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday
to Friday. The Wmter Park office
· is closed on Mondays.
If you need to pay for a traffie ticket or need court informatio~, please visit ·the Orange .
County Cl!ilrk qf Court's office on
North Orange Avenue.
-NATALIE RODRIGUEZ

Wher'edo I vote'.

Now that you've moved to
Orlando (and ·since you'll probably be here for a few years), you
might as well register to vote.
That ,is, if you haven't already
done so. With a very important
election coIIiing up next year,
you should exercise· this Am:erican right.
No matter where you live
· - Orange ' County, Seminole
County or elsewhere - you can
fill out or pick up an application
to register on campus at the
office of Student Disability Services in R{>om 132 of the Student
Resource Center, across . from
the Marketplace cafeteria.
If you live in Orange County
{that goes for everyone living
on campus), you can register
-ALEX BABCOCK at any Orange County public
library, or you can do it online at
www.ocfelections.com.
Also, look for Progressive
Council groups, which frequently
set up in front of the Student
So you're ready and anx- Union with voter registration
ious to start driving on yoi.lr own forms on hand.
- or you lost your licen8e - and
you're wondering where to get
-JASON IRSAY

Where do I get my
· ·driver's license?

The UCF Alumni Ass~Kiation has TWO great programs for you and your student!
l.

Would YOU like to receive more than 60 benefits &
services like these?

Would YOU like to receive great benefits & service.s ,
like these?

-··I

• Invitations to Events with UCF Parents, Alumni &
. Students'• Dozens of Money-Saving Discounts
Including 15% off UCF Logo Merchandise in the UCF
Bookstore,• Interactive Web sitewww.ucfalumni.com • Free use of the UCF Library
& SGA Computer Lab• 1-Year Subscription to the
Pegasus Magazine • E-Newsletters
BRETT HART /Gf

Gigi's Hair Design offers students a full
range of salon options including hair
coloring as well as inexpensive·tuts.

Where can I get my
hair highligllted,
colored or cut for an
affordable price?
Many UCF students choose
to get their hair cut and colored
. at Gigi's Hair Design, located
) across from campus on Collegiate Way, behind Applebee's.
, ' Gigi's serves both men and
women, with haircuts starting as
low as $15.
.
Stuqents can .also choose
.. from a range of coloring options,
including full:.COlor ·s ervice for
$50 or highlights from $45 to
$70.
Gigi's is open Monday
through Saturday.
Appointments are recommended.
If you have afull tank of gas
and a free afternoon, Beauti Hair
Design in Casselberry also works
. wonders for hair and specializes
in highlights.
' A cut, color, blow dry and
style usually costs about $100 .
... but it's worth the price for the
killer results.
-KATRINA HAMMER

',

If yes, then now'sthe time for YOU to bec.ome a ·
parent member of the UCF Alumni Association. When
you become a parentniember, we'll tell you
"everything you want to know that your student will .
forget to tell you !''

~tud~nt/J?moent 'Membership

• FREE T-shirt • Networking Events with UCF Alumni
& Students • Fun Socials • Professional Seminars
• Dozens of Money-.Saving Discounts lnduding 15%
off UCF Logo Merchandise in the UCF Bookstore
• Interactive Web site. www.ucfalumrii,com
• 1-Year Subscript ion to the Pegasus Maga.zine .
· ~ E-Newsletters • Scholarship Opportunities
• Leadership Opportunities
'

-

If yes, then now's the time for YOU to join 4EVER
KNIGHTSand become ·a student member of the UCF
Alumni Association. When yo~ become a student
member you can start building your relationship with
the UCF Alumni Association today ! ·

t'e.>rm

Ch90se one,of t~e folJowing membershlJ>s:
0 Individual Parent: 135.
O Joint Parent: /55'
O 'individual Parent/One Student: /so (normally /SS)
0 Individual ParentjTwo Students: /70' (normally /75)
0 Joint Parent/One Student: /70' (normally /7S)
0 Joint Parent/Two Students: /90' (normally $95)
0 Individual Student: $20
' Please include both parents' or both students' names with form.
May use additional J>aper if space is needed.

. Payment Information:
0 Enclosed is a check or money order payable to UCF Alumni
for $
Check#:_ _ _ __
0 Charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex $._ _ __

Card#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;.;___ _..:....__ _
Exp. Date: --~---'----------

INFO ON PARENT(S):
Mother's Fulr Name: ~---------UCF Grad Date (if applicable): _ _._ Mother's SS# (for IDonly): - - ' - - .
.
Father's Full Name: _ _ _ _ _ ___;_ _ _ _UCF Grad Date (if applica~le) :_ _Father's SS# (for ID only): _ _ _ _ _
Home Aqdress:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _~Apt. 1: _ _ _City, State, Zip:_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
Home Phone: ·
Employer:

Work Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _"-'------ - - Title:_ _ _ _ _--'c.;..:__ _ __ __;;,_ _ _ _ _ :
E-mail Addres~ (Dad): _ _ _ _ __ _"--------"-

E-mail Address (Mom):

INFO ON STUDENT(S): (Please give parent's home address if student's school address in not available at this time.)
Full Name:
SS# (for ID only): - -- - - - - - - - - Local School Address: _ _..,--_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.Apt. #: _ _ ~, City, State, Zip:._ _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ __
Home Phone:_ _ _ __ _ _ __;__ ..;.__ _ __ ,E·mailAddress: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Major:

Birthday:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' - - -

Class Standing: _FR _SO _JR _SR

Gender: _M _F

Campus Attending: _

Brevard

~Orlando

_Volusia

Please mail with i)ayment to: UCF Parent Membership, PMB 56, .124J4 Research Parkway; Suite 301, Orlando, Florida 32826-3271
Or to proces.s by phone, fax or online- Phone: (Boo) 330-ALUM or (41j>7) UCF-ALUM • Fax: (¥>7) 82~-0172 • Online: www.ucfalumni.com

SAFE1Y FIRST
· Security away from home

In your car

• Walk or jog with a friend.
• Chec.k the back seat beAvoid jogging after dark. If yoQ . fore entering.
• Keep your vehicle doors
must, sfay in well-lit areas, wall\
midpoint between curbs and locked at all times, even when
buildings and away from alleys driving in daylight, so no one
can jump in at a red light.
.
and bushes.
• "Tull someone where you
• Keep enough gas in your
are goillg and when you will tank ~?r emer gencies.
.
· • Don't offer rides to anyreturn.' , .
• Don't fight back if your one you do not know, even if he
purse or wallet is snatched. Turn or she claims to be a student.
• Honk your horn - a good
it over to the thief rather than
risk personal injury, and call the . ~et~rrent - if someone suspicious· approaches your vehicle.
police immediately.
• Be careful ab0ut when anQ. Crimplal,s don't like attentfon.
where you patronize Automatic
• Lift the hood, put on the
.Teller Machihes (ATMs). Access- flashers, and wait inside for help
ing ATM cash iii remote loca- with the doors locked if 'your car
tions, particularly after nightfall, breaks down. Ask people who
, could expose you to risk of rob- stop to call the police ·or AAA
bery and personal injury.
· for you. Don't accept a ride with
• Avoid working or studying · anyone you do ~ot know.
alone in a public access building
at night.
Residence hall security
Residence hall exterior
Blue light phone
doors are locked at all times. To
Jn an emergency; you want gain admittance, visitors mµ~t
immediate help - look for a "'blue call a student's room or the
light." The blue light identifies main office using the telephone
the location of an emergency at the main entrance by their
telephone. Simply press the student-host. At night, hall staff
emergency phone button (no dial- ' provide support in checking the
ing is necessary) to be connected . identities of those entering the
to UCF Police. Note the location halls. Students are urged not to
of the blue light · telephones as allow entrance to anyone who is
you move about the campus. You not their guest. Visitors are to
may never need to use one, but be escorted at all times by their
be aware of their location.
student-host, who is responsible
for the action and behavior.
Residence hall staff give a
Emergency pull stations
Pull stations are alarms high priority to the .security of
located throughout the Stu- residents. Resident assistants
dent Union and in numerous receive training in safeguard- .
academic buildings. Tu summon
help, you need only pull the
handle to activate alarms both
locally aI).d in the police station.
Security alarms are blue in CQlor.
Fire alarm pull stations are red.
Remember, false alarms can result in prosecution.

ing security and monitor building 'safety on an ongoing basis.
Night staff make periodic cbecks ·
of floors and exterior doors, and
report security-related matters to resident staff, or to the
police.
.
, Each semester UCF Police
and residence hall staff jointly
present safety programs to all
residents. In addition, fire evacuation drills are conducted in
every hall each semester. Fireworks, explosives, weapons and
flammable liquids are strictly
prohibited in the residence halls,
as are all devices using an open
flame or open heating element. ·
And please remember, falsely
activating or tamp~ring with
fire safety equipment violates
state law and creates dangers
for the entire residential community in·the case of real fire or
emergency.
Individual UCF Police
officers are assigned to specific' residence halls through the
. COPS program.
·
This
.community-based
policing enables students and
police to become personally acquainted. The assigned officer
keeps in touch with students
and residence hall staff and
informs them of physical safety
and security .concerns.
. For a review of all resiaence
hall procedures, please refer to
the Guide to Residence Hall and
Apartment Living, available in
each community area office.
- COURTESY UCFPOLICEDEPARTMENT

Reporting aime
The primary concern of
UCF Police is your safety and
well-being. Secondary concerns
are apprehension of the criminal and preservation of crime
evidence. If a crime occurs on
campus, contact UCF Police as
soon as possib~e to ensure proper reporting and recording of the
occurrence for further research
and preventive action.

.

KATIEFLATH /CFF

UCF Pqlice Officer Woody Furnas works with Buddy, the department's K-9
officer.The German shepherd, from Hungary, is trained to search for explosives.
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Orlando East- UCF Area ,
(407) 27.5-9000 .

· sa/es@h1uc(.com .
· Important dates to remember: ·
Pqrents weekend Oct. 4 and Homecoming Oct. 25
Always .speCial room .rates!

.
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Orlando East- UCF Area
' (407) 282-3900
at the corner of 417 and Colonial

l

~

1

•Free
breakfast bar
•Spacious
suites are
available·
.
• Closer to.the
attractions
e

Complimentary
.
· continental
bfeakfast
. '
. • ,O utdoor pool an.d
Ii · ·

'

I

I
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.Orlando East- UCF Area ..
(407) 282-0029
1

Just across the street
behind Holiday Inn Select .

www. wilsonhotels~com

"

'

JICUZZI•
• 2 room suites
with full.kiichen .
• Meeting facilities
fo.r 30 peop.le .
I
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HEADLINERS
The place for cill your student needs.

Features
•Personals
• Rate Student's Pictures
• Share Pictures, Sounds
and Videos ·
,• Event Calendar
• Rate Professors
• Rate Courses
NATALIA ZULUAGA I CFF

Democratic gubernatorial candidate Bill McBride,made himself available to
repo,rters after his debate with Jeb Bush at UCF's Student Union in October.

Salazar from the water, although
it eventually · took three shots
that' their GPAs are lowered un- from a taser gun to knock ~own
fairlY,
'
and·capture him. He was taken to
'UCF's Office of Academic Florida Hospital South for evaluAffairs was planning to oompare ation. A family member later
GPAs from fall 2001 and 2002 to ' blamed the :incident on Salazar's
those of fall 2000 to determine if failure to take his medication.
and how the plus/minus grading
system diminishes GPAs.
FROMPAGE3 · ·

Shart makes its point
Junior Dylan Seigal was
attacked by a bull shark Oct. 5
. while surfing on Satellite Beach
with friends .
., The 20-year-Old received
13 stitches on the inside of his ,
right foot ·after he jumped off his
~urfboard and his foot landed inside a bull shark's mouth. Seigal
blamed himsell for the 'incident
, because he . had ta~ted his
friend for be:ing scared of sharks
and ignored his own advice to get
out of the water.

Pond pursuit ends safely
.Police
apprehended
a
student at Jefferson Commons
apartments Oct. 1 for romping .
naked in _the complex's retention .
pond. ·
Over 200 residents surrounded the pond for nearly
two and a half hours, sett:ing
up lawn chairs and filming with
video cameras, as Edwin Salazar
taunted ·police, sang songs !}Ild
stripped his clothes off.
\
Negotiators from the Orange
ounty Sheriff's Office and the
UCF Polic~ showed up ~o coax

Cff FILE PHOTO

Junior Dylan Seigal received 13
stitches 1n his foot after being bitten
by a bull shark at Satellite Beach.

.

Greedtoday,gonetomorrow?
UCF's Board of Trustees approved a $1 million research position :in October tp study money
matters by creating an. endowed
research' position dedicated to
the "understanding and prevention of greed and to foster the
development of altruism."
Orlancj.o
busmessman
Robert Heintzelman, the former
owner of Heintzelman Ford car
dealerships: conceived and titled
the researc}l position l and sets

JOE KALEITA/CFF

Deputies remove ~dwin Salazar after his naked romp in an apartment pond.

.

ALEXROMANIUK/ CFF

During Home1oming, thousands flood the Reflecting Pond for Spirit Splash.
'

aside $600,000 in his will before administrators to adopt fernial
his death in v 1996 to establish anti-discrimination protections
such a post within the College of for gays and lesbians.
Education.
,
· President Hitt had adopted
Heintzelman's bequest was a new policy in October· stating
combine<;!. with a .$420,000 state . that 'all people at UCF should
grant to esbe treated with "dignity and
tablish the
· r~spect. " But UCF still has no
endowment,
formal policy that specifically ad~esses . discrimination based on
which will be
used· to hire
sexual orientation.
At the time, the city of Ora
scholar
lando was dEJbating such a policy,
who will be
expected
and eventually approved it. However, the city's anti-discriminato research
.issues such ·
tion law-does not extend to uc:F,
as whethc;lr
which is located outside of the
greed is enviHeintzelman city limits and adheres to policiE!S
ronmentally ,
set by the Florida Legislat11re.
or genetically determ:ined, and .
, On-campus activities subsewhether greed and altrhlsm can quently heightened awaren~ss
be definitively measured.
for diversity in response to the
attack. A new c~pus program,
Campus spirit takes hold
ALLYS, also emerged with a
The UCF Spirit Splash stated goal of using education.
draws thousands of students to. battle the stereotypes and
each year to the reflecting pond, 'prejudices · surrounding homowhere students get wet to show sexuality.
their school spirit. Knightro, the
band, cheerleaders, athletes and Anation in protest
dancers also come out to help · . Nineteen UCF students
,
boost spirit.
jo:ined · a crowd in January :in
The event was once· voted Washington, D.C., that organiz"best' university tradition" by ers said numbered 500,000 to
peacefully protest the ' pending
Florida Leader magazine. .
Beth Barnes, chief of staff war with Iraq.
in the President's. Office, recalls
Organized by International
how it began: "It all happened ANSWER (Act Now. to Stop War
spontaneously.
About eight and End Racism), the event
);ears ago, one student got in drew a wide range of groups to
the fowitain during the pep rally, the nation's capital. After a rally
then another, then another. The 'filled with speeches denouncing
following year, many more did, war, racism and inequality, the
and it seemed like a great tradi- protesters marched from the
tion to have."
U.S. Capitol to the Washington
Since then the Friday before Navy Yard.
the Homecom:ing game is always
A month later, 44 UCF stureserved for a pep rally and the dents crammed themselves onto
Spirit Splash.
a bus to be1in New.York City for
another large anti-war . demonBeating brings home a point
stration that drew an estimated
Two UCF students attacked 400,000. Their travel was fundE!d
while attending a party at the :in part by about $4,300 secured
Pegasus Landing apartment at the last minute from a discomplex on Jan. 11 said· they cretionary account controlled by
were beaten for being gay.
Student Body President Marco ·
Heath Frank, 20, and Carlos Pena.
Smith, 22, worked to solve the
crime with UCF Police, whose Dying for peace
Meanwhile, after the war
jurisdiction had been expanded
earlier that month 't o cover broke out, a campu's rally to supoff-campus properties owned . port· American tr.oops became a
by the UCF Fbundation, which spectacle of bloody shirts, irisults
inciude Pegasus Landing and and verbal sparring between proPegasus Pointe. But the incident
also renewed calls for campus
PLEASE SEE PAGE 25
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member of the NASA team that
'had studied the Chajlenger accident, but assured the media and
her young audience that space
travel must go on.

S.GA candidates trade tantrums ·

Abusload
of 19 UCF
students
joined an
estimate
500,000
anti-war
protesters in
Washington
D.C.in
January.
Protesters
marched
from the
Capitol
to the
Washington
Naval Yard.

.

.

screen-printed T-shirts bearing
the message "Keep our. Futures
Bright," they aitrived to challenge
politicians who were considering
slashing the tate-funded program in an eff rt to reduce the
state's budget.
With a contingent of only
eight studentsJ UCF was un- .
der-represented in the protest
group that n~bered about 500
people. But those who did show
up included SG officials as well ·
as Bright Fut es Scholarship
recipie~ts fromj UCF, who hoped
to convmce state lawmakers to
preserve the fiv9-year-old, meritbased scholarship program that
enables so many to attend state
colleges at an affordable price.
When the 1 gislative session
ende.d in May; the scholarship
program was s · intact.

Fbrmer SGA Vice Presidents
Brian Battles and Brian Kirlew
lam1ched election violation
charges against one another
throughout February in one of
the most heated SGA. presidential elections in UCF history.
Several students claimed
Kirlew intimidated them in order
to get their votes. SGA officials
later filed impeachment charges
Carlos Smith and Heath F~:~~~~J.E ICFF against Kirlew; claiming he inthey were beaten because they're gay. stigated a group demonstration
in his defense at an SGA. Senate
meeting and destroyed another
FROMPAGE23
candidate's campaign material.
Kil:lew wa.s cleared of
and anti-war factions in front of
the Student Union.
impeachment charges, which
Students and campus visi- threatened to end his vice presitors waving American flags gath- • dency prematurely; and allowed
ered at the stage, eager to hear • to complete his term.
a keynote speech by local radio
Meanwhile, Battles and
talk-show host Shannon Burke. his rilllning mate, Joe MacLelJust as (Jollege Republicans and Ian, were charged with illegal
Rebuilding On a Conservative campaigning after a nightclub
Kornerstone - the two conser- promotions agency endorsed the
va~e· campus groups co-hosting slate on an advertising flier bethe event - took the stage, a fore the candidates were allowed
cqunter-detnonstration de1.1ailed to campaign. Kirlew also accused the team of giving out free
tlieir plan for a pro-troop rally.
Through the audience shots to students in exchange for
weaved a line of students votes.
1
dressed in 1 torn white T-shirts
MacLellan and Battles
soaked in faj{e blood. The stu- claimed they did not know about
dents, members of UCF's anti- the nightclub endorsement bewar group C3:111pus ]>ea,ce Action, forehand and denied handing _
filed past the black platform full out free shots. Tbey also were·
of baffled speakers. The line of both cleared of violations, and
silent, bloodied students stopped after winning a runoff election
l ADAM ROSCHE/ CFF
at the side of the stage and fell to by 281 v<>tes, the'pair took office Re.scue.worki::rs responded
to an
the ground in a form of protest in May.
ac~d spill th~t ~ausecil the Biqlogical
Sciences
Build
mg
td
be
evacuated.
caped a "die in."
The rally was planned as Dropping add
One person was taken to Wet and wild tea~.s reaCh the top
a non-partisan event, but the ·
Outside of the more formal
arrival of Campus 1Peace Action Winter Park Hospital Feb. 14 afsanction of NCA{\ co~petitions,
ter
a
2.5-liter
bottle
of
acetic
acid
shifted the focus to aI sparring
two UCF club teams shot to the
match between two polar op- fell from a shelf and shattered on
the floor in UCF's Biological Sci- top in their competitive regions.
posites.
Without fanfare or publicences Building.
ity;
the
UCF rugby team moved ·
1 UCF Police evacuated about
Shuttle tragedy hits home
~o the top of Florida's rankings
100
people
from
the
building
by
Sally Ride was one of many
with a decisive win this past
former shuttle astronauts to 1 pUlling the fire alarm and corspring over th~ University of
whom the media loolmd for doned off the area. Workers later
South Florida. The rugby team
discovered
the
spill
involved
answers following the Feb. 1
was formed in 1989, and since its
Columbia disaster, and she an- acetic acid, a chemical much less
volatile than sulfuric acid, but inception has co tended for the
swered them from UCF. .
title ill the south~astern region.
The first woman in space more flammable.
"And with 11-individual honneutralized
the
Workers
was on campus Feb. 2 speaking
ors
and a team championship,
to kids as part of her ongoing spill with a gel made to clean up
UCF.
Sm·f Club once ~
the
hazardous
materi~.
·
effort
to
proved its dominance when it
encourage
captured top ho ors at the NaRally to spare scholarship funds
y.oung wotntional Scholastic Surfing AssoFrom
Miami
to
Pensacola,
en to pursue
college students across the state. ciation Eastern Championships
careers in
traveled to Tallahassee Feb. 13 in April. UCF surfers claimed
science-refor
'a rally to save the Bright fu- four of the to~ five· spots in the
lated fields.
. tures scholarship program.
Her longCarrying signs and wearing
scheduled
appearance
came
the
day
after
the
space
shuttle Columbia disintegrated
as it re:entered the Earth's
atmosphere following a 16-day
scientific mission. The Columbia
was flying toward its landing at
Cape Canaveral wheri it broke
into pieces in the skies above

Texas.
The ColU]Ilbia . accident, ,
which claimed the lives of seven
astronauts including the first ·
Israeli astronaut, occurred 17
- years and four days after the
shuttle Challenger exploded
shortly after launch. Ride was a

•
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the SGA Sena~e lfl s1;1pport of presidential c~ndidate Brian
K1rlew, who was later charged with mc1tmg the demonstration.
S~udents stormed

..
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You hold the future in your hands

The Ma~sage Therapy Program
of The National Personal Training Institute

• 500-hour, 6-month state-approved program
• day or evening schedules
•student loans available
• nationwide job placement assistance
ww\Y.HealingHands.net

Become aPersonal Fitness Trainer an.d
get in shape while going to school
lHE HAllOHAL PERSONAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE
• 500-hour; 6-month state-approved program
•includes 200 hours of hands-on gym time
• day or evening schedules
• student loans available
• nationwide job placement assistance
www.NationalPersonalTraininglnstitute.com
.Monica Brant, Fitness Olympia'Champion
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Ant1-war
pro es ers stage a u1e-1n to interrupt a pro-troop rally being held outside the Student Union this past spring.

bedroom
SUPER
land STORES,.,
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Are you feeling?

~et ~to~-iu:t;t

e~~tR~.

UCF's varsity cheerlead. ing squad turned in a routine of
tumbling, stunts and cheers that
earned the Universal Cheerleading Association College Cheerleading National Championship
onJan.11.
The win was UCF's first national title and marked tbe ninth
time in the past 10 years that
UCF has finished in the top 10 in
the nation. UCF finished second
behind Kentucky in 2002, but
knocked them to second in 2003,
thus ending Kentucky's string of
eight consecutive national titles.

After more than a year of
failed efforts to correct a faulty
finger-scan system installed to
control admission to the Recreation and Wellness Center,
officials decided this past spring
to forgo . the high-tech security
device and resort to the original
card-scan system.
The finger-scan system,
which was designed to allow students to enter the fitness center
by simply scanning their fingerprint, originally was implemented to keep out non-UCF students
who otherwise could use any
student ID card to get in.
But since last January, the
finger-scan access system, which
cost dose to $5,000, continued
to malfunction for reasons
caused by errors in the Siemens
Westinghouse-manufactured
software. ·
In the meantime, Recreation
Center employees monitored students entering the center a number of ways, such as by entering
students' inform.ation into a computer or conducting random ID
checks at the gates.. Other times,
a sign simply instructed students
to pass right through the gates.
The current system, which
displays students' photos on a

I

IFYOU ARE EXPERIENCING ANY OF THESE
SYMPTOMS, CALL CNS HEALTHCARE TODAY.
IF QUALIFIED, YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED
FOR YOUR TIME AND TRAVEL. ALL CARE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRIAL &
MEDICATIONS ARE PROVIDED AT NO COST.
HEALTH INSURANCE IS NOT NECESSARY.
LET CNS HEALTHCARE HELP YOU ·
UNDERSTAND THESE COMMON PROBLEMS.

$6.S million for health center

Rec Center dumps finger-scan

itlii

*On edge
* Sad for no reason
*Tired
* Irritable
* Out of control

Give a cheer

UCF's Board of Trustees
voted unanimously in March to
spend $6.5 million to renovate
and expand the Student Health
Center with a new, four-story
facility.
Tom Huddleston, vice president of student development and
enrollment services, said the
new building, budgeted at $5. 7
million, is needed to meet the
demands of a student population
that's projected to reach 48,000
by2010.
The remaining dollars will
fund renovations at the existing
center. Those renovations will be
complete by this fall. Construe~
tion of the new building, which
will be located next to the current facility, will start in November, with a scheduled completion
date of September 2004.
The new facility will have
one or two full-time psychiatrists, a sports medicine doctor,
a dentist and some part-time
specialists such as orthopedists
or dermatologists.
Administrators said they do
not expect student health fees
to increase for at least the next
two years as a result of the new
facility. .

ADAM ROSCHE I CFF

Students rallied in Tallahasseeto save the Bright Futures scholarships.

Toll free

Currently co ducting
assessments for:
•
Depression
•
Anxiety
•
ADHD
•
Bipolar Disorder

©2003, Clinical Nellnisctence Solutions, Inc.
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The top-ranked UCF men's rugby team was undefeated, with an 8-0 record.

SGA budgettops $10.S million
With increased student enrollment generating increased
income from student fees, the
SGA Senate approved a budget
this past spring of nearly $10.5

ADAMROSCHE/CFF

East Colonial at Maguire •Across from Fashion Sq
Phone: 407-895-2400 • Fax: 407-895-2424

Oviedo Park Crossing ·
Centra Florida Greenway (417) &! Red Bug Lake Road
Phone: 407-359-9100 • Fax: 407-359-4222

All choked up
A casting call for TV's "Fear
Factor" came to Orlando and
picked UCF senior Julie Reisch,
22, to be a contestant on the
show.
Although Reiscti. didn't win
the $50,000
prize on the
television
show that
pushes the
limits of six
contestants
by challenging them to
do extreme
events, she
Reisch
did · consume a slice
of
pizza
with all the "Fear Factor" fixings
- a crust made of bile, a tomato
sauce of coagulated blood, rotten
cheese and a topping of hollowed-out fish eyes. The episode
featuring Reisch was broadcast
in January.

Colonial MarketPlace ·

Waterford Lakes Town Center
721 North Alafaya Trail• At East-West Expressway
Phone: 407-482:3242 • Fax: 407-482-4121

computer screen as they scan
their ID cards, lets Recreation
Center employees determine
whether the student scanning
the card is the real cardholder.

· UCF's varsity cheerleading squad won the national championship in January.

Back·to··School Discount Beadquuiers

1

•·: Computers

J

School Supplies ~

• :Digital .Cameras ,1• Paper
• PDAs
• Furniture

-• Digital Printing Se~vioes

• Software
• Telephones
KATIEFLATH I CFF

After a high-tech finger scanning
system repeatedly failed, Recreation
Center officials reverted to a cardscanning system to screen entrants.

million, about $2 million more
than last year's budget.
Funds that support SGA
come almost entirely from the
Student Activity and Service Fee,
but roughly $848,000 came from
funds generated in the pasf year
by the Recreation and Wellness
Center and the Student Union.
In the most noticeable
change from last year, the Senate cut funding to the UCF Greek
Council. The umbrella organization that covers about 3,000
students received $32,335 in the
2002--03 budget, but only $13,500
for the 2003-04 school year. The
Greek Council had requested
more than $80,000.
In addition to funding campus clubs and organizations, the
new budget sets aside money
for various projects and committees.
A $360,000 allocation will
underwrite a newly created
Homecoming committee comprising representatives from
nearly every facet of campus
life. These representatives will
µiclude SGA leaders, Greek
m~mbers, residence halls and
others to ensure a campuswide,
all-inclusive Homecoming.
Other innovations include
$150,000 to create an umbrella
organization that will oversee
and fund club sports sucp. as
crew and rugby. .
Pending the availability of
land on campus, the Senate also
allocated $150,000 to construct a
leadership team-building ropes
course for campus groups. The
cost of the facility is being split
between SGA and the university.

by ~opyMas~
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* Stressed out
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men's shortboard contest, and
two of the top three finishes in
the women's shortboard contest.
UCF competitors also earned ·
honors as conference champions
in the men's longboard and body
board competitions.
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Theme-park party aplus
More than- 7,000 students
clogged the gates of Island$ of
Adventure theme park in April to
attend the most expensive SGA
event of the year.
The first 7,000 walked
through the gates free; hundreds
more who showed up either paid
$19.95 to join the event or walked
away disgruritled, refusing to
buy tickets for the private, 'afterhours event funded by $125,000
in student activityfees.
IBtimately, 200 students did
choose to fork over the money,
and by the end of the evening,
7,200 students had.pi).ed into the .
theme park; making "Universal
Iillights" the largest gathering,of
UCF students 'this year.
Many students were disappointed to find that the park's
most ,popl!,lar c9asters - Duelmg Drag6nsf 'Th.e Hulk and Dr.
Dooni,_.:' closed at 11 p.m., one
•
..
.
ERie' STEVENSON I Cff
hour before the 8.dvertised end of An SGA-sponsored·event welcomed 7,000 students to Islands of Adve~ture.
the event, because of an Orange ·
C9unty noise ordinance. Others . Superheroes," a book that an- first major victory 11gainst Alacomplained the lines were too · swers questions such as whether bama in 2000.
A' former NFL quarterback, ·
long; some waited more than an evolution can really produce ·
hour to get onto rides .during the · X-Men 0r if a human would ever Kruczek has helped mold quar·be capable of bceathing water terbacks Daul;J.te Ctilpepper
foilr-hour event.
·'
and Ryan Schneider into NCAA
like a fish.
Besides the unusual theme, great,s, and inost certainly will do
Cutting the cord
Come -fall, UCF will become the course also has a distinc". the same over the next five years
a completely wii·eless campus, tive method of teacher-st.udent with freshman recruit Steven
allowing students to access the interaction - electronic •clickers Moffett. 1
Internet without plugging in their allow students. to point a remote
computers . from virtually any control. toward ,a screen in the Let the rivalry begin
UCF's football program
locatibn. Better yet, the access frqnt of the classroom to answer
the professor's multiple-choice launched what. it hopes will be· will be free.
come lfl, celebrated in~state rivalry
The SGA Senate allocated questions during· class.
No quizzes 11-re given in the with an agreement, announced
$136,000 to help fund the wireless
plan. These funds will be added class - just a rriidterm and final . in May, to play the University of
to the $150,000 already spent by exam. Students can write reports South Florida starting in 2005.
The Bulls, located in Tampa,
UCF Central Information and 011 other books like "The Science
'Technology. SGA anticipates · bf Superman" and "The Science will welcome the Golden Knigh~s
UCF will chip in the remaining of X-Men" for extra credit. Pro- to Raymond James Stadium on
amount, about $94,000, to in~tall fessors say the feedback shows Sept. 17, 2005, and then tra,vel to
that students are generally per- the Citru,s Bowl on Sept. 16, 2006.
the $380,000 wireless network.
The wireless infrastructure forming better in these types of After those games, the teams will
has.been in the works for thl:ee classes than a conventional sci~ continue to face off each season
on alternating home fields.
years. Joel Hartman, vice provost ence classes.
The football programs of
for. Infor~ation Technology and
these fledgling rivals have been
Resources, said the university Kruaek gets contract extension
UCF Athletfos Director on the cusp of national recognidecided to 'install wireless aocess everyWhere because the few Stev:e Orsini showed his faith in tion for years now. Both were .
locations on campus that do have football Head Coach MiKe Kruc- built from the ground up and
wireless access have proved to ze)$: in early May by. giving him a · have spent time as successful
thl·ee-year contract extension.
independents in Division 1-A,
·
be popular and effective.
The extension will allow the but have had to settle for lowly
Wireless Internet access is
currently available in the UCF offensive mastermind to continue . Divis.ion 1-AA opponents due to
Library, where laptops can be his career as the Knights' leader' the laek of willing quality teams. I
But just as UCF was fortunate
che~ked out, and in the Student , for the next five years.
Kruczek stayed with . UCF enpugh to join the underrated
Union, where wireless 'conn.ections allowed SGA officials to set even though he was highly sought and competitive Mjd American
Conference, USF was fortunate
up laptops for online voting dur- after by Ken't9 receive a bid from the equally
tucky and
,
ing SGA elections.
competitive Conference USA.
Once the wireless system is . Louisville.
' Another thing the Knights
in place, students will -be able to Since taking
and Bulls have in common is the
access.the Internet free 0f charge over in 1998,
need for national exposure and,
after registering on the UCF K r u c z e k
more important, money. Both
network the same way students has led the
school~ hope the. upstart rivalry
living on campus currently do. Kiµghts to a
will boost ticket sales as fans on
TO go wireless, students need 33-23 record,
both ends of I-4 will line up in rean 802.11b ,wireless. access card a_s well . as
giving
the
cord numbers to watch these two
or an i.Ilternal adaptor that is a
collegiate underdog-s wage war.
common ·built-in component of program its
new laptops.
1

•Do YOU HAVE ATl~KET?
,,

, NEED TRAFFIC SCHOOL!.

.WE CAN .HELPHf
0.NUNE COURSES, ,ANYTIME,
-~ FAST aFUN!

24/7! ·

S°TATE APPROVED
888·611-1112

wn .t1or1d&dr1ver . com

Physics of superheroes
. Freshman
Michael
Hehschke's class assignments
· aren't exactly oonventional. Last ,
week he read three chapters
of a book titled "The -Science of
Superheroes.'? His class, discussion centered 'around the moVie
"Superman." Next week his class
will watch "Superman II."
Most would agree that those
topics have little relevance in a
physics class - unless the class is
Physics in Superhero Films.
Froin . watching classic
Hollywodd movies such as "Su-.
perman" and "Superman II" to :
modern box office, hits such as
'"Daredevil" and "X2," the students take notes ·to discus's and
analyze the films' scientific value. The students choose several
· specific scenes from each movie
· to · critique and consider if the
physical elements are valid.
But the experimental class
demands more than j~st watching movj.es. The students also are
reqµired to ·read "The Science of

IRISH Ml.KE'S ·w o.RtD
CLASS!AUJOM-O TIVE
407.;.282-9999 .

LUBE, Olli
.&'FILTER

$ . ' 99

1.9

w/coupon.

.Full Automotive Repairs:
,.I
. I
' I
I
I
I .
I
I
·I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Engines
Transmissions

A/C
,Brakes ·
Suspension
(lowered/lifted done right)

Maintenance (timing belts).
· Alignments
(lowered or lifted vehicles)'

12 Month / 12,000 Mile warranty on parts and labor
warranty valid at any A~A-ap.proved repai.r facility in the country
TIFFANY REPECKI /(ff
Stude.n ts this fall will be able to connect to the Internet without plugging in from anywhere on.the wireless campus.
.

I
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Meet the ideal roommate.
The world's most c~mRact full-featured notebook.

Jhe new 12" PowerBook: Whatever major you

choose, the 12" PowerBook

has the all tools and toys you need to live your college life to the fullest, like a blazihg-fast ·

Dell fJtililila..~ Delrs Oplil'lex line is deSigned tQ
be tJie smart choice fur llanl-~ COlqJUler USl!IS lib! you.
Whether you're running aJmC11a m;iii1eering or design applications
or garmng ~ srllr. Optiflex aJlllpUteJs are up to the challenge.
Widl powet'. speed. memory and storage space to spare. it's a
Wllllder 1hey 11Jke up so little space on yliur dll$L

, Dell latillllla"' ~ OeB latit!lfe ootelJooks meetytlllf
wide-rangilJJ need$ head-1111 with performanre. portability and
I
flexibility. From full-fealtaed models that aime coiTI¢ete1y loaded lo
thin.1"9lt models that are easy to cany fuRowing thatsnengtlHarJping
all.tligfdl!f-. the Dell latitude family is designed to meet all of voor ·
requirements and hep you on the go_

G4 processor, super-crisp 12" display, slot-load CD-bu rning/DVD-playing Combo drive

Course load got you feeling sick? .GPA droppir)g? It's definitely time to go ~hopping!

and integrated Bluetooth. Plus, it's packing a battery that lasts up to 5 hours so you can work

Stop by the UCF Computer Store for some retail therapy. While

and play just about anywhere. All of this crammed into an amazing enclosure that's just

be sure to che9k out some of our great desktop and notebook deals, and ask

· 1.2" thin, it's the ideal roommate, classmate, labmate, music, video and picturemate.

' your sales associate about the best solution to 'meet your computing needs.

I

I

I

UCF Computer Store UCF Student Union 407-823-5603 www.cstore.ucf.edu
'

,

Computer
944.i.UCF Sto
re
407--823-5603

you'~e there,

www.cstore.ucf.edu
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, ._ · ,Permit·Regulations~ ·

:

•

>t'

. Apermit is required for all motor ·
vehicles parked on campus. ,
'

'

-'

_· Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
· Garage or mai.led to your home.
'

-

Jo

: Daily permits are avail.able.
- ..
•

~

.-.:

.
CEMTRAL f LOIUOA
UM\VUSIT'l OF
.
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.· \fetli,le assistaoce offered
by Parking Services ·
• Jumpstart your car
·'Call a tow truck
• Inflate tires
·Give directions
.

I

'

.
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,

e·

'

I
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' '
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Transportation Services* / .

..~

1

UCF offers shuttles to and from off c~mpus
-apartment ~omplexes including:
- -·~ ~ P~gasus Pointe f
, • Peg-asus Landing
· ·Jefferson Commons
• VIiiage at Alafaya Club
• ViUage at Scien·ce Drive
/
·University House
• B'oardwalk

Paiking Services Hours: . .

Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6p.m.
Friday: 7~30 a'~m.:.s p~m.
1

·Research Pairk ,
·College Station ··
·Arbor Apartments
· ·Collegiate Village ln.n
• Northgate Lakes
• Riverwind · ·
·Tivoli , .
,

*Shuttle operates on class days only,-except Saturdays

I

'

.

How to get your.,parking germit
:·, .D , Order
your parking
p.ermit online at ·

(Q

'

'

','
~·

"'

Pay for your permit ,·
·Avoid the lines. Pay online Y1ith Credit Card and
hav:e your permit mailed ·to you. ·

www.parking.ud.edu .·
{complete instructions
are online) · ·
;

"

• Pay online and opt'to pick up your permit
• Pay with personal check; cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.
·,

,

,

I

l

'.'

'

YoUr permitm:u~t be Ordered online!
Www.parking.ucf.edu , ·· · ·

'-"
.. ~ .

:· For"info call: (4Q7) 823-5812
' Q,

.· ,. Student E.scort Patrol 'Se.rvice {S.E.P.S.)
•

•

~

· "
I

'

'

I.

"

provided by the UCF Police Department ·
Escorts for students oh campus at night. · ' · ·· Call (407) 823-2424 .
'

'

1003-04 parking.permits willbe-available Jµly 74, 2003.
.

.
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\
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THE ·central florida

·FUTU

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968
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for the Black atld.Gold
Welcome to the University of
Central Florida and Orientation '
2003. We are very excited that you
have chosen UCF as your next stop
in your educational pathway.
For the past 40 years, UCF ·
has offered some of the best
educational opportunities to college
students from Florida, the nation
and the world. This is an exciting
time to be a UCF Golden Knight;
everizthing is growing around us.
From our educational programs to
our blossoming campus, UCF is on
the move.
During orientation, you will ·
have the opportunity to fall in love
with this university the way we
~ave. As your Orientation leaders,
or "O.!feamers," we are part of a
/30-year tradition of student leaders,
I facilitators and role models.
Our mission is to ensure
success for new students by
providing a smooth transition into
UCF. This means that at UCF - U
.Qome First. We hope to introduce
you to UCF's many'opportunities,
help
you meet new friends,
.
. . prepare

.MORE INSIDE

you to be academically successful,
and finally to become a part of
UCF's spirit and pride:
We have been: eagerly awaiting
your arrival. Being a member ·
of the Orientation Team is an
invaluaple ·Opportunity to become
involved with our campus and learn
much more about it. If you have
questions, please feel free to 'ask
any 0-Tea,mer..We are :Q.ere t~ assist
you.
To help you be successful, we
have provided this special edition
in conjunction with The Central
. Florida Future to serve as an
additional resource for your college
career. Please take a few minutes
to read through the articles. They
will provide you with valuable
information.
Your college years are your
opportunity to shine. You are now
a part of the team; find your niche
and leave your mark at UCF.
GO KNIGHTS!

This organization is bigand it's coming to you soon.
- SEE UNK,8-S

- Yours in Black and Gold,
The 2003 UCF Orientation Team

If you're looking for fun and excitement look no further.

I-

SEEOSA,8-9

Keeping you safe

To get you out of harm'sway
your Student Government
. Association offers free cab
ride's within a 15-mile radius ·
from campus. This service i's
one of many you'll receive
while here.
SEE SGA ON B-7

Fraternity and soi:ority life can be as good as you make it.
- SEEGREEK,B-10

I

INDEX

Being An 0-Teamer................ 8-15
0-Teani Q&A ...,...."................. 8-20

Campus Map .......................... 8-29
Campus Directory .......:.......... 8-29
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sweet
Motorola T720
Color wireless phone

•
•l

Cingular Wireless offers.the ·latest
phones with the coolest features.
Get vivid color screens, compact
designs and options that make•
it more than just a phone. Send
photos and text messages.
Play games. Call home and
ask for money. And best
yet, it is all very aff?rdable.
Our plans start at just
$29. 99 per month and
long distance is even
, included. Visit our '
Waterford Lakes store
f
.
today for details on
the · newest phones
and and the plan
that will suit your
new lifestyle best.
1

Sony Ericsson T306

.

(t,i

andCamera Attachment ·

•'>

--200/o .O FF· :

-~-~----------·
·I~--~---BRING YOUR UCF STUDENT
ID TO RECEIVE I
.

I

i.
•'

.:

to ·a

th!e best
.phone "" p :a ..·t

·fit our lifes. fe.·
Waterford Lakes

·

I

ANYACCESSORY

:

I·

Waterford ·Lakes Retail Store .

I

I

407-737-3738

I

I
I
I

·I
I
I
I

Batteries
Leather Cases
Hands-Free Accessories

._ --

. Car Chargers
Desktop Chargers
and·more!

--

\

-

.

I

J
..

'

I

--- .

Limited time offer. Offer valid only at the Cingular Wireless Waterford Lakes Retail
Location. Not valid with any other offer. Offer available to new and existing customers.
Restrictions apply. Visit our Waterford Lakes R~tail Location or call 407-737-3738 .

..

•

•

1.

.~

;

Waterford Lakes Town Center

· 107 N. Alafaya Trail
407-737-3738
I

MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Sony is the trademark or
registered. trademark of Sony eorporation. Ericsson is the trademark or registered trademark of
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson. The Sony Ericsson logo is the trademark or regist~red traderriark of Sony
Ericsson Mobile Communications AB.rk Office. C Motorola, Inc. 2003 Copyright. Cingular Wireless is a
registered trademark. The graphic icon is a Service Mark of Cingular Wireless LLC.

·

· fits you best
••
M
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~
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~'Hiring m.anagers·estimate that they will attempt to fill

l.l million

I

IT positions in the next' 12 months."
.

'

"Of these, it is estimated that 600,000 will go unfilled due to a
'

lack of qualifie.~ workers."

'

. -lnformatio.n Technology Association of America

When the jo.ll arketrec vers,.·

?'

OU erea

WI

·•

·, '

.THE·11 ·REsoliRCE FOR .ALL OF YOUR.
'

COIPUTER-RELATED
TRAINI G'NEEDS

Training Programs·

Locations and Facilities

Courses ranging ·from basici: computer
s.kills to advanced IT certifications
• - · Computer training memberships valid for
one· year t0 take u'nlimited courses
'
• Open enroNment classes available day
and even\n£l
·• · Private classes tailored to your schedule
•

•

1

•
~

.

•

FiMancing Options

Courses located on Research Parkway
(1/2 mile from main campus) and in
Maitland
i;:asy access from the 408 and/or. 1-4
with free acces.sible parking, ·
Small classroom sizes and personalized
instruction
Open lab available for students to utilize

•

Scholarships, Loan Assistance,
Deferred Payment Plan, Workforce
Development, Vocational Rehabilitation,
Veteran's Assistance
• Tuition Reimbursement Assistance
• Computer training memberships valid
for one year to take unlimited courses
• Discounts for UCF students, staff, and
" fapulty

Corporate

Benefits and Services

•

• · Business skills, desktop training and
certifications available online
• Learn at your own pace, anytime,
anywhere
• Online Assessment Tests
• Free sample lessons available

,•
•
•
•

CompTIA and Microsoft Office User
,Specialist (MOUS) Testing Center
·Career cou~seling and private tutoring
Textbooks available to purchase
Operi. House Events and Information ·
Sessions

. .
I

'

~

•
•
•
•

Customized training and schedules to
meet the needs of your company
Company on-site Information Sessions
available upon request
Corporate tuition reimbursement
Room rentals for computer labs and
classrooms

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA , ..
CONTINUING EDUCATION

407-882-02·6 0
>

www.ce.ucf.edu
C M
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-SaVewith Nationwide's
.

'

Apartnlent
&
Car
DiScount.
.
'

.

'

. Insur~ both your apartment ·and car with
Nationwide®, and. get a mqney-saving discount on b,oth. Call ine~·· Stop by ...
· Log on - it's your choice!
·'
I

'

.

TOBBY L. SILVER, LUTCF
'

Phone 407.35~. 1009'
Silver Insurance and
Financial Group, Inc.
,
22.0 0 Winter Spring,s Blvd. Suite 1.14
Oviedo, Fl 32765
silvert@nationwide.com
'

I

I

Nationwide"

.

1

Insurance &
Financial Services .
Nationwide 'is On Your Side~·

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
INSURER

'

'

I

.

,

_Nationwid e Mu t ual In surance ~ ompany and Affiliated.Companies, Home Office: Columbus, OH 43215-2220

AD? 11 /00

.

'

I

If You Rent, this is.One Thing
Y6u Can't Afford Notto OWn.
To find
.o ut .more .about
our tenant\ insuranc;e ~
.
'
CaH . me. ~ . St0p by... Log on-.. it's your cho.i~e!
.
'

"

.'

' '

'

.

TOBBY L.·SILVER, LUTCF
Phone 407.359.1009
· Si·lver Insurance and .
Financial Group Inc.
2200 Winter Springs Blvd. Suite 114 . ·
· ' Oviedo FL 3'2765
silvert@nationwide.com

'.

..

1

1

Nationwide'°
·i nsurance&" .
Financial Services
'
.

EQUAL HOUSING
O PPORTUNITY .
INSURE R

'

Nationwide Is On Your Side: ,

~ationwid e Mutu al Insu ra nce Company and Affili ated Compani es, Hom e Offi ce: Columbu s, OH
,

; ~
''

L

·H06 l l/00

'

f .

432l5-2220

I

www.ucffuture.rom
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KEY ORGANIZATIONS

LINK works to connect Knight
by placing focus on freshmen
'!'he Divi~ion of Student
is about having· fun, meeting·
people and getting connected to .Development and En1·ollment
UCF From events such as the Services intentionally organizes
Welcome to UCF; We are New Student Convocation, Block the delivery of its servic s and
excited that you are beginning Parties, Late Knights and Majol'S programs for freshmen. The
your career with us as a Golden Fair to Freshmen Frenzy; Home- division is partnered with other
Knight. Now that you ai·e here, coming, residence hall programs university departments in the
Learning and Interacting with and late night tutoring, LINK delivery of LINK. By participating in these programs, freshmen
New Knights (LINK) wants ' to bridges freshmen to UCF
connect you with the many excitWhy LINK? Research has can accumulate "LINK Loot"
ing opportunities that are here shown that freshmen go through that can be used to purchase all
fqr you.
similar developmental phases kinds of cool stuff at the LINK
What is LINK? LINK is a and that there are certain Loot Auction each semester.
As · a freshman, you are
series of programs and events desired outcomes as students
specially designed for freshmen progress through their first already plugged in to LINK.
to make the most of their first , yeai: LINK will offer programs Look for the big Kick-Off Block
year in colleg-e. LINK is about and activities in a timely and Party at the beginning of the fall
giving freshmen experiences sequential format that support semester: g-ames, giveaways,
that will enhance their success the interests and needs of these food, music and more. See you
'there...
·
and satisfaction at UCF LINK new students.

BY JEFF NOVAK

Assistant Director of Housing and Residence Life

Health center helps
when you're well, too

Get a
hi herscore
anytime,
anywhere.
'

.

Enroll with Kaplan and study at any of our 160
C.enters,nationwide-or online at kaptest.com.

Classes are fi~ling fast! Call today!
World Leader in Test Prep

KAPLAN'
1·BOO·KAP·
J.EST
'
kaptest.com
.

I

KATIEFLATH I CfF

I

•Test names are registered trade111arl<s of their respective owners.

The Student Healtt:i Center, located next to the Biological Sciences Building, offers students complete medical services.

l

And talk about convenient.
If you call ahead for an appointment - and that's always the
It's the last thing in the . best thing to do, if you can - you
world you need to have happen to will usually be seen within a few
you: the "big exam" is tomorrow minutes of arriving and can be
morning and you feel yourself on your way to class or work (or
coming down with one of those back to bed) before you know it.
mega sore throats. Or - two
No cash? No problem! The
days before the beach weekend Health Center takes most major
- your ankle goes "pop" when credit cards, as well as personal
you try to make a l.;:l.y-up.
checks. They will also check with
One of the few organizations your PPO (insurance company)
on the UCF campus that hopes for possible payment or will place
you don't often need them is the charges on your student acStudent Health Services. But for count for later payment.
those times when you caD. hardly ·, But you say you're in great
drag yourself to class because of health? Excellent. Not all the Stua sore throat, stomach problem dent Health Services are for sick
or that twisted ankle, there is or injured Knights. Campus Wellhardly a better place to have ness, located in the Recreation
close by.
and Wellness Center, can help
The Student Health Center, you stay lean·and mean. Well, at
located next to the Biological Sci- least lean ...
ences Building, offers students a
Why ·not stop by and ask
modern, complete medical clinic. about the CHAMP- the CompreYes, we're talking real doctors · hensive Health Assessment Motiand other experienced health- vation Program? This will give
care professionals. It's what you you a. great idea of your lifestyle
might term "one-stop medical and its impact on your fitness.
shopping."
Following that, you may want to
Without having to leave consult with trained members of
the building, you can get your the Wellness staff: Talk to a biolab work done, get an X-ray or feedback specialist to help you
sonogram and pick up that pre- . relax (especially during exams!),
scription. Some of these "extra" enjoy therapeutic massage or let
services are provided at an extra your owri personal trainer get
charge (usually much cheaper you started on a program. Also
than anywhere else, by the way) available are nutritionists, who
. but the health fee that you al- can help you choose and/or cook
reiµly paid at registration covers food that's healthier, cheaper and
tastes great (they're weight loss
your basic office visit.
Need an allergy shot? counselors, too).
Call the Health _Center. Going
. What's the bottom line?
· overseas to vacation or study? Student Health Services at UCF
Call the Health Center (Travel wants to help keep you healthy
Clinic). Ladies - need a physical and in the classroom. They are
checkup? Call the Health Center truly"DEDICATEDTO HEALTHY
(Woman's Clinic).
KNIGHTS."

BY BOB FAUST

Director of Student Health Services

I)

·'

COURTESY STUDENT HEALT!l SERVICES

The center also offers general help with'nutrition, wellness and fitness specialists.

OPGFOOOS

Responsible
choices don't
end the fun
BY LAURA RIDDLE
Director ofAlcohol and
Other Drug Programming

OK, now that you are
here at UCF, there are
some things you may need
to learn that could save
your life.
We - the students
and staff at the REACH
Peer Education Program
and the Alcohol and Other
Drug Programming office
- want to share what
we've learned.
REACH stands for
Responsible
Educatiqn
and Action for College
Health. Students, trained
peer educators and·professional health educators put
on workshops that give you
the facts and information
you need to make responsible decisions and choices.
We all know people
who went a little crazy
and did some not-so-smart
things in their first year of
college. We do not want
you to become one of
them. (Although, according to recent studies, most
UCF students are· pretty
responsible with their
behavior. Most use good
judgment around the use
of alcohol and other drugs,
stay safe and.take care of
themselves physically and
emotionally. )
We at REACH don't
judge or preach - we
will talk to you straight
and give you facts about
relations, communication,
sexually transmitted infections; alcohol and drugs,
HIV/AIDS (we even do
non-needle testing) and
lots more.
REACH is conveniently located in Trailer
617 by the Arooretum - or
you can call (407) 823-5457I
2437.
The Alcohol and Other
Drug Programming office
offers confidential information, evaluation, short-term
counseling and referrals.
Call (407) 823-0879 or go to
Millican Hall, Room 282.
T

\ '

"·

Stu.dent Furniture Special
· Living Room ·
l
l
,l
l
l

Bedroom

. Dining Room

Sota
Chair
Coffee Table
End Table
Lamp

· l
l
l
l

l Dining Table
2 Dining Chairs

One

Double Bed
Chest of Drawers
Night Stand
Lamp

Bedro~m $89

. Two Bedroom

$1 29

t
/

800-311 -RENT
.wWw.aaronrentsfurniture.com

PllEFERflED CUSTOMER
REFERRED BY
APARTMENT COMMUNITY

I

'WITH MINIMUM THREE-1,KlNTH LEASE CONlllACT.
MAY NOT BE lJS€l) WITH NN OTHER COIJPON.
.
MUST HAl,1; VALID ST\llENT ID. NO ~ REQIJllfD.

l 002 N. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807

(407) 281-01.00

()
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KEY ORGANIZATIONS

Student Government:
.·

'

Students working for students

,

1

BRITT HART / (ff

•

Members of the Student Government Association pose at the annual year-end 'passing of the gavel' event in May.

BY BRIAN BATTLES
Student Body President

The Student Government
Association's (SGA'.s) primary
function is to appropriate about
· $10.5 million through various
services offered to the student
body and community.

How does SGA operate?

rt

SGA is made up of three
branches: the legislative, execu·
tive and judicial. Together, these
branches work and serve for
student's rights and issues and
help promote campus life.
The legislative branch is
composed of 52 senators who
are elected each fall from a
specific college and serve oneyear terms. The Senate has six
committees that heJp review
and promote services such as
student government finances,
KATIEFIATH I (ff
public relations and clubs and New Student Body Pre~ident Brian Battles discusses concerns with students.
organizations.
• Expand information and
The executive branch in- shµttle stops
• SafeRide program
feedback on SGA Web site
cludes the president and vice .
• Strong student represenpresident, as well as many aptation on all university commitpointed directors..The comptrol- UCF campus services
The services provided to tees /
ler is the chief financial officer
• Improve police-student
for the Senate, and directors students on the campus have
oversee areas such as technol- seen overwhelming use by the relations
ogy, public relations, pride and students. The Battles-MacLellan
tradition, multicultural affairs administration feels that these UCF athletics and traditions
services need to be fine-tµned in
The
Battles-MacLellan
and campus activities.
The third branch of stu- · order to maximize their efficien- administration recognizes that
dent ·governm,ent is the judicial cy. Some new seryices that they athletics and tradition play an
important role in promoting
branch, whose purpose is to pro- would like to implement are:
• Establish UCF traffic school spirit. This administratect sfuqents by ensuring their .
tion feels that there are several
rights through the interpretation court
• Additional student and changes that can be made to in_ of the Constitution.
crease student turnout at UCF
The judicial cduncil com1 club space in the Student Union
• · Modify KnightCycle recy- athletic eventfi.
prises 12 justices and two alter• Lobby 1 for more NCAA
nate justices, appointed on stag- 1' cling program
1
• Golf cart transportation athletic teams
gered presidential,terms.
· for the temporarily disabled
• Student buses to all home
i · Make copies of all text- football games
The Battles·Madellan
books available in the library
• Free student parking at
administration
• Extended hours for the the Citrus Bowl
Brian Battles was sworn
• Pep rallies for all sports
in as student body president on Student Health Center
• No school- no tickets!
• Lighting for ~t amural
May 8, along with Joseph Mafields
cLellan as vice president. This
· • Support Spirit Police
administration has many items - UCF academics
• Black and Gold Fridays
The J3attles-MacLellan adon its agenda for the upcoming
• Homecoming tradition of
ministration feels that there are
school year.
Battles has said that the many necessary changes that Knightmare
• KnightRiders Away Misprimary responsibility of SGA . need to be made in order to prois to offer the programs and vide a learning atm~sphere and sion
services that students want. promote healthy study habits.
Their mission is to make SGA Some of these· changes include Open-door policy
Finally; SGA has an opena valuable resource for the stu- the implementation of the followdoor policy · and welcomes all
dent body by incre~ing services ing services:
• Online teacher evalua- members of the UCF family. Any
to students in the area of campus
student with questions or conlife. Battles and MacLellan' plan tions
• Roundtable discussion cerns can stop, by the SGA office,.
to become a strong voice for
located on the second floor of the ·
student concerns by creating an with Faculty Senate
• .Facilitate textbook ex· Student Union, Room 214, or call
environme1,1t conducive to learn(407) 823-2191.
ing) mutual respect, individual change
• Organize Fortune 500 job
and collective achievement, ac-JOE MACLELLAN AND KEVIN PETERS
fair
ceptance and under~tariding.
CONTRIBUTED TO THISREPORT
•
Sign
language
recognized
The
Battles-MacLellan
administration devised a plan for foreign language requireof action to complete this mis- ment
• "Meet the Dean" sessions
sion by offering programs and
• Plus-only grading system
services in the areas of UCF
• MidKnight breakfast
Community, UCF Academics,
UCF Awareness and Advocacy,
UCF Campus Services, and UCF UCF awareness and advocacy
Most students at UCF are
Athletics and Traditions.
unaware of the programs and
services available to them. The ·
UCF community
The community surrounding Battles-MacLellan administraUCF is
important resource tion feels that this is unfair since
that has not been fully utilized it is the students' money that
in the past. The Battles-MacLel- ultimately funds these services.
lan administration would like to This administration would like
implement, but not limit itself to, to include the following in order
to improve the services already
the following: .
• UCF card discounts at provided:
surrounding businesses
• "State of the Campus" ad• UCF paraphernalia in
dress
surrounding businesses
• Cabinet committee sys• High school outreach protern
gram
ERIC STEVENSON I Cff
7,000 students received free tickets
• SGA newsletter
• "UCF Day" in the comUniversal's Islands of Adventure
• Additional
electronic to
munity
theme park as part of the SGA
'Universal Knights' event held in April.
• Shelters . for campus marquees
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RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
(

v •

Open Until 4:ooam
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
11:ooam - 4:ooam

Sunday through Wednesday
11:ooam - 2:ooam

Free De[ivery
All Menu Items·Delivered
We Deliver Beer and Wine
I,

New York Style Pizza, Ca/zones and Strombolis
30 different Pizza Toppings, 32 Wing Flavors
Over 30 Dinner Items, Over 20 Kinds of Subs
8 Kinds of Desserts, Assorted Beer and Wine
r---------------•r-----------------~r--------------BUY ANY X LG 18" ~
LARGE PIZZA
BUY ANY Two
WITH 3 TOPPINGS
DINNERS GET A
15 CHICKEN WINGS
OR MORE, GET A
2 LITER SODA

FREE

FREE

PITCHEROF BEER

$15.99

Dine In Only• Exp 10/31/03
Not Valtd 'Yith Any Other Offer

Exp 10/31/03

Exp 10/31/03

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

14" PIZZA

---------------------------~---~ --------------Across from UCF In the UC7 Plaza
,

J

University and Alafaya, 12279 University Blvd.

Interfraternity Council
Fall 2003
·~~--!Fraternity

Recruitment Schedule

~~.

('~-~

lJlmllu
r.~ l1B:D1 Oliill nl~
. Pick up a registration application and
learn more about fraternity life at 'BCF.

Ask questions, define time commitnt~pts, fmancial
obligations and learn about membership
requirements. This is a great time to meet people ,
and get acquainted~

Date: SeptembeF 10th-13th .
Time: 9:00 p.m.
Location: Greek Park & Lake Claire
For more information cohtact:
I

IFC/Greek Council at 407-823-2072
Mark Lim, IFC VP Recruitment, 407-375-2306, email: ricepapa32@aol.com
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-icf
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-gogreek

'

Tau H.a ppa

Ep~ilon

Xi-Iota Chapter

It's alWays better to be feared
rather than lnedl some of us

however, are ab1e to do bib.

OU
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-osJ\ haS got it all
BY LAURA WALTRIP
Assistant Director of Student Activities

i
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\
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. Want to get involved with
student activities on campus?
. The Office of Student Activities (OSA). provide.s entertaillment programming,. community
service opportunities and leadership development options
that enhance student life at the
university.
.
Four student agencies operate out of the office: Campus
A~tiviti.es Board, Every: Knight
Can Excel in Leadership, Homecoming and Vo,unteer UCF. In
addition, the office advises more
than 300 student organizations,
coordinates Farilil;y Weekend
and ~ate ,Knights, and plans
monthly Knights of the Roundtable meetings for student organizations.
Over the last few years, big
names like come'dian Dave Atteil, 3 D6ors Down, Bill Maher,
Nappy Roots, filmmaker Kevin
Smith, Second City Touring
Company IinprovComedyTroup
1and hypnotist Torn DeLuca have
all visited UCF with the help of
the. C~pus Activities Board
(CAB).
CAB is a stugent-run board
composed of 10 committees
that entertain, educate and enlighten , UCF students.- through
sponsored activities. Each
committee plans, coordinates,
promotes and implements the
various prqgrams in its area.
The board of directors, com.· .posed of t,he directors of the 10
BRITT HART /CFF
committees, oversees the CAB The Homecoming carnival, an annual event at the UCF Arena, is free to students.
, operations of: cinema, comedy
'
and variety, concerts, cultural -Styles,"
"Effectively
Com- environment, elderly aware. and fine arts, dance marathon, municating with Professors," ' ness, healt,h and.mental health,
promotions, special events, "Friends" and · "Your Boss"), ' hunger and homelessness and
'speakers, Spectacular Knights . Emerging Knigl:j.ts will develop literacy issues. Students are
student leaders while encourag- welcome to come by the office
andvideo productions.
ing them to le~n more about to research agencies or sign up
Eve~ Knight Can Excel in
Leadership (EKCEL) functions the· university, leadership and, for an event pla11Iled hy VUCF
as a resource to .students and ultimately, themselves.
student volunteers.
student organizations ·looking
EKCEUs I second level,
The 2003-2004 VUCF board
to practice and develop leader- Mentoring Knights, plans social consists of 16 student coordinaship at any level. Students inter- events for the organization and tors who organize events collabested in becoming involved With acts ds a guide to the Emerging oratively with· these agencies.
EKCEL may submit their infor- .Knights through weekly mentor- Through volunteerism, students\.
mation on the OSA Web site or ing sessions.
can gain valuable !rnowledge
stop by the OSA office.
Last but not least, Consult- al).d experience, have ·a great
EKCEL ·members enjoy at- ing Knights offer-s leadership time and meet new friends - all
tending interactive leadership training for organizations to while benefiting the community.
seminars throughout the year, .. better their members, while
Some of the biggest projhanging out at social events, de- providing the consultants with ects hosted by VUCF this past
veloping a variety of leadership the opportunity to share their year include an annual Hunger
development progx:ams (such leadership experiences.
If you Banquet, Get Carded Organ
fc
as the spring Etiquette Dinner want to be a leader on campus, . and Tissue Donation Fair and
and fall leadership conference, EKCEL is the place to start.
Green Ribbon Gala, Al Sharkey
Volunteer UCF (VUCF) is Bowling Tournament and two
North Star Summit), maintaining a ·· Leadership Resource dedicated to promoti.I).g cornm.u-' expos where local agencies visLibrary that is open to all mem- nity service on the UCF campus. ited campus to offer community
bers of the UCF community, Through a variety of programs votunteer opportunities to UCF
and .gaining firsthand expfri- and committees, VUCF links students. 1
ence while helping UCF ~lubs, · interested students wl.th comOther activities include
organizations and individuals : munity o~ganizations that best afternoons with the Boys and
enhance their leadership abili- fit their interests, talents and Girls Club, mornings at Lake
ties.
·
majors.
Eola distributing food and clothEmerging Knights is the
vtJCF has a strong commit- ing to the homeless with the
first level of the EKCEL pro- meE.t to the Orlando community, Ripple Effect, beach cleanups,
gram, designed to give students with more than 250 agencies in bingo with retirement comm unithe opportunity Jo discover its · database. These agencies . ties, park restoration projects,
their · own . leadership abilities r~present the following catego- UCF basketball and ·base.ball
through interaction with emerg- ries: arts and recreation, men- games and tailgating with Best
ing UCF students and staff lead- toring, chUdren and education, Buddies 1and blood drives. The
ers. Through sessions (such as .criminal justice and domestic opportunities are endless.
"Personality and Leadership · violence, ·ahimal care and the
For the 2002-2003 school
year, over 4,420 volunteer hours
Bring a
were recorded for 52iindividulounge chair
als and organizations. As hours
to Movie ·
Knight at the
ar_e compl~ted and co.nfirmed,
Reflecting
they are logged into a computer
Pond, right,
tracking system designed by
or tune up
your table
the office. The tracking ,syf)tem
manners at
for individuals and groups is a _
the annual
Etiquette
service provided to all students.
Dinner,
In the spring, ,VUCF hosts a.n
below
-bothOSAawards banquet recognizing
sponsored
students'
coll\lnitment to vol~
events.
· unteering through the · hours
logged in the system.
OSA coordillates registration for campus organizations
and
provides
educational
, opportunities for individual
. students and student organizations. Other services available
to organizations include budget
assistance, program development and leadership training.
· The office hosts the Club
Showcase, where clubs and
organizations have an opportunity to meet new students and
display their programs and activities, as well as Knights of the
Roundtabl~, where representatives of cJubs and organizations
meet to discuss organizationa~
issues and share upcoming
events.
Call OSA at (407) 823-6471,
check out osa.sdes.ucf.edu or
come to the ·Student Union,
Room 208, for more information
on any of tbese areas.
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-IBILL FERRANTE,TRACY FURR,
TIFFANY LEVINE AND HOPE WEHRLE
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT
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Fraternities and sororities battle for points in events including 'Tug' and 'Greek Sing' as part of Greek Week, ~eld every Spring.

UCF's fraternities·and sororities:
The start of a lifelong experience
r

'

~

,

.

BY RYAN O'ROURKE
~resident of IFC

It is safe to say that few
collegiate exi;>eriences exist that
can match those of membership
in a fraternity or sorority. With
41 national fraternities and
sororities, UCF's award-Winning Greek community provides
something for everyone. At UCF,
fraternities and sororities provide students with a unique opportunity for leadership, growth,
development and involvement.
As a new student to UCF, you
may be asking yourself several
of the following questions:
• Will! fit in and make new
friends?
· • Will I succeed academically?
.
• Will I be. able to get involved in campus organizations
and better my leadership skills?
• Will I be able to prepare
·and network for a career?
• Will I feel like a part of
the campus community (or just
a number)?
Fraternity and sorority life
can personalize your UCF experience and provide a home away
from home. After all .. : 3,000
members can'tbe wrong.

...~eholarahip
...Philanthropy

...Tradition

...~d~•~hip ~

.

,

.

.~.~mpua Invotv~~t.
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A float Rarade through downtown the morning of the Homecoming football
game offers Greek organizations a chance to snow off their school spirit.

ships, tutorial _programs and ' Greek social life helps make colawards and incentives to chal- lege a more fulfilling experience.
lenge members to reach their Greek organizatiop.s provide
full potential. .
'
a calendar of social activities,
A recent University of including formals, Homecoming,
Minnesota. study reported that Skit Nights, mixers and other
members of fraternities and so- special events.
1
rorities are more likely to obtain
Believe it or not, fraternia degree and stay in school than ties and sororities have stricter
non-affili.ated stu,dents.
_ social policies than most other
I clubs and organizations.
Leadership
Students also have the opFew, if any other entities, I , portunity to get involved with
But wh.at is fraternity
can match the potential leader- the risk management and peer
and sorority life all about? .
ship training that students can education organizations such
Unfortunately; MTV and obtain when they join a frater- as Greeks Advocating Mature
several movies have inaccu- .nity or sorority.
r
Management of Alcohol.
rately portrayed fraternities
-Each chapter elects officers
Fraterµities and sororities
and sororities. They . never to manage the operations .of can offer a f~y atmosphere
would have survived for more their organization, and these of- · and gp beyond ordinary friendthan 200 years. and would not , ficers are assisted by members ships . . . and they often last a
continue to exist at UCF if they serving on committees.
lifetime.
resembled the images projected
The national headquarin pop culture.
ters of ea.eh organization have Campus involvement
leadership · conferences and and school spirit
To put things in perspective ,
programs where -studen_ts can
Joining a fraternity or
Fraternities and sororities learn 'a variety of leadership sorority can be one of the best
have been at UCF since 1971 skills. Almru:µ members play an ways to get involved in other
- when UCF was still called important role as advisers and organizations at UCF Many
Florida Techilological Univer- mentors, and alumni organiza- .' campus leaders - from' the
sity, before CDs and DVDs,were tions help students network for President's Leadership Council
:iJ)vented, before cell phones employment opportunities, after to student government members
existed and before UCF had a graduation.
-are Greek
football team.
Fr:aternities and sororities
also sponsor teams - to par-'
Community service
Scholastic achievement
Coinmunity service is an ticipate in various intramural
The UCF Greek community important aspect of fraternity sports and other fraternity and
continu,ally encourages academ- and sorority membership.
sorority philanthropjc toilrnaic success. In other words, stuFrom voluntee,ring in ments. Some of these sports
dents have to maintain certain elementary schools to rais- include flag football, soccer, basgrade point averages in order to ing money for cb,ari¥es - .the ketball, tennis, softball and floor
remain active members of their American Heart Association, hockey. Fraternities and sororichapters.
Muscular Dystrophy Associa- ties also have members who are
.The average GPA of frater- tion; Ronald McDonald House varsity atfiletes in football,
· nity and sorority members gen- ' or the Arnold Palmer Children's volleyball, tenn,is, water-skiing,
erally ranks above the overall Hospital - UCF's fraternities crew and cneerleading.
student population. This spring, and sororities lend a helping
Frat13rnity · and" sorority
more than: 30 percent of sorority . hand.
members are truly instrumental
women were on the dean's list,
Last year they completed in providing a significant portion
earning a 3.5 GPA or' higher. Ten nearly 10,000 hours of commu- of the school spirit at UCF
sororities averaged at least a 3.0 nity service, raised $184,000 for .
GPA, .with three organizations' charity and have collected more · Is there hazing at UCF?
averaging at least a 3.2 GPA.
than 100,000 pounds of canned
Fortunately, · hazing is
For academic support, food for the ileedy.
banned by UCF; the national
Greek members are provide_d
headquarters and by state laws.
with structured study halls, Sodal activities
educational programs, scholarFor many students, the
Please see SOCIAL on 8-12
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Welcomes you to UCF
.

Cff FILEPHOTO

Members of the Greek community vo'l unteerto help a variety of local causes and charities throughout the school year.
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'During Fraternity Rush, which kicks off Sept. 9, Greek organizations place signs around campus to recruit new members. ·

Social groups also lend a hand
'

.

Today's Greek
relevar:1ce .
Largest and most visible values' based organizations on campus ·
Most successful leadership
developm~nt program for
college students
Largest network of volunteers in _
the Unitecf States
10 million hours of volunteer
service·annually
Largest not-for-profit student
landlord
Own and manage $3 billion in
student ~ousing
·
CFF FILE PHOTO

Greeks answer questions outside of the Student Union quring Fraternity Rush.

FROM PAGE 8-10
UCF's chapters recognize that
hazing has no place in their organizations.
· UCF has a zero-tolerance
policy and works "'.ith alumni .
and chapter membE)rs in an
effort to provide a positive and
rewarding experience. Most
new-member programs are a
fui:i way to learn the history of
the chapter and national organization ~and are not "degrading"
to students. New members simply attend weekly meetings and
. get involved with chapter activities that provide a great way to
µtake new friends.

'

Dales to remember
',•'

'

and meal plan.
Total rent and meals for
·residence halls and off-campus
apartments average between
$2,400 and $2,~00 per semester.
In many instances, Greek housing is less expensive than living
in the residence halls or an off..:
campus apartment.

Just 'buying your friends?' .
. How can anyone simply
"buy'' their friends? Besides,
it cost money to join clubs and
teams in high school; ·did you
buy your friends then, too?
· As one fraternity leader
put it, "How can I p'ossibly b}IY
my friends? They are priceles~.
If I had to pay for them, I would
be in debt the rest of my life!"
Simply put, you are not
buying your friends - you are
investing in your future.

· House 250;000 stuqents in"
8,000 facilities

Didyou l<now?
48 percent of all U.S. preside~ts
have been Greek
42 percent of U.S. senators were
· Greek
1
30.percent of U.S. e-0ngressmen
were Greek
40 percent of all U.S. Supreme
Court justices have been Greek
30 percent of Fortune 500
executives were Greek
10 percent of all students named
in Who's Who are Greek
1.
Greeks make up only 3 percent

Sorority Recruitment beof the U.S. population
gins at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Aug.
Aren't fraternities and sororities
,rn; in the Pegasus Ballroom. . just 'co.okie-cutter' organizations?
-Compiled by the North-American
Fraternity Recruitment
. lnterfratemity Conference (NIO
UCF's Greek, system has 1
Kickoff begins at 7:30 p.m.
grown tremendously in the past
Tuesday, Sept. 9, in the UCF . : 16 years. To accommodate this
Arena.
growth, the system has added
Greek Expo, h,osted by
new fraternity and sorority a USA 1bday All-Americap
the National Pan-Hellenic
chapters. Students at UCF have Scholar, a rock band member,
Council, which oversees thean opportunity to build upon a pre-medicine major, Miss
e?even historically black
these organizations, .
UCF, a resident assistant, a
Greek organizations, will tenDuring the past 10 years, pilot, an actress or actor, a vartatively take place at 7 p.m.
the UCF Greek community has' sity athlete, a student senator, a
'Fhursday, Oct. 9.
expanded with three historical- LEAD Scholar, a member of the
ly Latin fraternities, three Latin President's Leadership Counsororities, two black fraterni- cil, a member of the Campus
Are.fraternities and
ties and a Jewish fraternity for Activities Board, a peer educasororities expensive?
students who want to culturally tor, a student body president, a
Members pay for dues and identify with those from similar · College Republican, a College
membership, but the price is af- races and ethnicities. Regard- .Democrat, a business major, a
fordable. You might be surprised less, the chapters are made up film major, an Orientation Team
to learn that the majority of UQF of members from all types of member, an education major, an
fraternity and sorority members backgrounds.
·
ROTC cadet, a friend and most
also hold part-time jobs outside
of all - a UCF Greek is you:
of taking classes.
Who joins fraternities
Housing arrangements vary and sororities?
Hovi do Iget involved?
greatly, from fraternity chapters
While certain values,
The best way tQ become
in apartment-style quadra- rules and procedu~es are very jnvolved is to register for the
plexes to on-campus houses in much a part of Greek Life, as fraternity or sorority recruitGreek Park, which are owned i.ri any organization, fraternity ment called Rush or Recruitand oper.ated by the individual and sorority members respect ment. Recruitment is a mutual
chapter's aluinni corporat!ons.
students' individual talents, in- selection procedure - a- time
Living arrangements differ terests and accomplishments. A for students to ask questions
from chapter to chapter. Some Greek is difficult to stereotype, and define time commitments,
chapters with houses in Greek despite wbat you may, hear.
financial obligations and memPark have meal plans and ·
Members of fraternities bership requirements.
cook$, while Qthers employ ca- and sororities are students
We highly recomm1md reg. terers to serve periodic meals. from different cultural, · re-. istering for recruitment, as it
Last year, the average cost of ligious and socioeconomic is one of the best ways to meet
living in a house in Greek Park. backgrounds. UCF's fraternity .other students on campu s.
'
· was $2,200, including dues, rent and sorority members include:
There is no obligation to
join a fraternity or sorority by
registering for recruitment.
Nationat
Pan-Hellenic
Council (historically · black .
·. Greek-letter
organizations) . ,
and Diversified Greek Council
organizations have . recruitment at different times of the
year. fypically, . National PanHellenic Col,lllcil organizations
, hold intake processes twice
a year, with freshmen beco_ming involved a:fter their first
semester.
Whether or not you decide
to join a Greek· organization,
recntitni.ent is a great way to
,meet people and -get acquainted
with life at UCF.
. For additional information,
call the Greek Council Office at
(407) 823-2072 or visit www.gre .
eklife.sdes.uc£edu.

.
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Skits are a staple of Homecoming, Greek Week and philanthropy activities.

- ANNAHITA SMEDAL, JOHNATHAN HAMILTON
ANDTANYA MOISE CONTRIBUTEDTO THIS REPORT

Chi Omega proudly supports.
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·• FAMOUS FOR RIBS •

WELCOMES .YOU TO UCF!
;

· <;hooseJ~om' over 12 great
tastes starting from $6.49. ·
Includes:
.
· .
entree, soup or salad, Oliff! side ,
Item and beverage.

'
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'

An fJns(O//a6/e , de'Jpct;. .. .
.'

AU day, every c;tciy with'Valld ID.
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( Lambda Sigma Upsilon Latino Fraternity,

·I
.~

·

.j'

.

The only plac~ for:
local music
Sponsored by
Quicksilver
. and UCJ; Surf Club
' 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.• ·

12140 Collegiate Way #100
(across from UCF,
behind Applebee's}

Orlando, FL 32817 .

\'

'. . \_

Ml;!. Sigma Upsilon Sorority, Inc.
The First Multicultural Sorority in th~ Nation

$2 Lil's
LONGNECKS

$2 DRAFTS

·~

Where all. your wishes are gf.anted
August 1.9-.24
· ··. ·R egister in ihe Greek AffaiI'S Otllce, SU298
Call (407) 823~2072 orvisit
. l\'WW'.greeklife.s~es.ncf.edu

for 1n~1·e infonna1io114

'

'

.

$2 Buo AND.Buo LITE
I

Inc~ ..

For more info, contact UCf's Czar chapter:
czar_chapter@hot_m_al_Lc_o_m_ _--.,.-~

f
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C,zar Chapter .
'{;Creating a .Histo1·y ...
Confi-nuin9 a Legacy!!"

!.I · .

THURSDAY '
KNIGHTS

J,

Haii:mea Chapter
'"The First" The Fine!it"
The Future""
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or food, fashion andfi~ms, Oviedo Marketplace i~ your destiniltion for fun/ .
We're right around the c~rner... v1s1t us soon!
. .
.

Aher Hours Formalwear
407.977.3791
American Eagle
407 .366.4662
. Amy's Hallmark ·
407.977.4220
Ann Taylor Loh
407.977.5643
Auntie Anne's
407.366.7400
Barbaro Nolan Market Research 407.977.2916
Barnes & Noble Booksellers
407.977.5500
Barnie's Coffee &Tea Co.
407.971.920S
' 407.977.2983
Both & Body WOfks
407.977.2848
Bed Both & Beyond
Ben &Jerry's
407.977.0444
Bill's Elbow South Resrauront & Bar Opening Summer '03
Bobby Allison Wireless
407.366.9989
Bor-Lam Oriental
407.359.8288
Bourbon Street Candy Co.
407.359.6224
Brookstone
407.359.8294
407.971.7300
Burdines
407.971.7281
Burdines Solan
407.977.2915
Carhon Cords
Casual Comer/Petite Sophisticate 407.359.3591
Cell-All
407.971.6262
Cha Cha Coconuts
407.977.4448
Chamberlin's Market &Cafe
407.359.7028
Champs Sporting Goods.
407 .977.2422

· Charlotte Rime
Chick Fil-A
'
Gtizen's Bank of Oviedo
Oaire's Accessories
Creating Legacies Scrapbook Store
Dillard's
Dollar Tree
Electronics Boutique
Express
Exprl!Ss Portraits
Footlocker
Foodocker -KIDS
Footlocker -LADIES
For Your Entertainment (FYE) ·

Godzooks
Gap/Gap Kids ·
General Nutrition Center (GNC)
Godiva Chocolatier
~,IGordon's Jewelers
Gymbi>ree
Heaven~ Perfumes
Icing by Ooire's
Jos. A. Bank
Journeys

407.977.1083
407.977.5698
407.977.4570
407.977.2808
407.359.4988
407.977.9996
407.359.1371
407.977.4890
407.971.9504
407.977.6627
407.977.0003
407.977.4971
407.977.2851
407.977.4700
407.359.6333
407.366.0455
407.366.0405
407.977.3030
407.977.2709
407.977.4412
407.366.9090
407.977.4707
407.977.0244
407.977.4566
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K*BToys
Kay's Jewelers
Kel~'s Cajun Grill ·
Kirkland's
La Maison Oiamands
Limited Too
Marks & Morgan Jewelers
Mast~r Cuts
Master Wok
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Nail 8tte
Opticol Outlet
Oxford Jewelers
Pacific Sunwear
Payless ShoeSource
P8!1rleV'mn
Percels Photography
P'lercing Pagoda
Pilzeria Regina
Planet x
,Redo Shack :
Rave
Regm Ciiemas 22 (movie ~nel
RegisSOOn

407.977.6777
407.977.5090
407.977.6717
407.359.2649
407.359.6355
407.971.0366
407.977.4450
407.366.0222
407.977.6776
407.971.0590
407.359.5353
407.977.3100 '
407.977.1130
407.977.0366
407.359.3377
407.977.9791
opernnu Summer 'o3 .
407.977.7880
407.977.4444
407.359.7355
407.977.4424
407.359.2338
407.977.1107
407.365.4111

Ritz Clmera
Sonfiogo's Mexicoo Express
SorkuJapon
Sears
SeorS Auto Center

Select Comfort
Smoothy Bee
Spencer Gifts
Sports Fon Altic
Subway
Sunglass Hut
The Chikien's Place
The Shoe Dept.
Tinder Box
T-Mobile
Trade Secret
USS Extreme
V"IC!oriQ's Secret
V"rtamin World
Wet Seal
Zales

407.977.7543
407.971.6771
401.366.2961
407.971:2600
407.971.2695 '
407.365.8530
407.359.6300
407.359.0056
407.977.1910
407.971.8045
407.977.3218
407.365.8776
407.359.3413
407.977.8007
407.977.2785
407.365.3695
407.977.4480
407.365.1707
407.366.2912
407.977.6705
407.977.2878

'

'

·wwwJwiedomarketplcice.com

,/

CHECK OUT OUR AV~'ESOME AMENITIES
•

moves you 1n

, I

• fully ·Furnished 1, ·2, 3 & 4
Bedroom .Apartments
• Individual Leases,
•.Private Baths*
• Resort Sty.le
Poolll
.
.
• Covered Basketball Pa.vilion
&Full Size Court
·• Covered .Parking .
• Movie Theatre & Conference Room
• Sparkling Spa
• Utilities Included in Rent
·• Free Ethernet in Every Bedroom
,~ .Tennis Courts
• Computer Labs
• Utilities ·
~ 'Eree Tanning Bed
..
•.Sand Volleyball Court
··• BBQ.
I Picnic Pavilion
.
·• 3 HBO's, ESPN ... and Disney
,·

"

l lB4f Jefferson Commons Cir.··

·Orlando, FL 32826 .

401.382.4114

I

'

'

*Restricti.o~s Apply

www..colleuepatneb.com

•
CM

.,,..

I.

K
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Members ofthe 2003 Orientation Team offe,r tips to help new students settle in

Know all this when·
you come to UCF
I

j

I

•

/,

KATIE BURGER

,.._,,,=.__,......!'.""""'...-.. Hometown: Los
Angeles, CA
High School:
Lancaster
Involvement:

'BRANQ ~EW CLUBHOUSE w/ MOVIE·THEATER FOR AUGUST 2003

Where·UCf. Students

The Central Floiida

future (Classified

Sophomore
Mechanical Engineering
Group: Katie's Ham-Burgerlers
E-mail: KatieQTPie@msn.com

Manager), The
Society of Women
Engineer; (SWE).
American Society
of Mechanical
Engineer;, EKCEL,
National Society of
Collegiate Scholar;

Hometown:
Lebanon, NJ
High School:
Voorhees
Involvement:
Greek life, LEAD
Scholars, EKCEL,
LIFT Summit,
lnterfraternityCouncil

to be ...
,

ANDREA DIAZ

i;=;;;;;,;;::;;;;;::;:::::i
,

Group:Brian's Beac~ Bums
E-mail:fly_bry22@cs.com

How can .Iexpert
my life to change
from high school
to college?

')

KATIEFLATH I CFF

A location in the heart of camp'us is one advantage of on-campus housing. ·

Hometown:
Drlando
High School:
University
Involvement:
LEAD Scholars

Sophomore
Psychology
Group: Andrea's Air Force Ones
E-mail: Diazandi83@cfl.rr.com

Welcome to UCF, new GoldBREn HALLEMAN
. en Knights. This is sure· to be a
Hometown:
wonderful experience. You must
Lakeland;FL
High School:
be wondering how your life is goGeorge Jenkins
.ing to change over the course of
lnvolve~ent:
the next year.
Greek life,
We will start by giving you a
Ope[iltions
Research Society,
warnip.g: people will guess that
Resident Assistant
you are a freshman if you act
like one. This is not high school;
don't try to b'e cool or worry
about what other people might
Sophomore
think Be yourself, have fun and
Criminal Justice
goto class.
Group: Brett's Big Macs
By this time next year, you
E-mail: diverbrett@yahoo.com
will look back and realize how
much cooler yau've become. You
w;iil know your way around campus and will have discovered the
best places to hang out.
You will have formed a
close-knit group of friends. Most
importan~ly, you will have rehlAh, the burning qu~stion
ized that being a legal adult does - why should I liv~ on ci:µnpus?
not mean you have exactly'grown
Well, here is the ti:uth about
up, either.
campus dwelling.
Time away from your fiµnFbr starters, you are finally
ily will make you wish they were free - free of the parents watch,- ·
around more often. Hopefully, ing Y?ur every move and telling
ym1 will also realize.that college you what to do. Sure, this sounds
really isn't about the social great, but not everyone' is ready
scene, but is truly an investment for it.
in your future.
If you decide to live on
But while we're on the topic campus, you will have num,erous
of the social scene, here is some advantages, such as guaranteed
advice on relationships and dat- parking. OK, so you may not have
ing.
a reserved spot ... but you can go
Relationships in college are days without driving. Even if you
usually more serious than they choose to go out at night, parking
wer~ .in high school . . . and can spots are always available when
easily have much more serious classes aren't in session.
outcomes.
Living on campus means
So be picky. We both ~re ' that all of UCF's resources will
very selective when we chose our be at your fingertips. }'he comcurrent beaus, and we recom- puter labs, the Student Union,
mend you do the same.
the bookstore, the gym and the
Your first year is your adapt- library will all be within walking
ing period. Our advice - get in- distance. Since ga.$ and tolls can
volved .in UCF activities because really add up, this convenience
it can help you adjust to your can save you.a lot of money.
new life as a college student, as
Students who live on C11Jll- ·
well as help you "fit in" immedi- pus can wake up 15 minutes
before class· and still make it on
,
ately.
Wherever you are from, time. If they happen to have a
you are now a part of the UCF break between classes, they can
community. Soon it will feel like go to their room and prepare
a second ho~e. Have a positive for their next class or go back
" attitude, and we hope that you to sleep.
enjoy your time'here at UCF as a
But .the biggest. advantage
new Golden Knight.
to living on campus .is the·social
opportunities it can provide...
- KATIE BURGER AND BRIAN TAYLOR . Every on-campus dorm floor

What are the P.ros
and cons of living
on campus?

Cff FILE PHOTO

A fourth parking garage opened this past spring to r~lieve crowded dirt lots.

has a resident assistant who will
create fun, soqial programs for
residents to attend, and Student
Government Association sponsors numerous on-campus ~tivi
ties that can help students meet
one another.
·
However, if your _parents live
nearby, you may want to weigh
the benefits of living at home.
.Fbr example, home-cooked .
meals are truly rare for the average college student. On-campus
residents won't get many of those
. . . unless they consider pizza a
·
home-cooked meal.
Even if your parents are
driving you crazy; you may want
to consider how much money
you could save on rent and other
necessities by staying with them
during ymir first year of college.
On campus; you will have to
be responsible for your own laundry, as well as find.ing a place to
wash your car. Also, there are no
guarantees - no one will automatically bring you Gatorade
and crackers when you're sick.
Regardless of where you
decide to live, your first year is
sure to be your best. But whatever you do, trust your .instincts
and base your decision on what
you believe will make you the
happiest.

· Fully-furnished, spacious 3 and 4 bedroom
.apartment.homes, with in di vi du.al lease protection
------- Amenities
• FREE ETHERNET
• 2 sparkling pools
•·Cable, ·electric allowance,
with tiki bar
water &sewer ALL included · •Beautiful lakeside
,• Computer lab
setting
• Fitness center
• Free roommate
• Sand volleyball court
matching service
• F~ll size washer/dryer
[ocated on
McCulloch Road
iust outside the
UCF North Gatel

366-7474

-ANDREA DIAZ AND BRITT HALLEMAN

.----,-==--:.-.......,

Hometown:
Orlando
High School:
University
Involvement:
LEAD Scholars,
Greek life,
National Society of
Collegiate Scholar;,
Rho lambda
NationalHonor
Society (secretary)
I

Junior
Psy<hology
Group: li~dsey's loud Mouths
E-mail: UCfAngel25@cs.com

ALANNA BUONO
Hometown:
Longwood,fl
High School;
Seminole
Involvement:
4EVER Knights.'
V.P. of Brevard Hall
(Libra Community)

Freshman
Athletic Training
Group: Alanna's All-Star;
E-mail:alanna_buono@hotmail.com

How can Iget the
best parking spot on
campus?
As UCF grows bigger and
bigger, parking becomes more
and more difficult. Here are a
few tips to save you time, money
and hassles, courtesy of two girls
wh.o know a trick, or 10, about
parking:
Avoid the afternoon hours.
The worst time to look for a spot
is 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.; everyone has
class.
Give yourself enough time to
park before class. If your class is
in the afternoon, allow at least 45
minutes to search for a spot or
just plan to come at an earlier
time. Professors usually don't
take "I was parking," as a valid
excuse for tard.iness.
Instead of stalking someone who has car keys in his or
PLEASE SEE PAGE 8-18

1740 N. Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando
.
just 1 mile north of. HWY 50 (407) 425-6005
also with locaflons in Cape Canaveral & Key West
'

FairvillaOnline.com .

~
:Z Princeton St

:a:;

M119•1lo1•

HWY 50
fN_
.,._, ..l

Downtown
Orlando
CM

.

,

.

, · •free Resident Programs
·. •Sparkling Pools w/Sundecks
• Computer Business Center . ·
Greot ··~-' ~ . •Gated Communities ·.
· ·, . • Discounted C~ble ·Option . ·; · ,• Profe
\
•
24
Hour
Emergency,
Maintenance·
.
. ·o~,s
St-'e'' ~-· ~· ___,, -,-, . . .;.,. .·
- ...

f

.
-

'
-

*some restrictions may.apply

.

'

.eyball Courts · . .
Dal, friendly Management Team
rvised After ;school Kid's Club .
ving •Gas Appliance$ and Heaters .· .
)

,

'

I

.

•
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I
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be
victim ·of sexua:J. assauit; ration Program, advisers will give
one in every seven males in the· you the contacts and tools you need
her hand, ask if you can drive
Hometown:
same age group also experiences to decide on a major.
Orlando
sexual assault.
them to their car. You will then
Your Orientation Team member
High School:
,
·
snag their spot because oi your
Boone
· · Victim Services is a departwill direct you to your adviser's lo:
generous act - without looking
Involvement:
ment that UCF. has created to cation~ If you still don't' understand
creepy.
Greeklife,soAR
help victims of ~~al assault, who or Where your adviser is, there
If someone does have their
program.Dance
battery, rape or stal)dng. Its staff is a page in yoiir orientation packet
'
Marathon, Gold
blinker on, indicating they are
Team 2003
'is available 24 hours a day; seven that will help you locate the right
plB:rining to park iil the empty
days a week, to counsel students . person.
,space, find another spot. Do not
through traumatic experiences. .
· ;Memorize the location of your
·pretend yoQdidn't see them and
', These advocates are respon- advising office; ~if you're anything
take their spot. Parking is frm:~Sophomore
sible for getting student victims lik~ us, you Wm probably be visitAdvertising/PR, RadiofTV
the help they need - c8.lling the ing it at least once a semester. In
trating as it is; there is no need to
be a jerk about it.
·
Group: Laurel's.Lunatics
police, contacting Legal Services, fact, programs such as Honors and
Consider carpooling with
E-mail:OddRockstar32@aol.com
arranging medical treatment or LEAD Scholars require students to
someone or finding alternative
MATT FEIOCK
conriecting them to a support ,pay regular visits to their advisers.
transportation. Many apartment
group on or off-campus.. ·
You may even want to put the
'
complexes offer a free sb,uttle
Off-campus law e:µforce- number of your. advising office on
serviee that travels back and
·1ment ~fficials often conduct your cell phone's spee<l dial; it's a
forth between campus and the
long, drawn-out investigations great back-up plap .if you become
apartment complex al). day.
,
. that may make. a victim uncom- confused . while registering ' for
. If you live on campus, con· fortable. The advocate's job is
sider b~g instead of driving
to make the process 'a bit more
to 'class and taking up valuable
bearable.
.
parking spots. Or if the "freshAdvocates will even write
man'' 15" ·is creeping up on
. . . ,, .
a letter to the victiin,'s teac:tiers ·
you - you k:now; those added
to notify them that the student
.>
is going through a hardship·and "
pounds you put on away from
h<.>me :..._ just walk.
that their grades may suffer as
·
J
•
Group: Mat)'s Movie Makers
'Don't think Parking SerE·mail:mfeiock@hotmail.com
a result.
.
vice~ won't ~pot your car in, an
.
.
Life is not alWa.ys fair, and
· illegal parking lot. Remember, .· .. '
·
·.
bad things 'do happen. When
the ·green areas indi~te general ?n camp~s. Your ~d admits yo~ · the problem is sexual ass~ult,
student parking. Lake Claire, m!o UCF s statM!-th~a:rt Recre- ' battery, rape or stalking, Victim
·areek Park and faculty/staff lots · ation and Wellness Cente~ where · Sefvi.ces will help.
' ·
are all easy ticket targets.
· you ?an:1;1.s e :"'?rkout eqlll~ment,
if you or someone you know
Don't put off paying park-'' receiv:e .. n~tritjon counseling or bl3CQmes a :victim of sexual as"
ing tickets. You ,caii't register for take exercise classes.
sault, don't hesitate to call the
classeswith·outstll.ndingparking , . If you apply for a ~unTru~t ' UCF information line at (407)
fines.
·
bank . accoun~, your· card will 823-0000 and ask them .to page
· Coordinate your schedule · work a debit card or A~ card an advocate.
..
· . '·
with a friend if they have an ear- ' ?'°yWhere on campus, mcludlier class. That way; you can meet . m~ !he restaurants ~d stores
-GINA CASTLE
in the-parking lot when they ·are witltjnthe ~tudent U~on.
getting out of class and take their
E\ren if you don t have an
GINA CASTLE
parking spot.
acco~t, y~u can still put n:io~ey
Last, but certainly not least, on your card to pay for prmtmg
a hangover is not a handicap. costs .:i-t the c9i;nputer lab, phoSave the disabled spots for those toco~ies at ,th~ copy center and
who really need it. .
·
· vending-~~hine purch~es.
·
Heading to a moVIe? Your
-UNDSEYEPPLEMANANDAl.ANNABUONO UCF ID card Will save you up to .
··
$3 on a movie ticket at the MuVico 21.in Pointe Orlando, Lowes
Universal, Cineplex at CityWalk,
· the AMC theater at Downtown
Dj.sney or any Regal theater. ,
F~hman
Nearby resta~ants like
Political Science
Crispers, Perkips, Giovanni's,
Group: Gina's Grammar Greats
Boston Market,' McDonalds,
E-mall:GINolezDancer2ll@aol.com
JobJ:+ny Rockets and Applebees
'
aiso offer. student discoun s iI
The latest Uc:F Card, released in May.
you show valid UCF ID Qard.
If you just want to look great
1
for less, make an appointment at
·Gigi's Hair Design across fyom
UCF for a discount 'haircut.
Adviser, counselor, ~nFlash your UCF studeqt stiltant,' guj.de or mentor: All of
We ha.ve news for you. Did - ID proudly wherever you, go these words describe what an
you know that you can actually because. you never know where adviser can be to you. In fact, as
.use your UCF student ID for ma- you're going tb get your nEhct , a new member of this campus,
1
·you niight be asking, "How can
jor discounts around town and great disC9unt. .
my adviser help me?" '
,
free campus services?' · , ·
•
I
An adviser is a member of
When · you flash your UCF
-I.AUREL NORMAN ANp MATT FEIOCK .
'
.
the faculty or staff of the college .'
ID on. campus, you will gain
of your major that can assist you
free admission into UCF sportin planning yotir educational
. '· ing events, including football,
,basketball and baseball games.
career. ·
Your adviser can· be your
,., Your card will also grant you ap- ,
cess to free campus concerts and
·College is a place for learn- best friend and should be. They
events, such as the comedians, ing, having fun !illd making .have the power to fix errors that
hypnotists and guest speakers.
. memories. , Unforttlnately; it is may be prevent you frqm :i;egis.You can use yotµ' card at the also ·a: place where bad things tering for classes and they can·
· l)'CF Library to check out books . . can happen to good people.
explain why you should enroll in .
or pick up free copy of the OrStatistics report that one in one course over" another. ·
Using the Academic EXplolando Sentinel or USA 1bday, four women aged 16 to 24 will

FROM PAGE 8·17

· -LAUREL NORMAN

c,.

''

courses.
Most advising offices are open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. However, if you
are in a popular major, make an ap- .
pointmlffi.t as early as possible to
avoid the stress of fong lines and the
risk of not being able to ineet with
your adviser when you need his or
her expertise most.
If you don't have an appointment, pl~ to show up at least an
hour before you need .to be anywhere. Students may be waiting
ahead of you, and the lines to see an
adviser can get long.
Advisers will,never hav'e a prol:r
.1em finding a time·and place to speak
with you. But in order to guarantee
a smooth experience; call ahead, be
prepared and $how up ea:rly.
,
· Don't waste your time when
visiting your adVi~ing 'office. E;very

office is stocked with vital information and valuable people ·w.Q.q can~
help make your college experience .
a breeze.,
-AMANDA FORBES AND ALISON VALENTINE

Junior
Marketing
· Group: Forbes' Fan Club
E-mail: Forbesy29@aol.com

The First Year
Advising Office,
located 1n ·
Philips Hall,
· provides hell)
for a successful
transition to
college,l,ife.

Hometown: Cor~I
Springs, FL
High Scllool: Coral
Springs 1
Involvement:
Resident
Assistant, English
Department
Assistant, LEAD .
· Scholar ·

Junior
Communications
Group:Alison's Airhead
E·mail: SPF63@yahoo.com

ru:
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.
YJhy is my adviser
important? ·

a

How do I use my UCF ·

student ID?

· What is Victim
·Services? ·

'

ft '

a

~)

· Geqrge, Abe, Ben, Ale~, Tom. They never seem to ~hange. But we do. Since we.opened for busine$s .190 years ago,
we'.ve added more than 1100 branches, 1800 ATMs, Check Cards, 24/7 Internet banking and hundreds of new products
and services.·We've done it all because wherf our customers ask for something,·we- listen. If you'd
-~
like to ask for_s~niething, call 1-800-2794824 ·or just stop by our · ~ffi~e. on the ·LJCF campus l~cated SUNTRUST
www.suntrust.c.om
next to the UCF Card Center. Who knows, _mayb~ we'll even let you borrow some of our mascots.
'
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24-hour high speed Internet
Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service ·needed.
€able TV Programming
with 68 channels plus HBO.

less than 1·mile lnlm UCf!

Unlimited local phone service
.(4 private lines); electricity, water, sewer & pest
control included (no utility deposits)
'

I

lj,.

I .

FriendlV Stam

•

.

'

A•i} Free 'shuttle service to anti from UCF
'

Great Neighbors!

Belinda Dulcia
'We looked at a lot of
~rlmenls, and these are
1he best looking. The lumi\
lure looks nire and rooms
are a ncie si1.e for 1he price
....
you are paying.''.

April Costoro
"I love haN dose
Boardwalk is to
school."

'

Alex lwoskewycz
"I recently renewed for

a second year. Ilike
.the laid-back atmosphere; my friends and I
fe moved here'for ihe
' "'. beautiful pool area ·
and volleyball court."

clubhouse with big-screen TV &
computers with Fast Internet ·

brand new fitness center

Felix Perez Jr.
'Tue maintenance
guys, John and Josan,
dO a great job and hove good characte~.
The office pe~nnel do
a great job loo and
respect the studenls."

' '

Jason Pearl ·

SUPER KITCHEN

"I've lived here ayear
and ahalf and it's cool.
People ore nice. I've
met everyone in my

building ond with 1he
buildings with me:We're
oil friends ond hong out
now arid then."
'

'r

FURNISHED·

Self-cleaning oven, lce~moker refrigerator, microw~ve, dishwasher
Utility toom with full-size washer and d~yer • Alarm system & keyed deadbolts on all doors
Full-size bed, dresser with mirror and end table • 4 private full bathrooms
Computer desk and choir

Doro Freemon
"I shoppejf around at

' all the a~rtments, and
. · found that this wos the
nicest place with the
biggest bedr~; ond
it's dose to UCF!

• ~ FULLY

www.boardwalkapts.net
info@boardwalkapts.net ,
fax 407-384-8094
Located 8/10 of a mile from UCF

'

.

C1OH.H.1.:L!"'1:L 1Y . F°E krn,:R'ES

Business Center w/Fax, Computer & Copier
.

'

·Game Room • 24 Fitness Center• Bilhards
·High Speed Ethernet • asketball Court .
Sand Volleyball .Court • Two S~rkling Swimming Pools
..

'

'. Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
'

'

'

Professionally landscaped Grounds
I

·UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking
Wireless Internet at the Pool
.

A-r-AR.clif1.6c'JT Ar-t6~I 11:ES

'

A· S-ru..~e~-r ·

.

A?A2.Tl\EN-r c ·onnUJ.l1-rY
I

Ceramic Tiie Entries • Cable TV w/HBOs

•,

s ,AL.L.

TI

Individual.Alarm Systems • .Berber Carpet°'

AEOu.I

.

Ceiling Fans • Utilities Included ·

. ~O~L.~GE. L.lf;E... HANG Ou.I )

Washers/Dryers • Kitchen Pantries·

S-ru."bY HA2.'b AN'b SL.EE? IN1 ·

· '"'

'

Carpeting &Designer ~olors • W~od Floors
1

Whi,e-on-White Kitchen Appliances

I

Now ·LEASING
"'

.

Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers

'

l 2024 Royal Wulff Lane

2003

'fOK FALL

. ·orlando~ FL 32.817

;

407-.277-4 07 '

I

I

'I

,

.

I

.

·www.ul'.liversityhouse.com ·
. UJJIV~SITY
. info@uhalafaya.com

~SE

oN

1

I

Microwaves • · Di$hwashers

.

'

Large Patios • Mini Blinds

~~AYA
I

*In Seled Units

Now Leasing ·
'.. _1., 2, & 3Bedroom
· ,Apanments

Now 'leasing
1, :2, &3Bedroom·
Apanments · -..
tv\ISSION BAY ..
: 3378 MISSION .LAKE

PINE HARBO~R . ·.
. .·

I

10600 .BLOOMFIELD DRIVE
ORLAN.DO, FL 32825

' 407.823.7~ 00
.

:'

'

' - - - - -- - - - ' - ' - - - - - - " " - ' - - - - - - '

POLOS [AST

DRIVE

FL 328'·17 ..

. ORLANDO',

l' 700 WOODBURY ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32828

.407.6'/ 9 .6880
"

,

·--------------~-----------------~

:. /J11111 in .t his
I

.

.

'

I

C~n and wt. : .
I

: w;//,· waivt. · tfOtAI al'l'lication . Pu.':

.- -- - - -- - - - --·- - -- - -- ... - -- ------- -.
~

407.382.0445

~.:...__--"-----.::...,..,:.---'---.,.-::....,.._--,,----,---.,--"-----'

www.e.auit vaoartments.com

•
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Hometown:
Jensen Beach, Fl
High School:
Santaluees
Involvement:
Greek life, Rowdy
Knights, Intramural
Sports

The famous Black & White cookie - equal yet opposite. Delicious white ,frosting perfectly alig·ned with '
smooth rich chocolate creates
two
distinctI flavors, joined together in perfect harmony. Who
knows, if
'
.
.
it can. h~pper:i on a cookie, it can happen anywhere. ,
·

Freshman
Computer Science
Group: Ryan's Rock n' Roll Reveille
E·mail:sk8ter729@aol.com

REAL -. OOOD. FOOD.

BRITT.HART /CFF

Check out flag football and other intramural sports at www.i~spo~ts.ud.edu:

fers a more artistic atmosphere. ' trap? Maintaining your weight
Visit one of the many wt galler- truly depends on what you do to
ies; such as The Artistic Hand or stay that way.
•
, OVAL. Ellhance your knowledge
' Here are a few ideas that
1 . . - - - - - " - - - - - . , . - , - - - ' at . muaeums like the Orlando
may protect you from gajning
Museum 6f Art or the Orlando unwanted weight.
,
Science Center, or stroll 8.Iong
Many students will opt for ·
Lake Eola and catch live perfor- · a meal plan. However, while an
spo~s, ~n.d
mances and shews:
· unlimited supply of food sounds .
For an active daytime ac- .awesome, it can also destroy '
tivi,ty, strap on your skates for your health. Unless you know
Many new students often an afternoon of ice skating at how to limit yourself, the alltry· to find ways to get out~ide the RDV Sportsplex. Or play · ,you-can.eat Marketplace buffet
and get •Some exercise: Since a round of miniatur.e golf at can truly bring on the poundFlorida has the best weather Pirate's Cove on International age.
. in the United States, most UCF ' Drive.
,
Choosing pizza' and ice
students take advantage of this ' If you're into people-watch- cream 'at every ,meal will also
opportunity by joining outdoor ing and shopping, take a trip to inevitably invite the "freshman
sports activities.
Waterford Lakes shopping cen- 15" right in. · Go ahead and·
.. , Access to a computyr is ' 'ter, the Florida Mall, Orlando SI!lurge once·in awhile, but try
all you need to sign up for one Fashion Square or the Mall at to stick to healthy alternatives
·of the many intramural sports Millenia.
1 •
a.S often as possible.
,
UCF offers. UCF Intramural
Aside from the Marketplace
· Sports offers sports Sl}Ch as
buffet, there are also seven
SHARIKA MOHAMMED .
basketball, softball, tennis, flag
other restaurant options on
football, dodgeball, floor hockey,
campus. Although Subway may
volleyball and soccer - just to
seem to be the only healthy one, ..
name a few.
you can easily order a . healthy
Last year, UCF hosted 35
meal from any of the other ressports competitions during the
.taurants.
school year. Even swruher· seEating aside, one of the
mesters offer nine intramural
most n~torious causes of colsports to choose ftom.
lege weight gain is drinking too
Best· ~f all, becoming inmuch alcob.ol. Many inco~g
volved in . intramural sports is
students start binge drinking
Freshman
free for all UCF students., StuWithout considering how ' the ·
' Psychology
dent activity fees fund referees,
empty calories in alcohol can
Group: Shari's Squirrels
uniforms and equipment when
E-mail: TinysheOl@aol.com · '·
contribute to significant weight
students join an intramural
gain.
team.
·
·
YANETVELLON
ijext tiine someone offers . ·
' Homet.own:
W~t to sign up for a spo~t,
you alcohol, keep in mi.Ild - not
Orlando
·but don't have a team of friends
only is it illegal for anyone unHigh Schoolt
to sign up with? Don't stress Lake Howell
der 21 to drink, but it also may ·
you, can enter the "free agent"
Involvement:
cause your ': six-pack stomach
Hispanic·
pool and form a team that way.
to resemble another kind of six
· Ame'rican Student
Depending ·on the sport, your
pack.
Association,
· team can be all female, all male
Quotes
There are · many · ways to
or co-ed. ·
'' · ' .
maintain a healthy weight 'here
.There are normally three
on campus. The Recreation
leagi.ies a team c~ register for
and Wellhess Center's 131000- Greek, .recreational or comsquare-foot
cardiov!lscular
petitive. Most of the time, the
Journalism '
and weight ij.oor, sports courts,
Small G.roupi.Yaners Jaguars
champion of a particular sport
swimming pool, rock-climbing
E·mall:yvellon@aol.com
is decided by the Winner of the
wall and group exercise classes
Greek division Who ·competes
will help you shed' any ~xcess ,
against the winner of the comNo car? No worries. calories that yo~ may consUIP.e.
petitiv~ division:·
·
Across the street from UCF, the ·
Whatever you do, stay acYou can gauge wha~ league "Knight life" is always jumping. tive. A'Yoid junk food, alcohol '
is best for ~ou according fo your The Liquid Cellar, Knight Lights and get plenty .of exercise, and
seriousness, skill and affilia- and Knight Out Pub are all open we guarantee, you'll avoid the
tion.
•
to the 18-and-UI! college crowd, dreaded "freshman 15."
· Don't want to play?. That's ' and they sometimes host live
OK - all spo:ts event~ need , concerts-and theme nights. l
-TIFFANY MINICUS AND CANDI KREINBRINK
spectators. Witness the de· Not up for going out? You .
~truction of teams ~~ "Clu!c~" can always stay on campus and
TIFFANY MINICUS
Ill flag football or s.keet Ill
work on your physique. The
Hometown:.
. 'Rockledge, Fl
doiigeball the next time you Recreation and Wellness CenHigh School: .
need some fresh air.
ter famous for its rock-climbRockledge
N~xt time you see intramu- ing wall1 offers group exercise
Involvement:
rB:I ~port~ signs ar.ound campus, classes throughout the day.
CAB, Rowdy
· Knights, and 4EVER
don t hesitate to sign up.
You can take a dip in the
Knights
refreshing ,pool, ge~ buff in the ·
-RYAN LUERING AND KIM KEENAN weight-lifting center, take a ' jog
on the indoor track or check'out
the indoor basketball and vol- · ·
leyball courts . .
off-~amP.US
UC:F also has outside
Business Administration
courts for students' to play tenGroup: Tiffany + Co. .
E·\nail: Smallcus@aol.com
nis: volleyball and basketball.
Rather watch than play? Catch
CANDI KREINBRINK'
a basketball game in the UCF ·
As the weeks go by in y~ur
Hometown:
Arena or a football game at the
Fort Myers, Fl
first year, you will, soon find
Citrus Bowl downtown.
High School:
that Orlando is a fun, lively city
Bishop Verpt '
Don't forget ·to check with
:-- with numerous activities for
Involvement:
the Office of Student Activities
Greek life, CAB,
all different tastes.
Surf Club
Downtown Disney, Univer- for weekend campus events.

EAST ORLANDO Waterford Lakes Town ~enter 407 249-9475
. 'LOCATIONS ALSO IN:
'COLON/~' MARKETPLAJA

".

• THE MARKETPLACE AT OR. PHIU/PS • LAKE MARY CENTRE •PALM SPRINGS SHOPPING CEKTER

Junior
Hospitality Management
Group: Kimmy's Kadets
E-mail: ucftwin33@yahoo.com

What are intramural
·
how do I
sign
. up. . "
'

1

487·151·2443
IVIEll/B~f AREA

3151 lllfAYI lllll
. NEWHlllS

,,.

Sunday · lhu~day 11 am -MIDNIGHT
Fri~ay &Saturday 11 am · lam

./

I

·-·

What are some
. ·• ·
.weekenCI act1v1ty
sug·gestions?·.

sal Studios CityWalk, DOwntown
Orlando and Point Orlando 8;Jl
offer various entertainment options. You, can spend an evening
at ·a ny 'of these venues watching
a movie or a comedy show, filling your belly with.food . . . and
dancing it all off at the end of
the night.
Downtown Orlando also .of-

-SHARIKA MOHAMMEP AND YA NET VELLON

How do Ifight off
the 'fr~shman 1S'?
The infamous '.'freshman
15" is no urban legend; it's a
reality for many students.
So will you fall into the

Group: Candi's Rappers
E·mail: Candykorn76@aol.com

PLEASE SEE PAGE B-23
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YENTL MARTINEZ

Freshman
Management Information S)'ltems
Group: Yentl's Youngsters
E-mail: promisedprophesy@hotmail.com

Group: ChandleMriends "
E-mail: Angle 1409@aol.com

Where can t·go to · ··
work out in a social .
environment? .:

.

each day on the bottom floor of
the Recreational Center.
Each ' class has a different
instructor and . p~pose. One
popular class is Cardio Jam,
which pro.vides a heart-pumping
workout to ,· a hot soundtrack of
throbbing dance. beats. Anyone
who likes tb dance will love it.
. Another popular class is
Kickboxing, which combines the
strength, agilicy and techni<tue
of boxing with the heart-healthy
benefits of aerobic training. .Get
ready t9 punch, kick, jump rope
and sweat.
.' Group"'exercise classes are
off~red every day fi'.om 7 a.m. to
9 p.m. You can pick up a copy of
, .the current . schedule at the Recreation and Wellness Center.
You can also find 1the sched- ·
ule online at Www.ooc.ucf.edu,
. . which lists 9lasses, descriptions,
times and instructors. ·
Ih order to make sure t~at
a class doesn't fill without you,
reserve a spot first by calling the ,
Recreati9n and Wellness Center
or sign up on the Web site: Canceling your reservatiop. works the
sameway.
·.
So the next time you get
bored, do something about' it.
. Visit UCF's Recreation and Well•
ne~s Center and sign up for a
group exercise class.
.
'

· For students Wlio · prefer
to exercise ~th others to stay
motivated arrd in shape, group
exercise classes at the UCF Rec.. reationp d Wellness Center are
. the somtion.
.
. " . ' The center offers many
gr up exercise classes such as
cardio clruss·es, flexibility training, dance classes and more. The
diverse · choices are designed to
acconµnodate all different types
of workout routines, and are held

.•

1-888-00RMKIT

Oorml<it.com ·
.

Th~

-¥ENTL MARTINEZ AND ANGIE CHANDLER

' ~ave you ever craved a
midnight snack and had no idea
where to eat? Luckily, there are
many different options arounq.
CaJI).pus for whatever you crave.
So, what is open late' for a
hungry Knight?
• The drive-thru at Taco Bell
and Piz~a Hut: Taco Bell.is open

•

1

BRITT HART /CFF

The 'drive-thru of the East Colonial Taco Bell and Pizza Hut is open 24 hours.
I

.

\

Ultimate Care Package!

·Where can Ieat late
around camp.~s?

I

·

'

Help ease the homesick blues or jus_t · .
deliver a friendly "hello" with iJormkit.

,

·

'

Cff FILE PHOTO

UCF's state-of-the-art Recreation and Wellness Center opened iri 2001 and
features a 3,000 square foot aerobics floor and 1o,ooq square foot ,weight floor.

24 hours, }1zza Hut until 3 a.m.; cated on Alafaya Thall:
,
cash ohly; located on the corner
If none of these places sound
qf Alafaya Trail and Colonial appetizing, cook for yourself. If ·
Drive.
you need to buy food, the Wal• 5 & Diner: open '24 hours; Mart Supercenter .on Colonial
credit cards accepted; located on Drive is open 24 ho\Jrs for your
Colonial Drive.
shopping convenience.
• Steak & Shake: open 24 ·
So, where can you eat late·
hours; cash only; located on Co- at night around UCF? Take your
lonial Drive.
_ pick. .
• Wendy's: drive-thru open ·
-THAIS BADILLO
until 2 a.m.; credit cards ac', I
cepted; klocated on University
,,
Boulevard.
• Broadway Pizza: open until
THAIS BADILLO
2 a.m., and until 4 a.m. Thursday
Hometown:
through Saturday; carryout and
Orlando
pick-qp available; credit cards .
High School:
ae<?epted; located on Univers,ity
Cypress Creek
Involvement:
' Bouleyard.
,
LEAO Scholars,
• Friendly's:· open until
Preprofessional
midnight; ·credit cards accepted;
Medical Society
located on University Boulevard.
• Bennig'lln's: open until 2
a.m.; credit ca:rds accepted; located'on University Boulevard.
• Denny's: open 24 hours;
Sophomore
ct·ectit cards accepted; located on
Microbiology and Molecular Biology
Group: Thais'Twisters
:AJ.afaya Trail and Colonial Drive.
E-mail: angel50772@aol.com
• McDonald's: open until 11
p.m., credit
cards accepted;
lo,
.

The Ra~e Book,
Central Florida's Premier
Simulcast FacililJ,
Open Daily & Niuhtlv
Year-Round tor Thoroughbred,·
--Harness & Jai Alai Simulcasanul
llive . Jai Alal Returns Oct. 2nd!
.
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1, 2, & 3 Bedroom

homes starting·
from $640

.
.~ ~=~OMOff
.
·~RE 0. >
~~~.'. ~--.~. ~~ ·
----+~~--'"---~~~-'~·~zL_--G~..v-vv"'."-.J

Conveniently located w~thin miles of Valencfa & UCF
Features:
'
.
• Volleyball.and basketball courts
• ZOM'S "Yes We Can" service
• Scree~ed patio or·balcony .
• Clothes &.car care center
• Resident business center
,,~ Additional sto~~ .
'

• Three pools, lightea racquetball
,'
. and
tennis courts
. .
• Fully equipped fitne_ss 'center
'

Bu_sin~ss

~

Microwaves and self-deaning ovens
•Tot lot ·
•Full-size washer/dryer conn.

Center - 5.computers, copy machine, fax·machine, cardiovascular weight
& training center ~vai~able to·students·
.

I

.

-............

NEW!

.''

Office Hours: Mon - Fri 9-6 • Sat 10-5 • Sun 12-:5
DIRECTIONS·: Take Highway 50 (Cplonial Drive) east to thickasawTrail.Turn right on. ChickasawTrail.We
are located 1 mile .on the left
'
,I

ZOMI

RE§'PENT!AL SEeyices

Mort than you expecr.
Aru{thenWM!

ACCREDl~ED

MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZATION®

(407) 658~6522
www.zomusa.com
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Crispers Pre.s ent:s ...

Everything You Need
to ~oW'About College.·-

.

I

CrtSl?e1'S
· F R E S H

S A LA D S . A ·N D

•

\,

•

AROUNE>~HE

CORNER!

S U C H

'

I

I

~

I .

WE'RE RIGHT

. Of course, your college career win be a wonderful voyage of discovery. You'll have new learning experiences, expand your
consciousness with new courses, meet new people fromju,st about all over the world. But one of the most important
things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to'get free food. .
'. .
I

.,...

'

You're in ~uck. Crispers restaura'~ts are rigl;1t near the- UCF campus ...and thafs where you,get the free food. 'see? Yo~
learned something already.
'
' )
.
,
f

-

Crispers is riow open at 436 &
University and Alafya Trail, which
means delicious food is right
around the corner... and it's fast!
,Plus, we'.re opening more
/
new l'ocations all th~ ti.me. . '
Eat in ...take out...whatever.
· Just visit us today, and you can tell .
your .Mom you're eating r:ight! .

I
I

''REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

\c;t;_~

1· ~

ALA FAYA

t

N .

...>-
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"'a:w

....

>

z

~

':::>

··, ~{. ·

43'6

GRAND OPENING!

SEMORAN BLVD.

· GRAND OPENING!
436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
ph ( 407) 673-41 00 '

WATERFORD LAKES .
SSS N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

. ph (407) 482;-4.7 2!
MO_
N -THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8-.PM ·

. llJ1.

MON-.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM ~ 8 PM .

'

Proresslonal A~r ·-.=orce
. OftlCer· .C areer Fie.I ds
Include:
I

.

· rilot/Navigat~r
.

/'

• Space .System_s
• .lnteUig ence ·
•Law
Medicine·
• ·C~ntr.acting
• Computer Syste ms
·• . Science/Engineering
Publ·ic Affairs ·
1

.
'',
WhateYer direction you wish to tak~ your education and career, Air Force.ROTC can help .
·prepare you for tomorrow's(challenges. Scholarships are availoble,to h~lp you
' .
co~plete your college degree. What Qte you waiting for? , ,
.
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Make yourself known on and around campus
Hometown:
Winter Springs, Fl
High School:
Winter Springs
Involvement:
Greek life, SGA,
EKCEL,LEAD
Schola~ Alumni

Junior
Marketing, Human Resources
Group: Tiffany's TNT
E-mail: Lilucfgirl@yahoo.com

KELLY DAACON
Hometown:
St. Pete~burg, Fl
High School:
Lakewood
Involvement:
Greek Life,
Burnett Honors
College, Greek life
Consultant 2002

Sophomore
Civil Engineering
Group: Daacon's Dummies
E-mail: keone@yahoo.com

How can Ibecome a
leader at UCF?
Maybe yotf want to be

preside~t
s cleday - or maybe

Homecoming Board, Volunteer
UCF, .Late Knights, Greek Affairs - and more than 250 clubs
and organizations.
The Campus Activities
Board produces student entertainment such as comedians,
bands and cultura,l events.
Meanwhile, the Homecoming
Board organizes a week of
activities during Homecoming
week in October to celebrate
the return of UCF alumni to
campus.
Volunteer UCF provides
various opportuniti1:1s for students to serve the university and
the community, such as working
with the elderly; collecting cans
for the needy or mentoring
children.
EKCEL is a leadership organization that offers training
and development to students at
any leadership level. Greek Af'fairs directs information about
UCF's social fraternities and
sororities.
There are hundreds of
other student-run clubs and
organizations at UCF, and these
groups are as diverse as they
are numerous. They include
the Student Philosophy Society,
College Democrats, College Republicans, the Red Cross Club,
DanceFever Club and many
more.
All of the clubs at UCF have
formed for academic, social,
international, political, military;
pre-professional or religious
reasons. In fact, you, too, can
form an official· UCF club if
you have at least 12 members,
a ·constitution and a common
purpose.
Your ' parents were right
when they told you that you
could be anythfug you wanted to
be. What they didn't tell you is
the perfect place to get started
is right here at UCF. ,

you just
t to make the most
of your - e at UCF. Whatever
your 7easons, becoming a campu_r.leader can be an unforgettaole experience.
On a campus with over 250
clubs and organizations, and a
student government that is responsible for allocating over $10
million in student. activity fees,
it's easy to find something to be
involved in.
You might be interested in
becoming involved in student
government if you like politics,
meeting people and allocating
- TIFFANY LEVINE AND KELLY DAACON
students' funds.
There are several ways
LISA DIVITO
you can get involved with the
Hometown:
Student Government AssociaSeminole, Fl
High School:
tion, based in Room 214 of the
Saint Pete~burg
Student Union. Start off by
Catholic
deciding which branch interests
Involvement:
you the most - executive, legisLEAO Scholars,
Campus Crusade
lative or judicial.
for Christ
The executive branch is
composed of the student body
president and vice president,
who are elected by the student
Freshman
body each spring, and their
Undecided
cabinet. 'n!e two elected leadGroup: Lisa's lightning Boltz
ers appoint their own cabinet
E-mail: Ldivito84@yahoo.com
'
members.
The legislative branch
BRAD EPSTEIN
Hometown:
consists of the student senate,
Fort Lauderdale, FL
elected by the student body each
High School:
fall. Senate members can also
Nova
be appointed during the year if
Involvement:
Greeklife, Rowdy
seats become vacant.
\
Knights
All students are invited to
attend the senate's open meet- ·
ings at 7 p.m. every Thursday
in the Student Union during the
fall and spring semesters.
The judicial branch, which
Sophomore
upholds the SGA constitution,
Advertising/Public Relations
Group: Brad's Bullseyes
has various members who are
E-mail: lceNHL@aol.com
appointed by the student body
president throughout the year.
If politics isn't your thing,
you can pick up information
about many other student
organizations in the Office of
Student Activities. Located in
Room 208 of the Student Ullion,
If you are a huge sports fan,
OSA houses organizations you may be looking for a group
such as the Campus Activities of friends bubbling with school
Board, EKCEL (Every Knight spirit.
Can Excel in Leadership), the
An organization where

Who are the
Rowdy Knights?

school spirit is f e whole
point may be the j\i
j st the fit
for you.
UCF's craziest, most
energetic group of students
have formed an o~ficial .student club on campus known
as the Rowdy Knights. Their
mission - to pump up
crowds at UCF's ·athletic
events while cheering UCF
athletes to victory. ,
It's hard to miss this
group of students decorated
in bright yellow T-~hirts and
face paint belloWing their
lungs out at football, volleyball, soccer, basketball, softball and baseball games.
If you have so much
spirit that you sometimes
find it hard .to coritain, join
the Rowdy,Knight · and support UCF's athlete as they
battle for their respective
conference champi nships.
For more information
about the Rowdy Knights,
contact Brad Epstein at
lceNHL@aol.com pr (954)
401-6754.

Whyjoi.na
fraterm!Y or
sorority?
Some of you might arrive at UCF and think, "How
will I ever make friends and
get to know people at this
huge school?"
One life-changing solution is to join a Greek organization on campus.
Not only will you gain a
huge group of new friends at
UCF by going Greek, but you
will also gain a network of
connections with other members of the same organization throughout the country.
At UCF alone, fraternities and sororities can also
be a major source of information and diversity. Greeks
come from all walks of life,
different majors and varied
geographical locations.
Every Greek group on
campus places an emphasis
on several important aspects

- LISA DIVITO AND BRAD EPSTEIN

PLEASE SEE PAGE B-26
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Marco Pena lead UCF's Student Government Association for two consecutive one-year terms.

MARY KAY®

because Life is too short
for com licated Skin Care ...
TIMEWISE ®
I

Velocity®

\

the
made-for-you

."

Makeover
Discover skin care & makeup made to suit your skin tone,
your eye & hair colQr, even your lifestyle. caJI me today for
a free computer-generated Personal Skin Care &
Color Profile. We'll create a look that's uniquely yours.

Enter to win a 2003
Saab 9-3 convertible
in the Spring Fever!
sweepstakes on my
Web Site - Hurry Ends 6/ 15/03
After 6/ 15/03 ched< out our newest sweepstakes

Do Men Know?
Looking good takes more
than soap and water. Having
great-looking skin takes an
expert system, like Skin
Management$for Men
from Mary Kay®. call or visit
me online for the products
that will treat men's skin right.

JENNIFER HASSANI
INDEPENDENT.BEAUTY CONSULTANT

TRAINING PROVIDED
Start Making Some
Serious $Money$ ·

I

Shop 24/7 at www.marykay.com/jhassani

407.281.9918 jhassani@marykay.com
Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

Own your own style.

Arizona

• Full Service
Specialty Store
• Experts in Sizing
•Certified
Birkenstock
Repair Service

1-800-293-3985 ext. 603

c~~1o!!R,by Design

1.

D/a Oft
with student ID

to all new inc9ming
students with
Student ID

855 N. Alafaya Trail • Waterford Lakes

(407) 208-9400
JOE KALEITA I CFF

UCF's Rowdy Knights bring all their school spirit to home football games.

Order baskets on&ne at www.cookiesbydesign.com
c
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Fraternities and sororities join forces to compete against each other during the Homecomi~g festivities.

FROM PAGE B-25

of college life and life in the
working world.
These aspects include
scholarship, leadership, community service, social life, athletics
and alumni involvement. Members have the opportunity to set
up study and tutoring groups
with their fellow fraternity or
sorority members who are of the
same major.
Most student leaders at
UCF are Greek, ·and they are
often named Homecoming King
and Queen. Other well-known
Greeks include varsity athletes,
Marching Knights, UCF dancers,
LEAD Scholars, honor students,
SGA and CAB officers, Orientation Team members, cheerleaders, Resident Assistants, Mr. and
Miss UCF and more.
Since fraternities and sororities are social organizations,
they are sometimes perceived
to be groups of drunken idiots.
However, this perception is far

JUSTIN PORTER
Hometown:
Mountain Home,
AR
High School:
Mountain Home
Involvement:
Greek life,
Resident Assistant,
CAB, Marching
Knights,Tour
Guide, Residence
Hall Government,
____,-'"-'-....;;.im-- United Resident
Sophomore
Student
Political Science/Intl Relations Association
Group: Porters Playaz
E-mail: ucfboi18@hotmail.com

from the truth. In fact, one of
the biggest focuses of Greek
life is community service. UCF
Greek organizations participate
in hundreds of hours of community service per semester. These
community service projects
include everything from working
with the elderly to fixing up an
old day-care center.
. Anyone who is remotely
curious about Greek life should
check out UCF's recruitment
events. Sorority rush (recruitment) takes place the week
. before classes start in August,
and fraternity rus)l usually
takes place _two weeks after the
semester has begun. Fliers and
posters will be placed around
campus, and more information
can be obtained in the Greek Affairs office on the second floor of
the Student Union.
Even if you decide not to go
Greek, join a UCF organization
and get involved.
·
-JUSTIN PORTER AND CHRISTY COONS

What's the s~cret
to balancing school
and work?
Some of you may have been
juggling both· academics and a
job since high school. Doing this

BRITT HART /CFF

freshman
Undedared
Group:Tynesha's Things
E-mail: beau_tD1@hotmail.com

in college, however, is a much
different story
While high school may
have seemed effortless, college
requires a lot more•dedication.
Finding the "right" f quilibrium
between work and school depends on your motivation and
how much you can handle. For 1
example, if you are motivated by
money, you may want to.enroll in
school part time and find a full. time job that pays well.
On the other hand, many of
you will want to remain as your
parents' "dependents" so that
you still remain eligible for their
benefits, get taxed less, etc. To
do this, you must be a full-time 1
1 student enrolled in 12 or 1more
credit hours.

Most scholarship recipients
are required to keep their full.
time status to keep their scholarships - and ·if that is the case,
there is generally a minimum
grade point average requirement as well.
In this case, you probably
won't have time to work much.
Writing papers and studying for
midterms takes time, and you
will be losing money if you blow.
your scholarship by letting your
grades slip.
If you desire some extra
. spending cash, but money is
not critical, try finding an oncampus job,. Campus employers
are usually understanding about
schoolwork, class scher.ules and
· other school-related obligations.
You also won't have to waste gas
by driving to work.
To find a · job, visit
www.ucf.edu/toplinks/jobs.html,
the classified section of the Gen. tral PloridaPuture and the Orland<J Sentinel. These sources
usually list several el,llployment
opportunities, both on and off
campus.
It takes trial and error, time,
patience and time management
to find a balance between work
and school. When you eventually
learn how much time everything
takes, you will successfully find
that balance.
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MAss TIMES
Sunday- 8, 10:30, 12
(Polish Mass 9:15am)
Saturillty - Confession 4:45,
Mass 6pm
Monday thru Friday - 9 am

Located at 1501 N.Alafaya Trail

For more information, call

407-275-0841xl1
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What are some
tips for meeting
newpeople? .
Imagine that it'i; your first
day of classes at UCF.1You have
1
survived your first .i¥ght with
your roommate. You l,J.ave even
been to your first college class. '
But as time for lunch pproaches, reality kicks in. All ?f sudden,
you realize that you have no one
at do you
to eat lunch with.
do?
First, do not panic. .There
are thousands of othef. new UCF
students who are in the same position. Next, look on the positive
side - college is a new start, so
no one knows if you were popuPLEASE SEE. PAGE
- .8-27

Mass, Suridays,
~ 8:30pm

as. of August 24
S,tudent Union 316CD
r Fr. David Sc,ptch,ie
,_

CHRISTY COONS
Hometown:
Plant City, fl
High School:
Plant City
Involvement:
LEAD Scholar. Greek
Life, Gold Team, Phi
Sigma Pi National
Honor fraternity, .
Honors College,
National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Sophomore
Radio/TV
Group: Christy's Krazy Krewe
E-mail:Christylynn72o@hotmail.com
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(407) 657-6114 x226

. CFF FILEPHOTO
Every Wednesday the front of the Student Union turns into a marketplace, where vendors often offer special prices.

http: XI pegasus.cc.ucf.eduI -ccm

Sundar Mornin9 Warship: ·9:30 . ·
Sunday Morning Bible Study: 11 :DD
Wednesday Night Bible Study: 8:80
•
Ministries

www.ucffuture.com
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Check our
web site
fortime ·
and location.

0-TEAM
to concerts, you are bound to find
other fun, spirited Knights with
lar or not in high school.
similar interests.
So, if you find that you could
8. Leave your door open.
be eating lunch alone, find oth#r This is a great way to meet your
new students and sit with them. · neighbors.
.
Who knows - they might turn
9. ·Participate iil intramural
. out to be your ne'Y best friend.
sports. You can sign up as a "free
Since you will probably find agent" to meet .new people that
yourself in many other situations like to play the same sports as.
besides this one, however, here you.
are some tips on tip.ding and
10. Find a job on campus.
meeting new people at UCF:
. You'll make money and make
1. Smile. Just make sure to friends as well.
remove that big piece of lettuce
11. Go to class. Even if your
from your teeth first.
class is at 7:15 a.m:, there will be
2. Be confident. If you like · at least one other student there.
yourself, others will like you, too.
12. Try not to go home too
3. Join a club. With over much. Even if you get homesick,
250 clubs here at UCF, there has staying around on the weekends
to be one out there for you. . ' will increase your chances of
4. Go Greek. Not only is it a meeting people.
great way to meet people, but it is
13. Do not miss out on the
also a great way to get involved.
chance to meet new people. Even
5. Start a study group. By if you already have a group of
doing this, you will accomplish friends,. introduce, yourself to
two tasks at once: harigin' out everyone.
and learning something.
14. Read The Future. It's
6. Go to the gym. This does ·free - and will give you someyour body good ... and gives you thing to ti:tlk about.
some hot bodies to stare at.
J5. Be yourself.
7. Participate in UCF
events: From free football games
-SHAMEIKA DAYE AND CARRIE BUTLER
FROM PAGE B-26

CARRIE BUTLER
Hometown: St.
Petersburg, Fl
High School: Boca
Ciega
Involvement:
Greek life,
Intramural Sports

. We
dream
of a church .. ~
.
-

where people find real help,
discover reai answers and
experience real change.

Freshman
Industrial Engineering
Group:Carrie's Celebrities
E-mail: ucfcaribear@yahoo.com

SHAMEIKA DAYE

r====------i

Hometown:
Brandon, Fl
High School:
Armwood
Involvement:
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship, LEAD
Scholars

Junior
Business Management
Group: Daye's Disney Starz
E-mail: drkcocoa24_2001@yahoo.com
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0-Team member Justin Porter leads incoming freshmen on a tour as part of their two-day Orientation experience.
I

BY JUSTIN PORTER-

I
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0-Team

" ... And the worst part was
when I contracted gonorrhea," I
exclaimed loudly.
I never expected those
words to come out of my mouth,
but after joining O!feam, I realized that anything could happen,
including the portrayal of 1,ictitious college stu~ents in realistic
skits. Most people have no idea
what being an 0-Teamer really
entails. I'm about to tell you. 1
My 0-Team journey began
when I filled out an appliqtidn
for the position last September.
BRITT HART / CFF
·After an .extensive interviewing
process, several cheerful former 0-Teamers bonded by spending time together over '0-Dinners' and elsew,her~.
O!feamers showed up at my
Last but not least, 0-Teamdoor one December day with bal-, we officially started our summer
ers serve as .academic advisers
loons and a certificate congratu- freshmen sessions.
After that is when the real to the freshmen. We work alonglating me for being selected as a
work begari - from designing side the professional advisers
member of O!feam 2003.
Needles~ to say; I was
and printing group nametags to to help students plan out their
thrilled. Twenty-nine of us had decorating our residence halls schedules:
The one inspiring figlire
been selected-a diverse gl'oup for the freshmen who stay onof students from · all dillerent , campus during orientatfon. So who k~eps us going is our leader,
backgrounds. The diversity of appreciate the decoratiens.
Joe Ritchie. As director of OrienAmajorportionofourtrain- tation Services, he plays a major
our team was a truly appropriate representation of UCF's ing also included creating 'and role in training 0-Teamers.
practicing our welcome dance,
Along with his assistant didiverse student body.
At the beginning of the which we perform at the begin- rectors and graduate assistant,
spring semester, we ventured to ning of each freshmen session. he has established our foundastudent-choreographed · tion of excellence by training
Apopka for an 0.!feam retreat. The
This officially began our com-· dance is 10 minufos long and in- tqe entire team, running the orimitment to the ' team and our .' eludes altered lyrics of ,Popular , entation office and performing a
year-long job and was one of songs that'promote UCF. "Pretty countless number of other tasks
the most valuable experiences fly for a Knight guy;" and "Hey; to help us .
. we shared together. The retreat freshmen, it's your birthday"
. Although we worked hard
gave everyone a chance to be is oiir special way of greeting and spent long hours 'prepar- ·
themselves and to open up to UCF's incoming freshmen.
ing, it was an unforgettable
one another.
. · Besides the singing and experience ~ especially the "0. In. fact,· I found out a bit dancing, O!feamers also have Dinners" where we took turns
more than I wanted to know the very important responsibil- showing off our not-so-wonderabout everyone during several · ity of entertaining students With' ful cooking skills fo one another.
0-Team is truly an experi"interesting" games we played. humorous skits while trying
But it was some much-needed to deliver important messages ence that has changed my life. I
relaxation time before our inten- about diversity; sexually trans- have found 29 incredible friends
sive training would begin.
mitted infections . and drunk ,and forged invaluable' connecWe began training at the · driving. .
tions at UCF.
beginning of. spring semester
- starting three hours a week
in the beginning and working
our way up to 40-plus hours by ·
the end of the semester. Training manuals, several inches
thick, taught us everything from
academic advising to campus
tour tips.
A trip to the Southeast
Regional O~ientation Workshop at the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro taught us
about schools' orientatfon programs, allowed us to compete in
a dance competition and listen
to keynote speakers.
Our training continued
.
. ALEXROMANIUK/ CFF
'tbrough the end of May; when After weeks of strenuous practicing, the 0-Team is ready to perform a skit.

Christian
- Brothers and Sisters in Christ
Camp~s
- Our mission field

·~

-- ...

Fellowship
1
Leaming artd shf!ri~g the
.
Word together with the PURPOSE of serving
Jesus Christ at UCF.

CCF
- Christian students serving
with purpose
at UCF
.
r .
For more information contact our Campus Minister Matt ·Boden at
(407) 247-8131 or see our weqsite ar www.ccfucf.com.
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WE'RE ALL ABOUT...

• Passionate worship
• Intense discipleship
thru small groups,
missions trips and
outreach
• ·surrender to Jesus
.in everything

Tuesdays through July 22 @ 7p
Summer Bible Study
(call 407-J59-2112~ ext. 160)

FRI AUG 22 @ Sp
Ultimate Frisbee on the chemistry lawn
SAT AUG '23@ 12 noon
Volleyball and cookout at the rec center
Starting TUES. AUG 27 @ 7p:
Worship (each Tuesday) at University-Carillon
United Methodist Church1600 E. McCulloch Ro~d (Oviedo)

ucfwesley.org
,J
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The UCF
Bookstore would like to welcome you to campus and
.
we.look forward to serving y0u throughout your college career.
'

'

The UCF Bookstore has everything
you. need for ,school an~ campus life! ·
'

'

• new & used textbooks-buy used and save! '
.

'

·'

: • , reserve your textbooks for first dibs on used textbooks.
www.bkstore.com/ucf
'.
. I

• largest selection of UCF merchandise.
• school & dorm supplies to suit all your ·needs.
• gerieral·reading & reference section .
1

._ enjoy
a treat
from our Starbucks® cafe - try the daily specials!
.
.

I

'
'

I

UCF Bookstore 4000 Central Florida Boulevard Orlando~ Florida ·32816 Phone (407) 823-2665 · Fax (407) 823-6282

Bookstore
*ll"'''h*""+mw
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PHONE LIST &CAMPUS MAP
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- - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - lnfonnation &directions:
Operator ........................................................407-823-2000
Directions Hotline ....................................... 407-882-0909

Student services:
Academic Computing Support ................. 407-823-2713
Academic Services ...................................... 407-823-2169
Admissions-Graduate ..........................:..... 407-823-2766
Admissions-Undergraduate ...................... 407-823-3000
Air Fbrce ROTC ...........................................407-823-1247
Army ROTC .................................................. 407-823-2430
Athletics ........................................................407-823-3213
Arena-UCF ................................................... 407-823-3070
Athletics-UCF............................................... 407-823-2256
Athletic Ticket Office ..'.....................'. .......... 407-823-1000
Campus Life .............................................'....407-823-2626
Campus Ministries ...................................... 407-823-5336
Career Resource Center ............................ 407-823-2361
Cooperative Education ............................. .407-823-26~7
Counseling and Testing Center ...:............ 407-823-2811
Creative School for Children.....................407-823-2726
Credit Union (Main Number) ....................407-249-0008

- - - - - - .,

- ---

Credit Union (Campus) .............................. 407-823-3176 Parking Services.......................................... 407-823-5812
Dining Service ....................................... .'...... 407-823-2651 Physical Therapy ........................................407-823-3470
Disability Services......................"...............407-823-2371 Registrar's Office ........................................ 407-823-3100
Dispute Resolution Services .....................407-823-3477 Student Academic Resource Center .......407-82~5130
Evening1Weekend Student Services........407-823-2691 Student Alumni Association .................... .407-823-3453
.Financial Aid and Scholarship .................407-823-2827 Student Conduct..........................................407-823-2851
· · First Year Advising .....................................407~3-3789 Student Government Association ....,....:.. 407-823-2191
Graduation Information....... :..................... 407-823-2842 Student Health Services ............................ 407-823-2701
Greek Life ..................................................... 407-823-2824
Health & Public Affairs ..............................407-823-2406
Housing and Residence Life ......................4p7-823-4663 · Transfer Services........................................407-823-5959
ID Cards-University.................................... 407-823-3072 UCF Bookstore ............................................ 407-823-2665
Intramural Sports ....:..................................407-823-2408 UCF Card ...................................................... 407-823-2100
Lead Scholars .....................................:........ 407-823-2223 UCF Computer Store.......................:.......... 407-823-5603
Library Hours .............................................. 407-823-2756 UCF Library .................................................. 407-823-2580
Library Information ....................................407-823-2562
Nursing Department...................................407-823-2744 News:
.Oasis .............................................................. 407-823-2492 · See news happening?
Office of Student Activities ....................... .407-823-6471 The Central Florida Future ..................... .407-447-4555
Office of Student Conduct.. ........................ 407-823-2851 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 115
Off-Campus Student Resource Center .. .407-823-6505 Oriando, Florida 32817
editor@UQFfuture.com
Orientation Center ...................................... 407-823-5105
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To Oviedo·
Abbr.

I

Academic Village1
Nike eommunity
Hercules Community
All Campus Card
ISTSV
Arena
ARNA
Aspect Intl. Eng, School
Auditorium (SRC)
Automatic Tellers (AliM)
BPW Scholarship House · BPW
Baseball Stadium
STAD
Barbara Ying Center
INTL
Biological Sciences
BL
Bookstore (Wash. Cit.) STSV
Brevard Hall
BREV
Building Seivices
j SERV
Burnett Honors College IBHC
Burnett House
PRS
Business Admin.
BA
Business Admin. ii
BA2
Career Seivices
Chemistry
CH
Citrus Hall
CIH
Classroom Bldg.
CL1
Classroom Modules
MMC
CMMS
Colbourn Hall
CNl:l
College of Arts & Scs.
CAS
Commons
COMN
Communications Bldg. COMM
Computer Center I
CC1
Computer Center ii
CC2
CSB
eomputer Science~
Creative School
CRSC
Diversity Initiatives
DI
Early Childhood Ctr.
ECC
Education Annex
Education d:oniplex
ED
Edueation Portable I
Engine Research Lab
ERL
Engineering I
E:NGR
Engineering ii
ENG2
Engineerihg Field tab EFL
PH
First Yea,r Advising
li'laglerH!lli
FLH
Flare
Greek Park
Alpha Delta Pi
ADLT
Alpha Tau Omega ·
ATO
Delta Delta Delta
TRIO
DLTG
Alpha Xi Delta
Kappa D'e lta
KDLT
KSIG
Kappa Sigma
PIBP
Pi Beta Phi
Pi KA
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon SAEP
SCH!
Sigma Clli
Sigma Phi Epsilon
SPE
ZETA
Zeta Tau Alpha
Health & Public Affairs I HPA
Health & Public Affairs II HPA2
Housing Admin: Bldg.
HAB

J

To Hwy. 50

and'408

D

Bldg.#

Sect.

I

Building Name

Abbr.

Howard Philips Hall
'
I
Human Resourees (RP) IPH
UTC
hoH07
l:i14
HVAC
UTI
] 108-114 G14
26
F9
Inst. for Sim. & Train.
Lake Claire Apts.
50
1-4
Lake Claire Rec. Area
1-13
ASP3
LAH .
7E
G12
Lake Hall
26/52
E9/F9 Library
LR
Math & Physics
402
D14
MAP
1-3
82
Millican Hall
MH
Observatory/Astra. Lab OBSV
71
E13
Orange Hall
20
G10
ORNG
tosH
26
Osceola Hall
tE9
Parking Garage North 'PKG4
30
G11
Parking Garage South PKG3
H12
•
(Main Office)
E9
/95
P11-rking Garage East
C13
PKG2
1100
Parking Garage West
45
G9
G9 ,
PKG1
94
(Auxiliary Office)
pp
7F
G12
Physical Plant
Police Department
CPOL
5
G10
Polk Hali
POH
85
H11
79
F7
Portable Classrooms
MOD1-8 F7
PANT
Print Shop
ROTC (Army/Air Force)
81
1=14
18
E9
Rec. & Wellness Ctr.
RWC
Recreational Seivices
87
E7
RS
Rehearsal l:iall
RH
33
H11
75
E7
Research Pavilion
PVL
Satelllte HVAC
SUP
13
F10
School
of
Optics
(CREOL)
CROL
29
F1 0
SEMN
54
· G9
Seminole Hall
Sumter Hall
SUH
24
H1 2
Student Academic
542
Resource Ctr. (SARC) PH
28
1-13
Student Counseling/
1544
21
D10
Testing/Orientation
' T547
HG
Student Dining
Student Health Center STHL
76
N1 6
Student Legal Seivices/
40
H9
91
H9
CamRUS. Ministry '
N16
Student Resource ptr.
44
Sl'WN,
Student Union
14
E10
· Teaching Academy
TA
86
H11
Theatre
TH
LS03
!·13
Theatre Annex
Theatre Module ii
406
C7>410
05
UCF/LY.N l\ Transit Ctr. LYNX
University Dining Rm./
C6
403
C7
President's Dining Rm.
404
407
D6
University Police Dept. CPOL
University Technical Ctr. l!JTC
413
D5
C6 ·
Victim Seivices
405
\lisitors' Info. Center
IS
408
B7
Visual Arts Building
VAB
D6
409
412
Veterans Affairs
C5
VOH
Volusia Hall ·
411
C5
C6
Waste
Water TreJltment
4Q1
Wayne Densch Center rEW
WDSC
80
HB
90
IHB
Wellness eenter
RWC
W iiting Center
73
H12

17

r

Ill

Bldg.#
14
8110
3
IST
55-70
9
2
12
1
74
31
10
97
89
83
78

1-8
D9 ·

16
49
11
PC1-4
22
TR501
88
15
19
8102
72
53
32
84
14

1-16
1-16
F12
1-13
1-12
G14
G13
G13
E9
J19

7G

G11

7D
27
7,C

G12
G10
G11

7H
52
93
6
T534
T R537
302
?<A

G12
F9 '
D11
G10
1-17
1· 17
C10
G11

49
8110
TR533
23
51
78
8
4
38/39
88
MOD608

1-1 6
K18
1-17
D13
EB
F11
F11
N16
F13

F7
H9
H12
H11
E10

~13

F7

Lake Claire I Academic Villages

fi:I .Motorcycle Pads

Dst~ff

~Student
Visito~

D

Around Campus
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Athletic Fields
Buildings
Roads

D

Sidewalks

D

Wetlands, Arboretum

D

M

15

Parking Lots
Faculty
Greek Row

[M
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Water. Lal<es, Ponds, Treatment

17
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